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Hocking Granite Wins Suit For
Derrick Loss Against Portland
Firm As Superior Court Closes

... ----------------- -
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The Merchant Marine and Fish out.
Payne cites in a letter directed
eries Subcommittee of Congress
has opened a series of hearings on to the committee 19 proposals
presented by the Maine Associa
proposed Coast Guard regulations
tion of Passenger Boat Owners
governing boats and vessels carry and urges their consideration.
ing six or more passengers for
In the letter, he comments that
hire. The object of the hearings regulations to safeguard the tra
is to determine whether or not veling public and still not impose
the regulations set up by the Coast hardships on the boat owners
Guard are two stringent.
should be the aim of the commit
Passenger boat owners have tee.
vigorously protested the regula
During the hearings, officials of
tions, contending that they are the Coast Guard will appear, as
unreasonable and would serve to will the representatives of several
put some operators out of busi passenger boat owner associa
ness.
tions. The Maine association was
Senators Frederick G. Payne active in the discussions early and
and Margaret Chase Smith have has been joined by like groups
both asked postponement of the from other states and sections
effective date of the regulations where small passenger boat opera
for one year so that a leasonable tions are even greater than they
set of regulations may be worked are in Maine.

$939 from the Maine Food Plan
at Camden on Dec. 7. 1954 brought
against Wilfred O. Berube of Lew
iston and scheduled for the May
term of court here was continued
indefinitely.
Berube will face
charges in Auburn at thp next term
of Superior Court there concerning
.
.
♦
„ 4
the sale of mortgaged property,
,,
. ...
_ ., „
Knox County Attorney Curtis Payson reported. Payson said the Au
burn charges were based on inci— * Mary L. Wellington of Thomasdents that occurred after Berube ton from Richard S. Wellington of
was working in this area in 1954. Rockland. Custody of Richard 8.,
A charge of driving Under the in Jr.. Jeannette E. and Pamela 3.
fluence of liquor bought against granted to mother. Payson for
Henry R. Slee.per, 157 Talbot Ave-| libellant.
nue. was continued to the October
Austin D. Nelson from Susan F.
term of Superior Court. Th" c arg" Nelson, both of Rockland. Cushad been brought by deputies of tody of Joseph Greenwood granted
the Sheriff's Patrol who stopped to mother. Harding for libellant.
Sleeper on Park street Dec. 19.
Bebe P. Drinkwater from Norj man W. Drinkwater, Jr., both of

Crucial Action Expected Today On
Ferry Bill As Senator Low Presses
For Acceptance In Upper House

VAN HEUSEN

Sport Shirts
for only

*2.95!

Here’s the biggest shirt bar

gain in town! Fine quality
Van Heusen cotton sport
shirts, with comfortable

short sleeves...at the
amazing low price of only
$2.95. Van Heusen sewmanship quality and style. And

remember that price..,

It had been continued from the
February term of court.
Payson reported this week that
the case was slated for early hear
ing at the October term after a re
quest by the defendant for post
ponement until defense witnesses
were avai’ab'e was granted The
case had been continued from
February to May for the same rea
son.
The following divorces were
granted during the terra by Jus
tice Archibald. Twenty one were
allowed on grounds of cruel and
abusive treatment, two for desertion and one for non-support.
•
Cruel and Abusive Treatment

The May term of Superior Court Magee of Camden against Carle
in Knox County ended ite major ton Gray of Melrose. Mass., as the
portion of business Tuesday after result of an accident in Camden
July 26. 1956. The case was taken
noon and the court was recessed
under advisement by Justice
on a day to day basis by Justice
Archibald.
James Archibald of Houlton.
A charge of embezzlement of
The plaintiff was awarded $3570

in a suit for damages brought by
Darold B. Hocking and Arnold B.
Hocking of the Hocking Granite
Industries of Clark Island against
Lloyd and White, Inc., of Portland
Tuesday.
The granite company claimed
negliegnee and carelessness on the
pail of the defendant on Jan. 30,
1956 when the mast of a steel der
rick fell at the Clark Island
quarry. The 125 foot derrick had
been newly purchased and was
being erected by the Lloyd and
PROPOSAL FOR ESTABLISHMENT
White firm.
Berman. Berman and Wernick of
OF ROCKLAND INDUSTRIAL PARK
Portland had appeared for the
OUTLINED TO COUNTY GROUP
plaintiff and Shur and Sawyer
of Portland represented the deRockland is planning 16 acres of and leave open drainage until a
Photo bv Cullen
fendant.
industrial park area on Pleasant customer is found for the area.
Fellow members of the crew of the trawler Tide pass Lester Allen, 34, of Camden, lashed in a
Earlier Tuesday, a suit for $105
Stokes
stretcher,
to
waiting
hands
on
the
40
Fathom
dock
and
on
his
way
to
the
hospital.
Fractures
of
street which, after being put in Purpose of the park is to furnish
damages was brought by Cornelius
proper condition will have consid any interested industry an ade his right leg and ankle may hospitalize him for as long as two months.
Lester Allen, 34, of Camden, a nearly as high as the top of the
erable appeal to industry. City quate area to meet its needs.
Manager Lloyd K. Allen described
The area will be included in a deckhand on the 40 Fathom Fish deck bollards, which are about two
the area in a letter read to direc restricted industrial type zone, eries trawler Tide is in Knox Hos feet in height, and which he just
missed.
tors of the Knox County Industrial the classification of which is now
pital with a fracture of his right
and
Development
Association being drawn up. The zoning will
Capt. Benner said the injured
meeting Tuesday night in Rock provide for interior loading docks leg above the knee and a fractured man was moved to his bunk in the
land.
so that trucks would not be pro right ankle as the result of a fall crew’s quarters forward and he
One of the purposes of the meet jecting into the streets and would aboard the vessel about 11.30 a. m. radiophoned to Rockland for direc
ing was to discuss industrial park provide also for parking space ad Monday.
tions.
sites in the county area, but Al jacent to each Industrial building
Capt. Leroy Benner, master of
He was advised by 40 Fathom
len’s letter was the only report of
masonry construction,
he the trawler, said the craft was on Manager Arthur Thurston to make
The House has already passed
The Ferry Bill to provide ade- I
made by the 16 community asso stated.
! a position 22 miles east of Brazil all possible speed to port, an esti quate connection with the main the bill one step short of enact
ciation members.
Sewage disposal from the area Buoy off the Nova Scotia shore mated 18 hours steaming time
ment with a smashing vote of 117
He wrote the letter because he will be planned, although the site when the accident which led to tha away, rather than try to transfer land for four Penobscot Bay
island communities is expected to , to 3 in favor.
was unable to attend the session is ideally located for waste water injuries occurred.
Allen to a Coast Guard rescue
The bill does not ask for state
being in Boston on city business. 1 disposal of a non-polluting nature,
Witnesses to the accident, Nor craft which might be several hours go before the Senate this mom- j
I funds, but the credit of the state
The manager described the park inasmuch as a creek makes up in man Watson and Richard Free arriving on the scene.
as approximately 16 acres of land the back of the property, he re man, said that the fishing tackle
Tabled a week or more ago by for tbe bond 1,8Ue which would bP
The Tide docked at 8 a. m. Tues
now owned by Starr Brothers and ported.
I had broken and that Watson and day and he was moved to a wait Senator William Cole of Liberty. Pald °ff from incom'' of the four
situated on Pleasant street just
Allen told the members that the Allen were engaged in its repair ing ambulance and the hospital.
expected to c,ome up for ac i ferry services.
off Route 1 and adjacent to the Rockland Planning Board has at the crosstrees on the forward He
It would allow the North Haven
had
remained
conscious tion today as the legislators strive
railroad track.
agreed to go along with the new mast.
throughout the run to Rockland as for a Friday closing of the ses- and Vinalhaven Port Districts to
The owners plan to grade the classification for industrial zoning
Watson was on the mast ladder fellow crewmen did their best to sion which is making history as construct modern ferries to re
site making it as level as possible a3 long as the stipulation that it be at the crosstrees and Allen, mak relieve his pain.
Maine's longest in recent years. place their present Inadequate 64
imposed only on petition of the ing his way up the ladder with a
Allen had shipped on the Tide
Senator Seth Low of Rockland foot boats. lslesboro would have
owner of the land is included.
wire rope to be run through a just before she left Rockland for has gathered support for the bill a larger ferrv tha? the Gov nor
He stated that once the area is pulley by Watson when the acci the Grand Banks the afternoon of which calls for a $2,500,000 bond Brann, and Swans Island would be
leveled off the site will be of con dent occurred.
May 14. He is an experienced issue to provide ferry service for given service it now lacks.
siderable appeal to industry. He
Allen lost his hand hold and fisherman, having sailed for Birds North Haven. Vinalhaven. Swans
Should the bill gain approval to
termed the location excellent.
toppled backward.
His falling Eye in past years.
Island and lslesboro. Wednesday day in the Senate, it then returns
The biggest single investment in body struck a swing light on the
Fred Cotta, personnel manager evening, it seemed possible that to the House for enactment and
the area would be the costs of run vessel’s whaleback forward of tho for 40 Fathom, said Wednesday he could carry the bill through the comes back to the Senate for en
ning the sewage line, he axplained mast and he bounced from there that Allen was fully covered by Senate in the face of opposition actment also and signature by the
and estimated the costs of such a to strike the deck some 10 feet be insurance held by the company. led by Senate President Rcbert governor.
project in the vicinity of $25,000.
low. In all, he fell an estimated
The Tide, after Allen was Haskell of Bangor and Senator
Even though passed and signed,
The industrial park site had Seen 40 feet. Those who saw the acci brought ashore, landed 150 000 Cole.
the issue must go to the people of
in the planning stages for many dent said that Allen struck tho pounds of redfish caught prior to --------------------------------------------------- —
months.
I deck 60 hard that his body bounced the accident.
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South Thomaston.
Custody of
I Wanda J., Debra R., and Elaine
D. granted to mother. Wilbur for
libellant.
Lillian E. Pushaw of Camden
from Harold I. Pushaw of Lincoln
ville.
Custody of Donald A.,
: granted to mother. Wilbur for
libellant.
*

Richard J. Kwapiszewski from
the state in the September referen
Evelyn F. Kwapiszewski, both
dum elections before it is law.
Should the voters of the state of Rockland. Custody of Rebecca,
give approval in September, It Robert. Catherine, Josephine and
could be as long as two years be Martha granted to mother. Wil
fore ferries and docks could be bur for libellant.
Esther M. Harrington from Le
constructed and the new service
land A Harrington, both of Rock
established.
On Wednesday, two constitution land. Custody of Cynthia Lee
al amendments were signed into granted to mother, Grossman for
law and await referendum ap libellant.
Maureen B. Beaulieu of Rock
proval. One would bring Maine's
elections into line with the rest of land from Reni E. Beaulieu of
the nation, moving them from Lewiston. Custody of Suzanne M.
September to November.
The and Renette J. granted to mother,
other establishes a four year term Grossman for libellant.
Annie M. Winchenbach from
for the state's governor and makes
possible two four year terms for Gideon C. Winchenbach, both of
Union. Custody of Craig G. and
a chief executive.
The House let die a third amend Darrell L. granted to mother.
ment which would have had the Grossman for libellant.
Kathryn E. Clukey of Thomaston
Executive Council elected by the
people and not the Legislature. from Richard B. Clukey of Dexter.
The bill had bounced back, and Grossman for libellant.
Helen M.aDosv of Rockland from
forth between the two legislative
Robert Dow of Owls Head. Cus
bodies for days.
tody of Alan C. and Raymond
granted to mother. Grossman for
libellant.
Wilho A. Leppancn of Thomaston
from Evelyn M. Leppanen of
Provincetown, Mass. Custody of
Carry Van, Linda Lee and Donna
(Continued on Page Two)

Knox Voiture Of 40 & 8 Elects New Staff

Boston Firm Buys Rockland Port
District Bonds; Trustees To
Open Construction Bids Tuesday
The investment firm of Dwinell, Schofield-White Park on next
Hartness and Hill of Boston were Tuesday in the office of the city
successful bidders for the Rock manager. The District will have
20 days in which to reach a de
land Port District $100,000 bond
cision in awarding the bid, after
issue Tuesday. Four bids were
which the successful bidder on the
opened in the ofTices of the Bos
construction «.vill have 39 days in
ton Safe Deposit and Trust Com
which to start work. The com
pany in the presence of City Man
pletion date now set is December
ager Lloyd Allen.
1.
The bid has an Interest rate of
Tile project includes construc
three and nine-tenths per cent on
the bonds, plus a three-tenths of tion of a wharf which will have
an overall length of approximate
one per cent premium.
With the premium, the total ly 240 feet and extend into the
amount to be received by the Port harbor 37 feet. There will be two
District trustees will be $1CO,300. 60 by 20 foot pockets, or jogs, in
The city will repay the bonds at the wharf face in areas which
the rate of $10,000 per year for 10 would not normally be used for

years, plus interest.
interest payments for the 10
year period will amount to
$25,350 to bring the total cast of
the bond issue to $125,050, deduct
ing the $300 premium to be paid
by the investment firm.
It is expected that the bonds will
be printed and ready for issue in
three weeks, at which time funds
will be available to the Port Dis
trict.
Port District Trustees ■will open
bids for the construction of the
wharf and terminal buildings at

1

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

WMBH

If I had my life to live again,
I would have made a rule to read
some poetry and listen to Dome
music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes is a loss of
happiness—Charles Darwin.
TODAY

11

docking.
Two power lifts will
raise and lcwer slipways with the
tides to facilitate loading of
freight and passenger vessels.

So here hath been dawning
Another blue day:
Think, wilt thou let it
Slip useless away?

Ashore, the bids will include
construction of a 60 by 44 passen
ger and freight terminal building
which will also house offices of
the North Haven and Vinalhaven
Port Districts.

Out of Eternity
This new day was born:
Into Eternity
At night, will return.

A roadway reaching from Main
Street to the dock area has al
ready 'been constructed by the
city and will be tarred as soon
as it has settled into place suffi
ciently.
Despite the height of
Main Street above the dock area,
a gradual slope has been worked
out for the road.

Behold it aforetime
No eye ever did:
So soon it forever
From all eyes is hid.
■ *

A'lluku uj

-0 A MCI —

oil

The dock and building will be
Roy Bell, left, elected senior chef de train, and E. Allen Gordon, right, new junior chef de train,
put into use as soon as completed are shown with George Gillis, grand rhef de train, following the annual business meeting of the Knox Voi
GLO.VER HALL — WARREN
as the city now has a month to ture 44) A 8 at the Legion Home Tuesday. Sidney Segal ol Koekland was elected chef de gare.
Friday - 9.30 to 12.30
month
lease with A. C. McLoon
WILHO ELGLAND ORCH.
Sidney Segal of Rockland was ' tis, conductor; Ervin Curtis, cor- train: Archie Rouleau, grand chef
Benefit Warren Lodge I.O.O.F.
Company who owns the docks elected chef de gare of the Knox - respondent and commissar intend- de gare passe; Don Alquin, grand
DONATION 75c
(Continued from Page One)
Voiture, 4CA8. at an annual busi j ent; Frank Hallowell, sou conduct- chef de gare passe.
61-62
ness meeting held Tuesday night I or; Melzar McCaslin, guarde la
I porte; Frank Young, sou guarde
at the American Legion Hall.
COOKED FOOD SALE
RUMMAGE SALE
The business- session was fol i la porte; Ted Perry, nmmonier;
RUMMAGE SALE
lowed by a lobster stew supper. i and Arthur Ingersoll of Port
NEWBERRY'S STORE
And Slightly Used Clothing
Saturday, May 25, 9 A. M.
Other officers elected included: Clyde, grand cheminot.
FRIDAY, MAY 24
Saturday, May 25, 9.30 A. M.
METHODIST CHURCH
Attending the meeting were
Auspices, Littlefield Church BYF Roy Bell of Thomaston, senior
11 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Auspices W'.S.C.S.
chef
de
train;
E.
Allen
Gordon,
three
visitors
from
Auburn.
62* lt
CONANT'S STORE
junior chef de train; Douglas Cur- George Gillis, grand chef de

Here hath been dawning
Another blue day:
Think, wilt thou let it
Slip useless away?
Thomas Carlyle.

WHY NOT

TAKE MOTHER
OUT TO DINNER

EVERY SUNDAY

only $1951

LAWNS MOWED
Others At $4.00 and $5.00

LOBSTER POUND RESTAURANT
- AND TRIMMED -

J

m’U*

'■•fL'l’l11

'

LINCOLNVILLE BEACH - MAINE

• GUARANTEED
SATISFACTORY SERVICE

Opening Sunday, May 26
Dinner 11 A. M. to 8.30 P. M.
PARTUS AND BANQUETS ACCOMMODATED

CLOSED WEDNESDAYS
AFTER 12.30 P. M.

61-63

By Knox County Theatre Guild?

Talent Show Conducted hy
George Sleeper

RUMMAGE SALE
Friday, May 24-10 o'clock

• REASONABLE RATES

Saturday, May 25

In the Former

• WILL ACCEPT FIRST
25 CUSTOMERS ONLY

8.00 P. M.

Children's Specialty Shop

Owls Head Central School

Marion Village

403 MAIN STREET

Restaurant

• CALL 1436 or 961

TEL LINCOLNVILLE RO 3-4471

ONE ACT PLAY

BOB and TODD MdNTOSH

Ausp. School Imp. League

Adults 50c

Children 25e
61-62

Benefit Purchase Street P. T. A.

«-<3
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Has a Lively Word
On the New

TuMday-Thunday-Saturday
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Union Legionnaires Seat Officers

ST. GEORGE EXPLORER SCOUTS TO ’

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor and Publisher, John M. Richardson
Three Times a Week
The Limerock Gazette was established in 1846. In 18is
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established in 1855,
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $7.50 per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 10c. Circulation 5273.

Fire Truck
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I would like to say a few words
In regard to the purchasing of a
new fire truck, but X don't expect
that you will print it because you
will call it chaff, the same as
some other articles that I have
Sent to you.
The chief says the one now in
use is 19 years old. That is true,
but how many hpurs has the mo
tor been run Miles do not mean
a thing to a fire engine because
if one was in service 50 years the
miles would not be 50.000.
Does the Rockland, Boston
Trans. Co. throw away a truck
every time it makes a round trip
to Canada or New York. Those
trucks travel as many as 150,000
miles and are then in fair condi
tion. That would be more motor
hours than a pumper in this city

EDITORIAL

r

WHY NOT A PERMANENT MARINE EXHIBIT?

New officer* of the Storer-Colllns-Hurding Ami rican Legion Post of Union and its auxiliary, installed
would do in 25 years, yes
Tu«.«.<li,y night ceremonies at the Vnion Legion Hal , -*.e ...lU.fd above with their installing officer.
This city has already given Left to right are: Gavin Brown, vice commander; Mrs. Agnes Esaney, Auxiliary president; George Freedaway two fire trucks that were of man of Haliovell, department vice commander; Elmer Savage, commander; and Mrs. Mary Smith, auxilino use according to the manager. ar-v v*ce president.
One Is doing Tire duty at Stoningschool bus on Camden Street Mon
ton and the other at Rockport.
Municipal Court
Kinney President
day’ was brought against Richard
I ask the people of Rockland,
Lawrence
of
Tenants
Harbor
who
Thomas Watkinson of Glen
if the insurance companies ap
Of K-L Umpires
prove of them in those towns why Cove /.vas found guilty of posses- failed to make an appearance to
Members of the Knox-Lincolnare they not good enough for sion of four short lobsters on a answer to the charge.
Rockland Police were complain Waldo Approved Baseball Umpires
Rockland? Just think of the num.
. .
,
.
, . .
warrant that alleged possession of ants.
Association, meeting with Ber^a^d
ber of hours a motor in a lobster“Bun” Thompson Monday night,
man's boat gets a year. Fire 15 short lobsters in Municipal
Helen May Dow, 24. of 22 Cam elected Austin Kinney of Tenants
truck engines are made for serv- Court Tuesday morning after
ice.
j Judge Alfred M. Strout ruled a den street pleaded guilty to a Harbor president.
Rockland Police charge of hit and
Thompson was elected secretary1 would suggest if the city has "conflict between intent and the
run and paid a fine of $10 in Rock treasurer of the association at the
any money to spend (which they act” in evidence pres nted.
land Municipal Court Wednesday- meeting during which several pay
have not) thet they raise the
Watkinson was alleged to have
j provisions in called games, postwages of the street department, possessed the 15 short lobsters on morning.
Police said the woman was the poned or forefeit contests were disfire department and police de his boat off Wooden Ball Island
partment. Those men have to buy in Penobscot Bay Sunday by driver of a 1955 Willys sedan that cussed among other subjects,
took a wide U turn on Main street
The next meeting of the group
groceries and they pay the same Coastal Warden Marshall Rice
early
Tuesday
morning,
cut will be held June 3.
price as the city manager does on
Judge Strout fined the respon
-------------------nearly three times the wage that dent $20 and $6 costs and the case through the South End Esso Station and struck the garage door of I
Imnnrtfint
they get. May be then they will was continued for payment.
the building. The car passed beIUIII
be able to keep a good man. As it
Watkinson admitted possession
tween
the
gas
pumps
and
the
build’
ECJUlpiTient
is now no one is going to work for of four of the short lobsters in a
ing.
a wage and go in debt all the time. ^Qp^d batch through "negligence
Damages of $125 were estimated On Maine Farms
Just a word about the city dump. in judgment” but told the court
If some one had not got smart and he did not have time to measure to the front bumper, right front
Lime is a valuable capital in
raised the tax on that property, another batch which contained 11 fender and grille section of the se vestment for Maine farmers, says
dan
and
$3C0
to
the
door
of
the
the Lime Company would never more short lobsters. He said ho
Paul Mosher, Maine Extension
have requested any rental for its had pulled them a short time be garage owned by the Superior Gas Service corps specialist. Growers
use. but no one can blame them fore and was working on another and Oil Company. The driver was
may expect a return of from five
as it was a very poor piece of man trap when the warden's boat ap uninjured.
to twenty dollars per acre each
agement.
The woman was driving north for every dollar invested in lime.
proached to check him.
•
Burleigh Nash
and turned around about 2 a. m.
Mosher points out that this re
Rockland. May 22, 1967.
Helen Martin of Camden plead when the accident occurred, ac
turn will come over a long period
ed nolo and was judged guilty of cording to the report. She re
of time. It may not show up un
passing a school bus on Camden ported the accident later in the day
EIP SUPPORT YOUR
til adequate amounts of lime have
Street Monday in a complaint
police and told them she did not
been applied to bring about the
brought by Rockland Police. She think there was any damage.
desired change in the acidity
Rowland Burdon-Muller, 65, of (pH) of the soil.
Camden pleaded not guilty but was
Lime is as much a capital in
found guilty of passing a school vestment for the Maine farmer as
bus on Camden street Tuesday.
is a new bam or piece of ma
He paid a fine of $25 on the corn- chinery. explains the Extension
plaint brought by Rockland police. | crops specialist.
Like other in
vestments, the returns are spread
Harland E. Cochran, 22, of Thom over several years. Many growers
aston pleaded guilty to a charge
use lime and expect to see results
of driving an unregistered vehicle *he
y
ear. Then, they’re dis
and a fine was suspended upon
appointed when the benefits don’t
ROCKLAND, ME.
payment of $6 costs.
397 MAIN ST.
TEL. 1090
appear. Sometimes you can’t sec
He paid a fine of $10 and $6
any change in crop growth the
costs after pleading guilty to an
first year but only in succeeding
other charge of illegal attachment
years when it increases yields.
of registration plates.
Most crops (except potatoes) |
Cochran was stopped by state po
lice on Route 17 in Rockport Sat grow best at a pH of 6.0 or above.
Many of the soils in Maine now
MEN'S FIRST QUALITY
urday.
test around pH 5.0, reports Mos
John R. Perry of Rockport plead her. Very often yields will not
ed guilty to driving 55 miles an Increase until the pH has been
hour in a 25 mile zone on Camden changed to 6.0 to 6.5. So, while
street Tuesday and paid a fine of lime is changing the pH there
VALUE $3.99
$10 and $6 costs. Rockland police may be little improvement in crop
COLORS;
brought the complaint after stop response.
ping Perry.
The amount of lime needed to
BROWN
• • •
change the pH ("sweeten” the
SIZES 6
Napoleon Demers of Portland soil) varies.
It may take any
was found guilty of being a com where from one to five or six tons
mon night walker and received a per acre, depending on the soil
suspended 30 day jail sentence. He texture and other factors.
The
was placed on probation for six initial investment may range
months. The charge was brought from five to 30 to 40 dollars per
by Rockland police who alleged acre.
Demers had no means of support
However, once this investment
as of Tuesday.
has
been made and the pH change
Serviceable Fabric Uppers, Heavy Cushion Crepe Soles.
Home economics offers excellent brought about, it will stay there
Cushioned Insole. Ideal for Sport or Ploy.
training and good careers to stu for years, says Mosher. Usually
dents at the University of Maine. a pH level can be maintained at
OTKZRS AT S3.99 — Our Best Grade by Converse
a high level just as easily as at a
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette low level. One ton of lime every
four to six years will do it.
Practically all of the agricul
tural limp used in Maine is pro
duced at the plant of the Rock
land-Rockport Lime Company,
In addition to providing work
for several additional men in the
Lime Company plants, the agricul-

TORE

SPECIAL PURCHASE
CASUALS $2.99

Low Priced
But Good
Used Cars
50
'49
'49
'49
'49
'46

De Soto Club Coupe
Chrysler Sedan
Plymouth Stotionwagon
Dodge dub Coupe
Plymouth Sedan
Plymouth Club Coupe

The Farnsworth Museum in this city, very possibly
the most beautiful building in Maine, was founded by a sealoving family and in its cornerstone rest many nautical
memoirs of Rockland’s sea-borne history.
It seems to us that it would be highly fitting and proper
if the presently unused third story area be transformed into
a permanent Marine Exhibit for this area.
This whole area, not Rockland alone, owes its very ex
istence to shipping and its record is very proud indeed.
Many of the finest clippers and square riggers were built
here in the romantic days of the tall windships. When one
considers the great fleet of fore-and-afters who made their
maiden bow in this three county area and then carried a
huge part of the world cargoes from the days of clippers
to steam, one finds a magnificent record.
When Maine’s earliest steam propelled craft first visited
she plowed Penobscot waters and for over a hundred years
Rockland was Maine’s most notable steamboat center.
All this is history presently available in concrete form,
but in a few years more of neglect the memorablia of sail
and steam in Penobscot waters will be gone forever.
Many lovers of sea lore have relics of the days now
gone, beyond price in value but which, to a man, we would
donate to the Farnsworth Museum, secure in the knowledge
that the priceless historical relics would be kept safe for
ever for posterity, which, in the last analysis, is the reason
men like the writer have spent endless hours and large
sums of money in gathering.
A permanent Marine Exhibit in the Farnsworth Mu
seum would be a priceless gift to our sons and all posterity.
FATHER KENYON AND ST. PETER'S HONORED

It is most pleasing information that Rev. Ernest Ogden
Kenyon of St. Peter's Episcopal Church of this city was
made a Canon of the Cathedral of St. Luke. Portland, at the
recent Diocesan Convention.
Father Kenyon will be Canon Sacrist and will be num
bered among the cathedral clergy, having a stall in the
choir of the Cathedral and likewise belonging to the Greater
Chapter.
This honor to the rector of St. Peter’s brings not only
an honor to him but to St. Peter’s Parish and the City of
Rockland.
Our sincerest felicitations go to Father Kenyon.
"FIFTY KNOWN SEX OFFENDERS"

It seems to us that the most outrageous single phase
of the government under which, in most other things, we
are privileged to live, is that we permit known sex offenders
to roam at large.
We know from dreadful experience that these most
dreadful of offenders almost invariably repeat their heinous
crime.
Yet a sex offender is caught in his monstrous crime
against an innocent, defenceless child or against a woman
who cannot protect herself against his vicious advances.
The victim may be murdered or worse, and what happens?
The populace of the entire countryside is sick with hor
ror and rage. The police do miracles of hard work and al
most invariably capture the criminal—and then what hap
pens?
This most vicious of criminals is haled into Court, more
often than not pleads guilty in the face of incontrovertible
evidence, and is sent to prison for varying periods of time.
The sequel follows almost invariably. He is released
in due time and soon thereafter a child is murdered or a
woman is raped. The police immediately throw out their
dragnet and collect, as in the case of the recent child
murder in Bristol, Connecticut, FIFTY KNOWN SEX OF
FENDERS.
That fact itself is a dreadful indictment of our laws—
fifty known sex offenders—and sure enough one of the fifty
had stabbed the third grade child twenty-two times with a
screw driver.
To our way of thinking this nation, whirh carries a cur
rent budget which shocked the nation into stunned unbelief,
could well take a few of these questionable 75 billions of
dollars and erect prisons, rather than roads or more absurd
things, and see to it that a proven sex offender never again
murdered or ruined the life of another American child or
woman.

tural lime business also provides
employment through the Rowling
trucking firm of Rockland which
delivers the bulk of the Rockland
plant's product to farms.

25-3 I Rankin Street
ROCKLAND

Superior Court

New Coast Guard

Rubbish, either thrown out at
the side of the road leading to
the dump, or scattered by the
winds, creates a situation some
thing less than pleasing to the
townspeople.

Light List Now

(Continued from Page One)
Marie granted to mother.
man for libellant.

Gross-

Ready For Mariners

Margaret L. Clark from Orrin
The Coast. Guard has announced
J. Clark, both of Rockland. Cus
that the new 1957 Light List is
tody of James Orrin granted to
now available, listing buoys, fog
mother. Roberts for libellant.
Evelyn Perry Jaspon of Rock signals, radio beacons and day-

land from Lawrence E. Jaspon of beacons.
Bronx. N. Y. Custody of Denicc
This publication may be pur
R. granted to the mother. Harmon chased from the Superintendent
and Nichols for libellant.
of Documents. Government Print
Joan D. Ray of Port Clyde from ing Office, Washington 25. D. C.;
Richard C. Ray of New York. the U. S. Coast Geodatic Survey,
Bird-Collins for libellant.
10th floor Custom House, Boston,
Angela D. Wetherell from Carle or from authorized sales agents.
ton D. Wetherell. both of Appleton.
Volume I contains a local list
Custody of Teresa D. and Joshua of lights and other marine aids,
E. granted to mother. Ouccinello Atlantic Coast of the United
for libellant.
States from the St. Croix River,
Pauline L. Plrttinen from Wilho Maine, to Watch Hill, R. I.. First
A. Plrttinen. both of Thomaston. Coast Guard District. The price is
Libellant may henceforth use the $1.50.
name of Pauline L. Libby. Gill-1 A Complete list of lights and
mor for libellant.
other marine aids. Atlantic Coast
Glenice M. Smith from William of the United States, from the St.
W. Smith, both of Rockland. Cus-, Croix River. Maine, to the Rio
tody of William W.. Robert T.. Grande and the United States
Howard M. and Glenice M. grant West Indies is available.
This
ed to mother. Roberts for libel volume is a composite list of vol
lant.
ume I to VI inclusive, with suit
Arline M. Winslow from Alvin able cross-references to faciliate
M. Winslow, both of Rockland. I its use by navigators operating
Roberts for libellant.
I in more than one Coast Guard
Charles L. Lassell from Louise j District—Price $5.25.
S. Lassell. both of Rockland.
Roberts for libellant.
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette.
Elizabeth M. Jenkins of Rock
land from Keith W. Jenkins of
Waldoboro. Custody of Donna.
Ray and Kevin granted to mother.
SEA HOBSE$
‘,o» DEPEND..,,,,.**
Roberts for libellant.
Norma L. Waterman from Rob
ert Waterman, both of South BITLER CAR & HOME SUPPLY
Thomaston. Custody of Suzanne
ROtKLAND
M. and P.enette J. granted to
mother. Payson for libellant.
AUCTION

Johnson

LEGION HALL, UNION
SATl BI1AY, MAY 25, 7 P. M.
Joe will he down with a load this
week, parlor and den set, washing
machine and stove now in hall for
sale, reasonable.
HARVEY GURNEY, Auctioneer
62’lt

Fo r Desertion

Edwin J. Wickstrom of Rock
land from Lillian Wickstrom of
Nashua, N. H. Custody of Bruce
C. granted to mother. Grossman
for libellant.
For Non-support
Alice H. Wentworth of Plainville,
Conn., from Wesley L. E. Went
worth of Camden. Custody of Edna
Shirley and Wesley Merle grant
ed to mother. Bird-Collins for
libellant.

MILLER'S
GARAGE
The Best Place Te

Buy a

The whites from Maine eggs
whip faster ^nd to a greater
volume when they’re at room tern- j
perature.

USED CAR
25-81 Rankin Street
34-ThAS-tf, ,

GOOD

.• ..

::'<L
Choose

W the Diamond
f that's GUARANTEED

at

SULKA'S

for Permanent
'

Va,U€?

-Artcarved*
America’s Best-selling

DIAMOND and WEDDING RINGS
“THE CANTERBURY SET’

* ’ XT

-f

(interlocked

or worn separately
*GUARANTEED FOR
PERMANENT VALUE
You may apply the full current

retail price of your .Incurred*
Diamond Ring touard the pur
chase of a larger one, at any lime,

BOTH RINGS
Engagement ring

at any /Incurred jeweler's,
stated in the guarantee.

Wedding ring .

The Ingenious
LOCKING DEVICE
' IS CONCEALED
& IN THE RING.

Rings INTERLOCK
securely—

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

never twist or separate.

The Golf

Helm ed by Brides for Over 100 Years
O.immM Valw ii a,w*4 through Artcannf, ratianwid. tnob-bi

Driving Range
In Rockport

Desoto — Plymouth

The Scouts will accept the as
sistance of volunteers and the

loan of trucks. Workers are asked
to show up with pitch forks or
barn forks for the job, plus a pair
of sturdy g'oves.
Fire Chief George Faye and his
men will be on hand to supervise
the burning of the trash as it is
hauled into the dump area.
Truck owners willing to loan
their units are asked to call Arth
ur Frieder, the Explorer Scout
advisor.
The clean-up project will start,
at 5.30 and continue into the eve
ning until the job is completed.

Friday will be clean-up day at
and near the St. George town
(lump as members of Explorer
Scout Troop 24fi ppark the project
to rid the approaches to the dump
of an unsightly accumulation of
rubbish.

P. T. A. ON NATIONAL SCALE

The duty and responsibility of equipping the child—
from its first appearance on the scene—to live harmon
iously and effectively in its corner of the world rests with
the parents. A few years later this task begins to be—nay,
must be—shared with the teacher. And the child enters a
stage in his development under the tutelage of whaf surely
is one of the most important partnerships in the world.
In the United States this partnership has come to be ex
pressed and furthered by way of organization—by way of a
startlingly enormous organization, the National Congress of
Parents and Teachers. And this "Parent-Teachers Assoc
iation”, well over 10 million strong, is opening its 61st an
nual convention in Cincinnati.
That this strength is not a passive, static one is shown
by growth statistics. The PTA has gained half a million
members since the last convention; it has doubled its mem
bership within the last 10 years. An organization must
have a dynamic purpose to nourish a growth so vigorous
and so sustained.
Chief among the PTA’s aims is to bring into closer
relationship the home and the school. It might be said that
through its more than 42.000 local associations PTA is ex
tending the family circle to include the school and enlarging
the classroom to include the home.
—Christian Science Monitor.

n*h«r$ to fhoose from

Miller's Garage Inc.

CLEAN UR APPROACHES TO TOWN
DUMP IN FRIDAY EVENING PROJECT

Will Open

Friday, May 24

•T..I. mark

ddrertised
in
LIFE,
LOOK

and other
leading
magazines

.... PH... I,«l. Fel

T».

SI

Rln«. .nl.rcm to .hen. Mall.

J!

LiKA

393 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND — MAINE

At 6 P. M.

Your Authorized

t C 3 f V6 0 Jeweler

as

Ttmday-Thurcdoy-Scturday
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County Promotion

Assn. Votes Two

Seven Eagle Scouts In Troop 202

Dr. Scott Speaks

To North PTA

Route 1 Signs

Coming Events
[Social and community events
are solicited for this calendar. All
are free and space here cannot be
purchased. Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances,
cannot be accepted. The decision
of the editor is final.]
May 24 — Golden Rod Chapter.
OES, will observe Ruth N ght at
7.30 p. m. at the Masonic Tem
ple.
May 28—Rockland Garden Club
meets at 2.30 at the home of
Mrs. Isidor Gordon and Mrs.
Janette Small, Limerock Street.
May 28—Zonta dinner meeting at
Thorndike Hotel at 6.30 p. m.
June 15—Maine Hereford Day in
Vassalboro.
Tuly 12-13—Annual Broiler Festi
val at Belfast.
July 24—Community Service Club
Fair at the South Thomaston
Grange Hall at 2 p. m.
July 27—Maine's annual State
Dairy Show at Windsor Fair
Grounds.
Aug. 2. 3. 4—Rockland Sea Foods
Festival.
The Post Office Department
has posted a new notice asking
bids for the mail boat run be
tween Rockland, Matinicus and
Criehaven.
Bids previously sub
mitted were rejected by the de
partment. Capt. Stuart Ames of
the bay passenger boat Mary A
has held the contract, which re
quires a boat no less than 60 feet
in length, for several years.
Ames was a bidder the first time
the run was advertised some
weeks ago.
Three trips to the
islands weekly are required in the
summer months and two trips
each week in the winter.

Postmaster
James Connellan 1
has come into possession of a
photograph taken in 1872 of the
crew of workmen engaged in the J
construction of the Rockland Post
Office.
Forty-seven men appear
in the faded photo which was
once the property of Herbert W.
Thorndike, for many years col
lector of customs at Rockland.
Such names as John Bowen.
George Wall, Butler Sulliven,
Charles Arnold, Ed Spear, Bic
Hemenway, Sam Gregory, George
Battles, Alden Crockett, Pat Mc
Auliffe, Ed Shuman. Fred Sweetland, George Crockett and Mike
Hoot appear on an incomplete
listing of the men.

Slow Down ana Live!
Descriptive new map of Cam
den, showing points of interest
and locations of streets, etc.
Beautifully drawn.
Available at
no charge at Sutton Supply, Cam
den.
62-lt
Corsets and foundation garments
sold and fitted, also corsets re
paired. Fannie’s, 15 Park Street,
City.
58-tf
Telephone 76 tor all social Items,
guests, parties, etc., for The
Courier-Gazette, Mrs. Margaret
Winchenbaugh, 161 Limerock St.
■ocial reporter.
tf

PUBHC PARTY
EVERY FRIDAY AT 7.30 P. M.
Tower Room - Community Bldg.
Auspices Knights of Columbus
47-T&Th-tf

KOREAN VETERANS
Take advantage of your G. I.
eligibility before it's too late!
Get into the fastest growing
Held la the country.
I.earn
Radio, Television, Eleetronies
AT HOME. Kits and test equip
ment included.
Government
pays for the entire cost if you
can qualify.
We also areept
qualified non-veterans. Write
for free information to: RTTA,
142 High Street, Portland, Maine
or Tel. SPruce 3-3866.
55-68

The Knox County Industrial and
1 Devlopment Association, at a
Tuesday evening meeting in Rock1 land decided to seek support for
An accident resulting from a
the erection of two billboards at
dropped wrench or some piece of
the county lines on Route 1 in
equipment resulted in the breaking
Warren and Camden.
off of the final cipher in a classi
The boards, according to execu
fied advertisement of Security
tive Secretary Ralph Bartlett,
Real Estate Co. in Camden in
who is also the Rock'.and Chamber
the Tuesday issue. The result was
of Commerce secretary, will call
that Mrs. Dietz of Security Real
attention to the industrial and rec
Estate appeared to be offering a
lakefront cottage with porch and reational possibilities of Knox
County.
new dock for $330 whereas the
Also voted was a continuing and
price was $3000. Our apologies to
our readers and to Security Real vigorous support of the Frr-y
Estate Co. for the bother we in Bill through to refemdum elec
tion time in September if the bill
advertently caused.
gains favorable action at Augusta
Miss Eliza Steele, R.N. will be this week.

the guest speaker at the Monday
meeting of the Rockland Kiwanis Two Fishermen
Club. She will speak on her work
with the Rockland District Nurs Hurt On Boats
ing Association.
Last Monday,
Two fishermen were treated at
Frank Kaler of the Boston & Rock
land Transportation Company pre Knox Hospital Tuesday for injuries
sented a motion picture on the received while working aboard
their craft among several accident
trucking industry.
cases received In the emergency
ward.
Fisheries Commissioners of two
David Pino, 60, of Massachusetts,
states will speak at the Rockland
a crewman aboard the 40 Fathom
eonvention of the Maine Lobstertrawler Tide, was treated for
men’s Association at the Thorn
chest contusions received when he
dike Hot'4 June 6. They will be
fell against the bulkhead aboard
Maine's Ronald Green, who is a
the vessel.
Rockland resident, and Frederick
Lawrence Malloy, 23, of 18 Suf
Wilbour of Massachusetts.
The
folk street, working aboard the
association now has close to 2.000
dragger St. George, suffered a
members and is headed by Leslie
deep laceration of the forehead
Dyer ol Vinalhaven.
when a bar he was using to pry a
winch slipped and stiuck him in
BORN
the head.
•
McAuliffe—At Knox Hospital,
In other Tuesday accident cases,
May 21. to Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Wallace Spaulding, 52, of 17 Ran
McAuliffe of Rockland, a son.
l-unkton—At Camden, May 16. kin street, a metalsmith working at
to Mr. ar.d Mrs. Richard Lank- the home of Fred Gatcombe in
ton, a daughter—Patti Lou.
Owls Head, was treated for a deep
Crowell—At
Miles
Memorial laceration of the right hand in
Hospital, Damariscotta. May 21, jured while cutting steel.
to Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Crowell
Clark Allard, three year old son
of Waldoboro, a son.
of Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Allard of
Spruce Head, was treated for con
DIED
Brogan—At Rockland, May 22. tusions and lacerations of the left
Mrs. Rita P. Brogan of Isle boro, hand injuredwhe n the child jam
age 75 years. Funeral services med the hand in a car door.
Friday at 10 a. m. from the Bur
pee Funeral Home with Rev.
Charles
MacDonald
officiating. Boston Firm
Committal services will be in
lslesboro.
(Continued on Page Three)
Porter—At Arb'ngton, Va., May
now
used by the island boats. Mc
20, Mrs. Audrey Condon Porter. '
formerly of Roekland. age 561 Loon originally built the docks
years.
Committal services Sat-! and leased them to the City of
urday at 11 a. m. at Achorn Ceme Rockland for $1,500 yearly. The
tery with Rev. E. O. Kenyon offi city does not charge the island
ciating.
Voting—At Camden, May 20. Districts for their use.
Total cost of the project will
William David Yeung of Lincoln
ville Beach, age P3 years. Funeral include the city's obligation of
services were held Wednesday $125,050, plus $100,000 from the
from the Gilbert C. Laite Funeral state to match the city’s original
Home in Camden. Interment in
Youngstown Cemetery, Lincoln bond issue and $2,500 with which
to construct the approaches,
ville.
Singer—At Roekland, May 21, granted by the state.
Mary Z. Singpr of Tenants HirThe Pereni Company of Boston,
bor. age 42 years. Funeral serv
the firm engaged in the Rockland
ices Friday at 1 p. m. from the
Tenants Harbor Baptist C urch harbor dredging project, moved a
with Rev. Harold Haskell officia dredge into the Lermond Cover
ting. Interment in Seaside Ceme area opposite Schofield-White Park
tery, Tenants Harbor.
Monday to carry out dredging
operations necessary before the
CARD OF THANKS
docks can be started.
We wish to express our sincere
While the greater part of the
thanks to relatives, neighbors and
friends, both in Rockland and
IN MEMORIAM
Vinalhaven, for flowers, cards,
In memory of Herbert E. Thom
the use of cars, and the many
acts of kindness shown during the as who passed away May 23, 1955.
Sadly missed by Mrs. Herbert
illness and death cf our beloved
husband
and
father,
Special E. Thomas, Mr. and Mrs. James
thanks to Dr. O. R. Lawry, Jr., L. Thomas, Mrs. Clara T. Curtis,
Nurses Barbara Ncimi and Jose David H. Curtis, Jr., and David
62*lt
phine Sulin, Ri'V. Merle S. Conan! H. Curtis. III.
for his many visits and words of
ALCOHOIJCS ANONYMOUS
comfort, to Barrett Jordan of the
Burpee Funeral Home, to Aurora
Mixed group meets Sunday, 8
Lodge, AF&AM. and Claremont p. m., GAR Hall, Limerock Street,
Commandery for the beautiful Ma
P. O. Square. Address P. O. Box
sonic Service.
152-Th-tf
Mrs. Edward T. Greenleaf, Sr.. 711. Rockland. Maine.
Mrs. Corinne Hughes, Mr. and
Mrs. Chester J. Bogus, and Lt.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
and Mrs. Edward T. Greenleaf.
Jr.
62’It
BOAT Trailer for sale. Price
reasonable. Tel. 329-J or call at
230 LIMEROCK_STREET.___62 64
( ARD OF THANKS
We wish to express deepest ap
TURKEYS — Limited
spring
preciation and gratitude to each sale, 59c lb., ready to cook weight.
and every organization, group and Choice young birds, sizes 7-14 lbs.
individuals for the many, many No meat is so inexpensive per
deeds and expressions of kindness pound nor as healthful for you.
and sympathy extended us dur DILLAWAY’S TURKEY FARM,
ing the recent illness and death Warren. Tel. CRestwood 3-2358.
of our loved one.
62-64
Mrs. Minnie Young and children,
1954 CHEVROLET 4 door sedan
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Young. Mr. for sale, 21.000 actual miles. Ex
and Mrs. Keith Graham. Miss La cellent condition.
Price reason
Verne Young, Mr. and Mrs. Nor able. Tel. CEdar 6-2859 or see at
man Clark. Mr. and Mrs. Milton 83 WASHINGTON STREET, Cam
Wooster, and Mr. and Mrs. E'.den den.
62-64
Young.
62-lt

BURPEE
Funeral Home
BARRETT M. JORDAN, Prop.|
Established 1830

AMBULANCE SERVICE
TEL. 390
11* LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

RUSSE LL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
M HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Elwood
Rowe who passed away May 26.
1953
In our hearts your memory lin.
gets,
Not a day dear son and brother
That we do not think cf you.
Days of sadness still come over
us.
Secret tears do often flow
But memory keeps you ever
near us,
Though you left us four long years
ago.
Sadly missed by mother, Louise
Rowe, and brother, Laurence
Rowe.
62*lt

Association handling
handling costs
costs
will he deducted but will not be
very large.
Something new this year, says
Goater, is that each producer
will be paid in full for his wool
when it’s delivered and weighed.
There’ll be no waiting for pay
ment this year, as in the past.
Goater explains that only clean
wool tied with wool twine wil! be !
accepted. Each producer's wool
will be identified by lot number1

and

50c Dozen
Tomatoes, Peppers, Lettuce
Plants.
Sweet William, Fox
glove, Russell Lupin and ForgetMe-Nots.
STILES FARM
ROUTE 1
ROCKPORT

S

SMALL
5#

ed States makes its appeal for
funds on behalf of needy or disabIed veteran’ and U***1through the medium of the Buddy
poppy an(j

T-BONE

65c
RUMP STEAK
lb. 79c
Boneless,
Well Trimmed

Breasts - 45c
Gizzards - 19c

THE COFFEE POT
TODAY'S SPECIAL

Twin Saladst Fresh Crabmeat
and Fresh Fruit), Hot
Rolls and Coffee
95c
Luncheon Order Baked Ham,
Cherry Sauce, Potato,
Vegetable, Rolls and
Coffee
95c

CHICKEN LIVERS

WHOLE OR HALF

While They Last

lb. 29c

lb. 59c — MINCED HAM

STEAKS
OLEO
STRAWBERRIES

TOP ROUND
CUBE
PORTERHOUSE

lb. 69c

Club, lb.59c-Rump, lb.99c
YELLOW

lb. 19c

QUARTERS
QUICK
FROZEN

3

1.00

PKGS.'

6 0Z.
TIN

CORNED BEEF

SWIFT'S PREMIUM
12 0Z. TIN

PEANUT BUTTER

2 LB., 2 0Z.
PAIL

COFFEE

NEW GIANT TIN
54 0Z.

SHADY NOOK
MAKES 3 QUARTS

pkg.

NEW LOW PRICE

lb.

DRIP OR REG.

BESSEY
QUART

PRUNE JUICE
KETCHUP

10c

KID GLOVE
BONED
LIBBY'S

tin
2 bots.

CHERRY BITS UCHOCOLASTEMBE|TSS *29c

Necks and Backs - 2c

VEAL CHOPS

VEAL STEAK

HYDROX COOKIES SUNT45c

LETTUCE

lb. 69c
lb. 45c

HAMS

CHICKEN

CHICKEN PARTS
Legs - 35c

Subscribe to The Courier Gazette.

BONELESS, WASTELESS

DRY MILK
PORTERHOUSE

lb. 59c

Y
v
&
I

B&M PEA BEANS

STEAKS

SIRLOIN STEAK

Whereas, opportunity ia again
presented all of us to join with the
Veterans of Foreign Wars of the
United States in exemplifying its
motto. “We honor the dead by
helping the living.” and
Whereas, the major portion of
funds so raised will be used in the
local community, the remainder
being utilized to help maintain the
Veterans of Foreign Wars national
home for veterans, orphans, and
widows at Eaton Rapids. Mich.,
and to insure the continued highly
efficient functioning of this fine
organization's national rehabilitation and welfare service, now
therefore,
I, Henry S. Marsh, in my cap«city as chairman of the City Council of Rockland, do hereby recog
nize this noble cause as one most
worthy of the support of all our
citizens, and do here and now pro
claim May 25, as Buddy Poppy
Day in the City of Rockland, and I
call upon all to wear a Buddy
Poppy as evidence of our gratitude
to the men of this nation who
risked their lives ln defense of the
freedom we continue to enjoy as
American citizens.
Signed Henry S. Marsh.

PERRY’S

ROCKLAND, ME.

PAGE GARDEN TRACTOR

CAU D. BUNKER
NORlH HAVEN, MAINE
61*62

Dr. J. P. Scott of the Division
of Behavior Studies at the Jackson Laboratory at Bar Harbor
.
will be guest speaker at the May

FROZEN
ORANGE JUICE QUICK
SNOW CROP

'S

TOP ROUND

Wings -15c
Gear Driven, No V-Belts. For
ward, neutral, and reverse. At
tachments: One 3 foot mowing
machine, one 10-lneh plow, one
cultivator. Used 5* hours.
Price $125.00

AAonday Night

Johnson

so that inferior wool can be de
tected. Growers selling 10 fleeces
or more must pack them in reg
ular wool sacks. Wool will be ac
cepted only at pooling centers at
the time specified.
Wool pooling centers and dates
include: Rockland.
Boston &
Forty years ago, according to
Rockland Transportation Comntrv
Health Information Foundation,
Terminal. Thursday, June 20, 9 one in every ten babies born alive
a. m. to 12 noon; Rockland, Me- in this country was unable to sur
vive the first year of life. Today
land which will be used for the the ratio has dropped to one in
approaches and public area of the forty.
terminal are on land of SchofleldWhite Park, the city has pur
chased a tract next north from »
FOR SALE
"
M. B. and C. O. Perry which is
3
MIXED
TULIPS
3
some 125 feet in length on the
wharf face and 150 feet in depth.
N The Traditional Flower 0
Deeds for the land are prepared
For Memorial Day
*
and the $10,000 transaction will
be completed as soon as the bond
FIVE HUNDRED
8
money is available. The city also j FULL BLOOMED AND BUDDEDQ
purchased a small section of land
F. L BROWN
B
on Main Street from an Arizona
THOMASTON"
owner for $2,000. It is this sec 3 ELM ST.
TEL. 37
«
tion on which the roadway to the «
docks starts.
P

UPPER PARK ST.

we are approaching

sch°o1 wi" graduate a day or two P°se of the building and construct the Burpee Funeral Home in Rockearlier.
i a stage addition to the Rockport i iand with Rev. Charles MacDonStevens reported that the costs Elementary School gym.
j a]d officiating.
Committal servof the repairs will be "well under
The meeting was followed by an jcea wi” be held in lslesboro.
SEA HORSES
ton DE PF N Danmit
$5,000.”
inspection by state Are insurance
____
____
He conferred with fire insurance officials who refused to allow the
Seavey A. Piper of Troy, is
building to be used for public president ot the Maine Extension BITLER CAR & HOME SUPPLY
ROCKLAND
Association.
Loon's Wharf (wool from the functions for safety purposes.
islands- only), Thursday, June 20.
9 a. m? to 3 p. m.
Maine wo' «rwera are al,°
pIiSible “> receive thc incentive
P’Y®ent from the Agricultural
Stabilization
and
Conservation
office. Application forms for this
payment will be available at the
pooling centers, as well as at
Just a Few of Many Low Prices at Perry's
county ASC offices in Maine. This
incentive payment is in addition
PLUS S. & H. GREEN STAMPS!
to the market price received.

Plants For Sale
ASTERS, PETUNIAS, ZINNIAS,
SNAPDRAGONS AND OTHER
FLOWER PLANTS

Whereas,

that time of year when the Veterana of Foreign Wars of the Unit-

meeting of the North School PTA
to be held Monday evening at 7.30.
Dr. Scott, chairman of the Mentai Hygiene Committee of the
Maine Congress of Parents and
Teachers, will talk on the subject
of “Solving Mental Problems' .
During the business meeting
new officers will be elected, and
committees for the ensuing year
named.
Refreshments will be served by
first grade mothers with Mrs. Edward Gordon. Mrs. John Benson,
and Mrs. R. L. Winchenbach in
I charge.
Since the North School is fortunate in obtaining Dr. Scott as a
speaker, an invitation is being exThe Explorer Crew of Boy Scout Troop 202 boasts seven members of Eagle Scout rank, all pictured tended to all interested individuals
above. Two of the Scoots, Wayne Johnson and Arthur Stilphen, received their Eagle awards ill ceremonies to attend the meeting.
Monday night nt the Pratt Memorial Methodist (hurch, bringing the group to Its present number. Eagle
Scouts and their date of rank are: left to right: Wayne Johnson, May, '57; Donald Gregory, March, '55;
Wendell Blanchard, Feb., '55; David Gregory, March. '55; David Barstow, Nov., '55; Arthur Stilphen, May, Obituary
'57; and Frank Merrill Nov., '54. Robert Johnson received his second class Scout pin during the Monday
night ceremony .
Photo by McKeon MRS. RITA P. BROGAN
Mrs. Rita P. Brogan, 75, of
lslesboro died sudie - y a*
Wool Pool Date
ROCKPORT RUSHING TOWN HALL
home of her niece, Mrs. Philip
REPAIRS AT $5,0C0 COST TO
Rowling, 333 Pleasant street,
For Area June 20;
Rockland, Wednesdav
Price Set At 63
MEET GRADUATION DATES
She was born March 20, 1882, at
lslesboro, the daughter of Capt.
Maine's 1957 wool pool will give
Rockport s town hall will under- officials in Augusta Mondav and_ _
Philip and Abbie Pendleton. She
sheep producers a cash price of, go some speedy repair work in the returned with the revised specific-1 wag t[]e wi(Jow. of fjicholas G 1
63 cents per pound, less freight next three weeks when prelimi- ation9 for putting the building in Brogan.
safe condition.
and handling charges. Growers nary reinforcement of the auditoriSurviving are two daughters,
Die floor of the main hall, stage, Mrs. Elif A. Josnson and Mrs.
must report by May 18 their Inten- um floor and balcony will make
and the building's two Frank R. Sawyer, both of Portthe hall available —
for
the
high balcony
(n
nil thoi
-nni tn th
,
•
—
-eschool and elementary school dre escapes will all be reinforced land; one son Rexford P. Lymreports John C. Goater, Extension graduating classes in June, Town before the graduation dates, the burner of Portland; two grandService livestock specialist.
Manager Archie Stevens said Wed- manager reported.
| sons, One brother, Harold D. PenThe Maine Sheep Breeders As- nesday.
Secondary repairs will continue dleton and a sister. Mrs. Edward
sociation has made a contract
Stevens said Rockport contrac- through June. One lire safety Miller of lslesboro.
with the National Wool Marketing *or Lawrence Gray had accepted provision calls for enclosing the j Mrs. Brogan attended lslesboro
Corporation of Boston. This conjob and the more important basement furnace in a Arc-proof schools
and
Castine
Normal
■
I School and was a teacher for a
cem will buy all the wool from work as specified by State Fire room.
The hall was the subject of an few years and for many years
the 1957 Maine pool at 63 cents Insurance department would be
per pound (black*wool at 41 cents completed in time for the school article at the annual town meet-; did practical nursing.
per pound) ungraded, and deliver- graduations. Rockport High grad- ing last March when cit'zens re-j Funeral services will be held
ed to Boston.
F. eight charges uates June 12 while the elementary fused to allow town officials to dis- I jeriday morning at 10 o'clock from

CUBE

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to thank Dr. Merrill
King, Dr. Merrill King. Jr.. Dr.
Verla Worthing and Dr. Frank
Kibbe and the nurses of Kncx
Hospital for their excellent care
while our son was a patient there.
ALso, relatives and friends for
their many cards and gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank S. Collemer of Lincolnville.
62*lt

Proclamation

VEAL CUTLETS

OPEN EVEBY FRIDAY NIGHT UNTIL NINE
62‘lt

ORANGES

FIRM
ICEBERG

FLORIDA
JUICY

2 hds. 29c
doz. 29c

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Farmers Planting

for processing is expected to total
•bout 7.200 acres.

High Praise

Less For Canning
Plants This Year

In sweet corn for processing,
the reduction is expected to be
about 16 per cent in Maine acre
age. This would give a total of
about 4.6C9 acres in Maine, only
about one-half of the 10 year aver
age. This is a greater cut than
that anticipated for the United
States as a whole.

For Mrs. Dorman

Maine acreage of peas and
rweet corn for canning and freez

ing is down this year but the snap
bean, pickling cucumber and as ■
paragus plantings have increased.

By W. C. T. U.
The

annual

Knox

County

of

session

WCTU

the

convened

Monday in the Littlefield

rial

Baptist

Church with

Mrs.

Norma Dorman, county president,

Increases in the acreage of
snap beans and cucumbers for
pickles are expected in Maine.
Again, this is in line with the na
tional trend.
Maine snap bean
acreage in 1S57 is expected to
reach 2.330 acres, some 303
more than last year but 400 less
than the 10 year average. Na
tionally. the prospects are for a
seven per cent increase.

presiding.
, Morning worship service was
' conducted by Rev. Chester A
University of Maine, has reported
Staples.
Reports of the officers
that prospective plantings of peas
was followed by the address cf
and sweet corn in Maine are bethe county president on the
k«.v both 1956 and the 10 year
theme, “A Vision And A Mission”,
saying “finding the place God
average. The acreage nationally
I
has for us is not in visions from
is down for both these crofps, too.
| the mountain tep, but in service
An 11 per cent reduction in peas
among the people in the valley.
for processing is expected in
Maine will probably raise about Humble instruments in our hands,
Maine this year. Much of this is 300 acres of cucumbers for pick used of God, can accomplish
in peas for freezing, said Hazlett. ling this year. This is up 90 acres great things.
Do we realize the
The 1957 pea acreage in Maine 1 from 1956 but is less than half needs around about us, or close
our eyes to them? Do we see th-e
evils of drinking and try to do
something about it?”
Mrs. Ch’-oe Mills sang the love
ly song, “Help Me To Live For
Others” ».vith
Miss Charlotte
Cook as accompanist.
The report of the department
directors showed that considerable work has been done especial
ly in Flower Mission and Relief
Literature. Speech contest, “Tem
II
hJ
perance and Missions” reported
three Light Live Unions and an
increase in
membership
was
noted.
l Mrs. Helen Gregory conducted
On Route No. 17: 2’/i Acres Extending to Pond;
a memorial service lor deceased
8 Room House, Attached Barn. Buildings In Good Rep
members and cards of greeting to
be sent from the convention to
Nice Garden Land. Ideal for Retirement. $6000.
shut-in members, Mrs. Elsie Bar
nard and Mrs. Jennie Cleveland
of Camden, Mrs. Maggie Farnum
See F. H. WOOD, Court House
and Miss Ada Young (with con
62-63
gratulations on her 93th birthday/
of Rockland and Mrs. Gertrude
Oliver and Mrs. Pearl Pender of
Friendship.
Mrs. H. F. Powell of Erauston,
III., National WCTU treasurer,
was introduced and gave greet
ings, bating this was her first
Maine visit and she was enjoying
the scenic beauties of the coastArling

C.

Hazlett,

Extension

Service economist in marketing.

IS hi

IHF
■ WI**

the 10 year average. Nationally
a 10 per cent increase is expected.
Acreage of asparagus: for pro
cessing in Maine is on the in
crease. added Hazlett.

l»n-c while attending the conven
tions for the five coastal counties.
She extended an invitation to all
members of the WCTU to come to
Erauston and visit their head
quarters. The woik of the WCTU
is Christian work and should be
part of every church work. It is
needed as much now or more
than ever before.

South Hope

THE AMERICAN WAY

JOSIE ROBBINS
Correspondent

Mrs. Bebe Drinkwater of Spruce
Head visited her parents, Mr. and
Callers of Mrs. Chloe Mills Sun Mis. Lloyd Brown, Sunday.
day, were Rev. Orel Ward of
Donald Orf fis employed in Mas
Rockport, Miss Laura Fish of sachusetts.
Rockland and Miss Jeanette Waldo
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Jackson and
of Thomaston.
family have moved to the place,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hare and formerly known as the Fogler or
daughter Eileen, were recent call Watmough farm, which they have
ers of Mr. and Mrs. Ned Mills.
purchased.
Mrs. Laura Pus’naw visited her
Mrs. Jennie Tibbetts was a din
ner guest Sunday at the Mills husband. Donald Pushaw, at the
Veterans’ Hospital, Togus, Tues
home.
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Holbrook
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Merrifield
and family were in Augusta Sun
and sons Michael and Douglas,
day.
called on Mr. and Mrs. Forrest
Mrs. Susie Hemenway accom Linscott at Gardiner, Saturday
panied Mrs. Amelia Dornan and night.

let THE
fiOVEMMEMT
M IT

FOR YOU/

A noontime luncheon was served
by members of the Fidelis Class
of the church.
At the election of officers, Mrs.
Olive Young of Rockland was
elected president;
Mrs. Pearl
Pender of Friendship, vice presi
dent; Mis. Ethel Coffin of Rock
land. recording secretary; Mrs.
Ora Woodcock of Thomaston, cor
responding secretary; and Mrs.
Reta Coburn of Rockland, treas
urer.

Department directors were ap
pointed as follows: Child welfare,
Mrs. Ethel Nickerson; flower mis
sion and relief, Mrs. Helen Greg
ory; literature, Mrs. Ethel Col
burn; armed services, Mrs. Ora
Woodcock; spiritual life, Mrs.
Norma Dorman; temperance and
missions, Mrs. Kate Brawn; leg
islature, press, speech contest,
Mrs. Clara Emery; L.T.L., Mrs.
Addie Rogers.

The nominating committee con
sisting of Mrs. Clara Emery, Mrs.
Pearl Pender and Mrs. Ora Wood
cock was continued.
Mis. Chester Staples led the
afternoon worship service on the
theme, “Keys”, illustrating with a
chalk drawing of a key.
Mrs.
Dorman announced a
Youth Temperance Council Camp
would be held at Ocean Park for
the week of June 17th, unions
were asked to send as many
young people as possible.
The State WCTU Convention will
be held in the First Baptist
Church in Rockland on October
2-3.
A vote of thanks was given the
church for use of its rooms, the
ladies who served the luncheon

Pretty Pl
easm

3

d.

A.’

('fats
S* f J

Rather Ridiculous, Isn’t It!
perance Union. ‘‘An organization
for doing good of the World's
United Womanhood”. Their pur
pose, the protection of the home,
ahoiishion of the Liquor Traffic,
and Triumph of Christ’s Golden
P.ule in Custom and in Law.

The organization which Frances
Willard established in 1S79 now
extended into over 60 countries is
on a firm basis hut must he built
up from succeeding age groups
beginning with white ribbon re
cruits, the loyal temperance liquor,
the youth temperance council, the
Iota Sigma.
The world is now
I formed of the feet of little chil
I dren, we must make a straight
and Mrs. Chester Staples for typ path for their feet.
ing the programs.
Increase in membership depends
Miss Lesley of Gardiner, who
on local unions, in numbers there
accompanied Mrs. Powell, was
is strength. A holdfast union
introduced and gave brief greet means holding a grip on what
ings.
you have and reaching out for a
The address of the convention stronger hold.
A million mem
was given by Mrs. Powell explain bers, all of the game mind, could
ing and stressing the objectives obtain in legislature what ever
of the Women’s Christian Tern- they asked for. The liquor peo

BY
andjLoI

What To Do
In a Tornado
• People in open country
can view the approach of a
tornado and move at right
angles to its path If there is
no time to escape, lie flat in
the nearest depression, such
as a ditch or ravine
• In towns or cities, seek
shelter inside, preferably in
a substantial building Stay
away from windows
• The southwest corner of
the basement of a frame
house is safer than in a brick
or stone house. If there is no
basement, lie down on the
first floor under a table or
bed (preferably in the south*
west corner)
• Urban schools; Stay In
side. away from windows;
remain near an inside wall
on a lower floor Avoid audi
toriums and gymnasiums.
• Rural schools of frame
construction: Teachers
should remove children to a
ravine or ditch if storm shel
ter is not available.

Step into these
charmers and you’re

on your way to a

pretty, comfortable
summer. These

flirtatious flats by
Sundial are powderpuff soft to walk on —

and their fresh styling

will walk away with
your heart.

ple are taking notice of what the
WCTU is doing.
Educators ale
noticing is has definite plans.

Mrs. Powell highlighted her talk
by singing several songs in a very
lovely contralto voice without ac
companiment.

A vote of appreciation was
given to Mrs. Dorman for her
very efficient service as county
president for the past two years.

Forced Warm Air

son John of East Union to Wa.rrm
Sunday, where they called on rela
tives.

A..W-'*' AM*.

OIL PERIMETER
HEATING SYSTEMS

FbwTft Sbe Shwc
CORNER WINTER AND MAIN STS., ROCKLAND, ME.

<____

CALL

CIVIL DEFENSE

—"A.

What every Young Bride

More
(iroduateg gtart life

with

Samsonite
tha n any other

luoqaqe

Strongest... smartest... the
most popular luggage in the
world. Strong enough to
stand on...in smart "betterthan-leather" finishes that
clean with a damp cloth.
Iwg pieces of Streamlite
Samsonite cost less than you
expect to pay for one of
such high quality luggage.

BUY AND INSTALL
NOW - Beat the Rush !
CLOSET FURNACE
OIL SYSTEM

COUNTERFLGW
FURNACE OIL SYSTEM

NO MONEY DOWN

NO MONEY DOWN

NO

$1550

money
down

a month

$14.50

$15.50

I p To 36 Months To Pay On
Bears Modernizing Credit Plan

only
a month
up to 36 months to pay on
Bear* Modernizing
Credit Plan
MONTHLY PAYMENTS
BEGIN (MTOBER l«t!
Complete! You get 84.0C0
BTU Oil closet furnace. 5
warm air runs, return air
duct, thermostat, fan and
limit switch, oil tank and
fittings.
Furnace and Materials
$439.00 cash
Furnace only
$249.00 cash
Reg. $289.00

only
a month
up to 36 months to pay on
Sears Modernizing
Credit Plan

Monthly Payments Begin Oct 1!

.

MONTHLY PAYMENTS
BEGIN (MTOBER 1st!
Complete! You get 84.000
BTU Oil counterflow furnace. 5 warm air runs, re
turn air duct, thermostat,
fan and limit switch, oil
tank and fittings.
Furnace and materials

$459.00 c

Furnace only

$269.00 c,

Winter’s a long way oft! By buying and installing heating equipment
now, during the slack season, you make substantial savings. This
HOMART system is complete including 84.000 BTU basement oil fur
nace. 5 warm air runs, return air duct, thermostat, fan and limit switch,
oil tank and fittings.

Furnace and materials $459.00 cash — Furnace only $269.00 cash

HOMART CONVERSION BURNER

0

Getting maximum mileage out of

the

MONTHLY PAYMENTS
BEGIN OCTOBER 1st!

LADIES' O'NITE CASE .

it’s a matter of

*19.50
Rayon faille linings, cover
curtains and eiasticized pocket* •

where and how to buy. Best place

$279.00

cash

knowing what,

to get posted is in the advertising

columns of this paper . . . friend,
counselor
this

and

town’s

buying

smartest

guide

to

housewives

. . . and (aside to merchants) star

salesman

for

its

smartest

busi

ness men!

MORE ADVERTISING FOR

YOUR MONEY is what you get

Ladies' Train Case.............$17.50
Ladies' Wardrobe .............$25.00
Lodies' Personal O'Nile ....$17.50
Lodies' Hat Bor.................$15.00
i Ladies' Hang-lt-AII ......... $25.00
Pullman Casa .....................$27JO
,
Men's Journeyer ........
$27.50
. Men's Two-Suiter .............$25.00 ;■?
Men s V.I.P. Casa................ $19 50 \
Hand Wardrobe.................$35.00
a// price* p/us tax

Furnace only

make

:

ALSO AVAILABLE:

$479.00 cash

helps

<

Great case for week-end*
or short business trips

$16JO

budget

matrimony smooth sailing. Mostly,

$1tJ0

only
a month
up to 36 months to pay on
Sears Modernizing
Credit Plan

family

FO* HE*:

MEN'S QUICK-TRIPPER

NO MONEY DOWN

"aside" to the merchant

the "young marrieds."

FOR HIM;

Complete! You get 84.000
BTU oil horizontal fur
nace, 5 warm air runs, re
turn air duct, thermostat,
fan and limit switch, oil
tank and fittings.
Furnace and materials

... with a pertinent

sell in volume to

Sgg00

HORIZONTAL FURNACE OIL SYSTZM

(grooms, too)

who would like to

Squeezes all the heat from every drop of fuel! Heavy duty transform
er. Quiet operating*. You get complete installation package including
oil burner, filter and tank with pipes and fittings, controls, combustion
chamber with baffle!

Reg. $299.00

should
know...

here.

Illustrations and dramatic

headings cost you nothing because
we

have

METRO

Newspaper

Service to help sparkle your ads.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Also a Complete Line of

Reg. $319.00

Sears, Roebuck & Co.

285 MAIN ST., ROtKI-AND, PHONE 1710

STORE HOURS: 9 to 5.30 Mon. thru Thurs.

9 to 9 Friday and Saturday 9 to 5 SO

-------------------

WARREN LUGGAGE

Haskell & Corthell
ce«»«t «ste*

rA.T'rr. kb.

SHOPPING starts in the pages of this NEWSPAPER

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturdaf
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NEWS FROM OUR SERVICE FOLK
tory rourse for ail students en
rolled in both pilot or navigator
training. Having completed the
12-week pre-fiight course, he will
enter the first flying training
phases of the program at bases of
the Flying Training Air Force.
Many of the pre-flight graduates
will receive delays enroute to their
new assignments which will enable
them to take a brief home leave.

basic military training at the
"Gateway to the Air Force,"
Lackland Air Force Base, San
Antonio. Texas.
Upon comple
tion of this training, he will bo
assigned to an Air Force tech
nical training course or an ad
vanced
basic training course
leading to a specialized Air Force
job.

Mrs. Louise Gregory WSCS President
SENATOR

Maine Granges

To Boost Dairy

|

Program In June

PAYNE "

Over 200 Maine Grange units
are slated to enter competition,
during the month of June, for over

REPORTS

$2500 in cash awards in a state

wide Grange Dairy Supper Contest
May 22 is

National

sponsored by the
Council.

Maritime

Day, a day set aside to honor the
American merchant marine.

The

occasion this year is a particularly

Edward B. Sleeper, 20. son of
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper,
Jr., 157 Talbot avenue, Rockland,
having successfully completed the
initial phase of hus aviation cadet
training program, has been gradu
Airman Charles Robert Rival,
ated from the USAF Pre-Flight
School, Lackland Air Force Base, 17. son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl
San Antonio, Texas. This or Rival, 42 Sea Street, Camden, is
ganization conducts the introduc- completing the first phase of his

(

LAST 3 DAYS

Aduwit's
67th Aiutiuewuj
CAMDEN

I

SA LE
2— MERCHANDISE PRIZES —2
AWARDED DAILY

GRAND PRIZE SATURDAY
COMPLETE SUMMZR WARDROBE AND SUITCASE

-New Items Added To Sale Daily -

ANNUAL SALE, LOWEST PRICES
EVER ON DAINTY DOT NYLONS

Cash Discounts On ALL NEW
Ladies and Junior Summer Dresses
- SPECIALS FOR LAST 3 DAYS -

’Blue Swan Panties

* Blazer Jackets

65c, 2 for $1.25

Reduced to $9.99

’Women's Chino Dungarees
Reduced to $2.59
* Bermuda Shorts

Wools now $3.99 - Corduroys $2.99
’Rayon Uniforms, white, 1 lot $1.99
’Warm-Up Jackets

Reduced to $3.99 and $3.39
’Sanforized Mattress Pads

Choice, twin or full

$3.99

Douglas W. Malloy, son of M. J.
Malloy of 204 Main Street, will
report to the Naval Training Cen
ter in Baiwbridge, Md., for duty
assignment following a 14 day
leave. Seaman Malloy completed
a nine weeks’ recruit training pro
gram at the training center after
enlisting in the Navy for four
years through the Roekiand Recrutiing Station. He is a former
Roekiand High student.

Feeding and Care
Of Cows Helps

Prevent Ketosis

significant one in the long mari
time history of both Maine and
the Nation. The first ship built by
British hands on the North Ameri
can continent, “The Virginia of
Sagadahoc”, was launched at th*1
Popham Colony near Bath just
350 years ago this fall.
From
this early beginning shipbulding
and the shipping industry have
continued to play an important
role in the economy and develop
ment of the State of Maine.

Today the American merchant
marine is recognized as the fourth
arm defense as well as being es
sential to the Maintenance of our
peace-time supply lines-. In order
to be fully effective the merchant
marine must have an adequate
supply of trained officers.. Dur•ng 1955-56 the Senate Commerce
Committee conducted a special
study of maritime education in
the United States and found that
the Federal Academy at King’s
Point, Nov York, and the four
state academies, including our
own Maine Maritime Academy,
were doing an outstanding job of
producing competent merchant
marine officers. The Committtee
also determined that all five
schools were vitally necessary to
meet the needs of the merchant
marine.

Feeding and managing dairy
cows according to accepted practi
ces can help prevent ketosis, says
Dr. J. Franklin Witter, head of the
animal pathology department, Uni
versity of Maine.
Recently the Senate Commerce
Ketosis is a troublsome problem Committee ordered the Payne
with dairy cows. It even occurs in State Maritime Academy Bill
the best fed and best managed ‘ favorably reported to the Senate.
herds, points out Dr. Whitter. None This bill, which is an outgrowth of
of the many compounds recom-, the Committee’s study, would
mended to prevent ketosis has help to insure the future opera
proved satisfactory.
tion of the state maritime acad
A fairly high percentage of cows emies
by
providing
greater
with ketosis will recover spontane- i stability through bringing existing
ously. Treatment should be left to Federal statutes up to date. On
your veterinarian, says Dr. Witter. 1 this Maritime Day of 1957 Maine
Best results have been obtained has every reason to be proud of
j with ACTH or hormones of the ad her long maritime heritage — a
renal glands, cortisone and hydro
heritage which she is continuing
cortisone.
to uphold by her many contribu
Dr. Witter explains that ketosis,
tions to the American merchant
or acetonemia, is a condition cous
marine.
ed by abnormal metabolism of car
Housing Bill Reported
bohydrates in dairy cows.
It’s
seasonal, being much more preva
The Senate Banking and Cur
lent during the winter feeding per rency Committee, of which Sen
iod than when cows are on pasture ator Payne is a member, ordered
or green feed. It usually occurs its major housing bill of 1957 re
from a few days to a few weeks af ported to the Senate last week.
ter calving, most frequently the One of the most important sec
third week after calving.
tions of the bill extends the Ur
I Symptoms of ketosis may include ban Renewal Program for four
the cow being “off-feed”, dropping years, thus allowing cities to
milk production, loss of weight, move ahead with their plans for
and a sweet odor on the breath of slum clearance projects.
Addi
the animal. Sometimes the cow is tional authorization is given to the
| very nervous while in other cases Federal National Mortgage Asso
I she may appear stiff,
ciation to purchase VA and FHA
j The cause of primary ketosis is
insured mortgages. Eligibility for
unknown, says Dr. Witter. HowCollege Housing Loans is extened•| ever, cows may develop ketosis as
ed to Nurses’ training schools.
a result of complications. These
include an infected uterus, retained
afterbirth, kidney infection, severe
Films Developed
mastitis, “hardware” penetrating
stomachs (traumatic gastritis.) and
ENLARGED
M —
; others. It’s important that an ac- j
RX-JIMBO PRINTS fclhf
IN ALBUMS
I curate diagnosis be obtained so that i
1? EXP <M»«« — 16 EXF 60c
20 EXP 61.00 — 36 EXP 81.78
proper treatment can be administ- '
— COLOR DEVELOPED —
ered promptly, concludes the ani
8 - 12 - 16 EXP ROLLS fl-OO
26 EXP ROLLS 81.50
mal pathologist.

8

* Bates Materials

Reg. 1.49, This Sale Only $1.29 yd.
$1.00

MEMORIAL WREATHS

AND BASKETS

to $2.98

Open Saturday Evenings 'Til 9

Mrs. Margaret Calderwood, right, retiring president of the WSCS of the Methodist Church, accepts a
gift presented her by the group’s new president, Mrs. Louise Gregory, elected at the annual business
meeting Tuesdav night 'rhe meeting was h°>d at th * home of Mrs. Leroy Black of Rockland. Other offi
cers, left to right, are Mrs. Marguerite Haskell, treasurer; Mrs. Jean Johnson, vice president; and Mrs.
Corinne Hughes, secretary.
Photo by McKeou
Al.so included in the Committee when many small boat operators
bill is a proposal drafted by Sen in Maine expressed their concern

ator Payne which allows peresons 1 that the new Coast Guard regula

dislocated by slum
clearance 1
projects to move into t*.vo, thre? I
and four family houses. Current
ly only single family dwellings
are available to them.
The de
sirability of such a proposal be
came evident during efforts to re
locate persons in Portland in
preparation for an Urban Renewal
Project.
Hearings

Held

On

Small

Boat

tions were unnecessarily stringent
regarding existing passenger ves
sels.
The boat owners contend
that it was not the intent of Con
gress, which passed a law last
year directing the Coast Guard to
license the operations of small
bnqts
hire, to work an undue hardship
on ute DUhuAiicoio oi

consider S1866. a bill co-Fponsored

T'he Merchant Marine and Fish
eries Subcommittee of the Senate
Commerce Committee held a
series of hearings this week to re
view the action that has been
taken by the Coast Guard in de
veloping safety regulations for
small passenger boats carrying
more than six passengers for hire.
Testimony was presented to the
Subcommittee by several small
boat organizations including rep
resentatives of tht* Maine Association of Passenger Boat Owners.
Senator Payne requested the
Committee to hold the hearings

by Senator Payne which would if
enacted, postpone the effective
date of the Coast Guard regula
tions to January 1, 1959. Senator
Payne has been deeply interested
in the safety regulation problem
ever since the legislation was first
considered, and is hopeful that the
final regulations will be both fair
1 and equitable to the small boat
i owners as well as in the public
interest.
!
Most of the potatoes sold in New
England retail stores come from
the State of Maine.

STROUT REALTY
WANTED: Listings of properties for sale, farms, dwellings,
business opportunities and resort properties. There are hun
dreds of inquiries through Strout offices. Let us show yon
how we can assist you in selling your property. There Is no
obligation. All representatives of Strout's organization are
bonded by a reliable bonding company.

C. Murray Bird
6 BERKELEY STREET

IMPSOHS
PLEASE NOTICE!

The contest will be part of a
month long observance directed at
attracting attention towards the
State's dairy' industry and its
products.
Mrs. Alice Morton of Naples,
state chairman of the Grange
Home, Community and Welfare
Committee, describes the contest
as a "fine tribute to the Maine
dairy industry" during its June
Dairy Month observance.
Special awards will be given the
top three Grange units judged to
have served the outstanding bal
anced meals in which dairy prod
ucts were featured.
In a similar contest last year,
some 207 Maine units served over
13.000 persons meals which includ
ed over 20,000 quarts ot Maine
milk.
Last year, South Sangerville
Grange copped top honors in the
contest and took home the prize ot
$100.
Judges for this year's contest
will be announced at a later date.
Assisting Mrs. Morton in the
contest will be Mrs. Janet Bates
and Miss Flora Manchester of the
Maine Dairy Council.

Most forest fires in Maine are
man-made. Preventing forest fires
from getting a start will do
much toward keeping Maine
green.

Last week’s hearings were to

Safety Regulations

Maine Dairy

TELEPHONE 53-J

PLENTY
OF FREE
PARKING

JUST ONE MORE WEEK TO FINISH

YOUR SET OF ENCLYCOPEDIAS.

NEXT WEEK WILL BE THE LAST

ICE ClREAM = 7!)c EGGS

Strawberries T 2!)c

39c

Orang e Juice « 11)c

doz.

30 EXP ROLLS 82-50
Please Remit With Coin Or Cheek

Maine
farm
families have
that
regular savings
learned
through U. S. Savings Bonds
mount up and provide a degree of
financial security.

DELUXE PHOTO SERVICE
P. O. Box 546, Dept. A
BAR HARBOR, MAINE

39-tf

(UNGRADED)

RED & WHITE

PILLSBURY

CAKE MIXES ea. 29c M I L K

6 for 75c

SIZE 2'/z

BESSEY—20 0Z. GLASS

APPLE JELLY

LARGE

29c PEACHES

CLUB STEAK

HEAVY WESTERN
STEER BEEF

25c ea.

69c lb.

SLICED BACON
For over 100 years Artcarved wedding rings have been the choice of more
brides—grooms, too—than any other rings. Created by America's oldest and
largest ringmakers, Artcarved rings are styled to modern tastes in especially
hardened gold. They're guaranteed for a lifetime, yet Artrarved rings cost
no more than ordinary rings. Choose yours today from our wide selection
of exquisite designs.

Assorted Cold Cuts

ALSO MANY OTHER ARTCARVED WEDDING RINGS
Starting at $8.25

CUKES

4 for 25c

29c

CARROTS

2 for 29c

393 MAIN STREET

ULKA

ROCKLAND — ■ MAINE

AuAortnd Artcarved j.w.t»r

Come in and see our large selection today I

ORANGES

FLORIDA
FINE FOR JUICE

3 doz. for 99c

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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GEN. KNOX CHAPTER D.A.R. TO
THOMASTON
Newt and Social Items, Notleea and Advertlaementa may ba eent
or telephoned to
MRS GEORGE NEWRERT HIGH ST TEL IBS-8

The committee for the open
house and silver tea to be held at
the General Knox Chapter House
Saturday. May 25. from 2.30 to 5.
i* Mrs. Helen Dana. Mrs. Alice
Hahn. Mrs. Naomi E’.liot and Miss
Harriet Williams. All Thomaston
people are invited to this affair,
to aee what General Knox Chap
ter has accomplished in less than
a year toward putting this historic
building in condition and to spend
a social hour.

ENTERTAIN STATE SOCIETY DEC. 25
I

All Girl Scouts and Brownie
Scouts are invited to attend th■
Union Memorial Service at the
Baptist Church Sunday morning.
Those planning to attend are asked
to meet in front of the church at
10.45.
All Boy Scouts and Cub
Scouts are invited to attend the
Memorial Services at the Baptist
Church Sunday morning and those
attending will meet at 10.45 in
front of the Federated Church and
march to the Baptist Church.

* ben making out yonr will re
■ember yonr church and yoni
.npttel.

Thc Friendly Circle met Tues
day evening with Mrs. Weston
Young with 28 present.
Mrs.
Hubert Leach of Ledyard, Conn.,
was special guest.
Plans were
made for a cooked food sale to be
hold next week. Refreshments
were served. Mrs. Oscar Colurrb
Mrs. Ezra B. White. Wateyvflle, state regent of thp Maine Society.
Sgt Daniel R. Carter has re and Mrs. Wilson Carter were co Daughters ol the American Revolution, Mrs. Erich Geyer, Portland and
Sabattns,
curator of the Maine Society, DAR and Mrs. Bertram Light,
ported to Fort Dix. N. J., after hostesses.
mother of Mrs. White and chaplain of Fort Halifax Chapter. Winslow,
Mrs. Paul Eastman entertained examine the painting, The Constitution of the United States of America,
spending a 30 day leave with his
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Car a group of friends at her home which has been given to the Maine Society DAR by the National Society
ter.
He will be assigned over Tuesday evening. A social eve DAR. The painting will be hung at Montpelier, Thomaston, (luring
General Knox Day ceremonies July 25.
seas duty with the U. S. Army. ning was enjoyed and refresh
Plans are underway for the sum-i Constitution of the United States.
Mr. and Mis. E. Douglas ments served. Guests were: Mrs.
Brooks and Mrs. Raymond Rob Willis Berry, Mrs. Philip Ferr.ald. mer field day meeting of the This painting by Christy was com
inson spent the past weekend as Mrs. Robert Hall. Mrs. Malcolm Maine Society, Daughters of the missioned by Congress in 1939 and
guests of Mrs. Helen Dalzell in Carney, Mrs. Roger Libhy, Mrs. American Revolution which will be the 20 by 30 foot canvas was com
pleted in a year and now hangs in
Framingham. Mass.
Winfred Williams, Mrs. L'.oyd
held July 25 at Montpelier, Thom the Capitol Building. Christy put
Rev. and Mrs. Hubert Leach of Mahoney, Mrs. Williams Young,
aston. The meeting will be held in much research in compiling the
Ledyard. Conn., are spending a and Mrs. Dennis Young.
on General Knox Day in conjunc painting.
few days with their son-in-law
Mrs. Paul Eastman entertained tion with the annual meeting of
An anonymous donor in Califor
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Wal last Friday in honor of the third
the Knox Memorial Society which nia has had 20 copies made of this
ter Abbott.
birthday of her daughter, Leslie is always held on the birthday an
picture of the Constitution and its
Mrs. E'aine C'intoh and daugh Ann.
Guests were: Mrs. Jane niversary of this first Secretary of
surrounding plaqups and has do
ter, Carol, have returned home Russo and son John of Camden,
War. Mrs. Ray L. Urb, national nated them to the National So
alter visiting Mr. and Mrs Wen Mrs. Robert Hall and children
chairman of the National Defense ciety. DAR. stipulating where
dell Thayer in Sanford.
Lorraine and Rcbert, Mrs. Mal Committee for the National So
three of them should hang and is
The Women’s Auxiliary of St. colm Carney and daughter Eliza
ciety, Daughters of the American expressing the hope that the others
John’s Episcopal Church will meet beth. Mrs. Willis Berry and daugh
Revolution will be the guest will be placed in historic settings.
tonight at 7.30 at the home of ter Susan, all of Thomaston.
speaker.
Maine is honored to have been the
Mrs. Freeman Garniss on Studley
According to town nurse, Mary
Highlight of the day will be the recipient of one of these paintings.
Lane.
Gay Halliday, the town is offer presentation of a painting. The Others have already been hung in
The final meeting of the season
ing this year, as before, smallpox Constitution of the United States Florida and in Tennessee.
,
of Cub Scout Pack 215 will be
vaccinations free of charge to the of America, by the Maine Society.
Gcneral Knox Chapter. Thomas
held Friday evening at 7 o’clock
citizens of Thomaston during the DAR, to the Knox Memorial So ton will act as host chapter for
at the Federated Chureh.
The
week of May 26 through June 1 ciety.
the occasion.
Mrs. Harold P.
theme will be “Cub Scout Fire
The painting is a copy of the Dana, chapter regent and Miss
inclusive.
Vaccinations may be
men”.
had at the office of Dr. Fred Constitution of the United States Harriett Williams, a past regent
Mrs. Lida O’Neil and Miss
erick Dennison. Dr. Hugo Hochs of America surrounded by copies of this chapter and state historian
Eliizabeth McCoy, members of
child or Dr. E. R. Moss at their of significant paintings including of the Maine Society. DAR are as
the Ladies’ of St. James’ will be
office during regular office hours at the bottom a copy of the fa sisting Mrs. Ezra B. White. Water
in charge of the cooked food sale
Consult your physician about vac mous painting by Howard Chand ville, state regent of the Maine So
Saturday at 2 o’clock at Donald
cinating infants. Parents of thr ler Christy of The Signing of the ciety. DAR in making arrange
son’s Paper Store.
school chi'drcn that have not been
ments. Mrs. Eldwin A. Wixson,
vaccinated are requested to see
Winslow', state press relationsI
chairman Is also a member of the I
that their child receives a vacci
-DANCEA/ALDOBORO
planning committee.
nation at this time.
MRS. RENA CROWELL
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
A luncheon will be served by the
Going Away Party
Correspondent
Wedco
Club of the Baptist Church
Telephone TEmple 2-9201
At South Hope Grange Hall
Mrs. Gordon Peters was guest
of Thomaston at 12.15 p. m. Reser
of honor at a going away party
DOVG VINAL’S ORCHESTRA
vations should be made with Mrs.
38-Th-tf Tuesday evening given by Mrs
Louis Bossinault, Miss Beverly Harold P. Dana, 13 Dunn street,
| Arthur Anderson and Mrs. Col'n Benner, Mrs. Marion Kaler and Thomaston
Mitchell at the former's home on Mrs. Gladys Solonberger were in
Thc ceremony of presentation
Beechwood Street. Gifts were Pittson Monday.
will take place at 2.30 p. m. at
presented the honored guest.
Miss Dorothy Waltz of Newbury Montpelier. Following the presen
Refreshments were served. Guests port. Mass., was a weekend guest tation Open House will be held at
were: Mrs. Leland Moran. Mrs. of Mrs. Madeline Hilton, Jefferson Montpelier with tea being served
Lloyd Mahoney, Mrs. Richard street.
on the terrace. Several Thomas
Woodcock. Mrs. Forrest Grafton.
Miss Virginia Grey of Lisbon was ton women in Colonial costume
(WEDNESDAY thru Saturday!
Mrs. Virgil Burns, Mrs. Arthur a Sunday guest of Mrs. Esther will preside. All Daughters are
Henry, Mrs. Marian Anderson. Gross.
HUNTER
also invited to be guests of GenI
(in ‘Battle* dress again!)
Mrs. Margaret Partridge, Mrs
Sanborn French is a patient at j pra, Knox Chapter DAR at their
NATALIE
Edith St. Clair. Mrs. E’.onia thc Knox Hospital, Roekland.
Chapter House which is the only
‘Rebel’ with a cause!) ■ —
Rev. and Mrs. Raymond F. Pen remaining original building of the
Turner, Mis. Annabelle Smith
dleton, Jr., left Tuesday for Fort Knox Estate and which was pre
and Mrs. Nancy Anderson.
Waton Beach, Fla., after spending sented to this DAR Chapter in 1956
their vacation with his parents on through the generosity of the
Pleasant street.
Maine Central Railroad. Tea will
Mrs. Lorna Winchenbach was
also be served at the Chapter
elected president of thc Women's House.
Friday One Show at 7.15
Auxiliary of the German Protestant
Saturday at 2.00-6.30-8.30
In the forenoon the usual cere
Society at the meeting held Mon
Sunday at 3.00-7.15
monies will be held at the grave ot
day at Stahl's Tavern. Other offi
General Henry Knox, followed by
- DOUBLE FEATURE cers were Mrs. Ida Stahl, first vice
Co-Hit
; the annual meeting of the Knox
president.
Mrs.
Priscilla
Creamer,
Alfred Hitchcock’s
FRANK SINATRA
; Memorial Society.
second vice president, Mrs. Thel
As
"THE WRONG MAN"
ma Benner, third vice president.
'it Johnny Concho
PLUS
Mias Margaret Ashworth, secre- WARREN
"SHARKFIGHTERS"
tary, Mrs. Frances Storer, treas-; Mrs. Edwin K. Boggs. Sr., leaves
62-63 urpr.
SHOW STARTS AT HUSK
The German Protestant' today for Hartford, Conn., called
church will be open from June 30 ' there by thc death of her mother,
to September, the annual service Mrs. Bertha W. Leland, age 91.
will be held in August.
j The funeral will be held at 9.30 a.
PHOMI 002
I m. Friday from the Taylor and
Thurs - Fri - Sat
Modeen Funeral Home, Hartford,
MAT 1.30 — EVE. 6.30-9.20
| and interment will be in Lancaster,
IOCHUN0 1 SAMItt IMIOIOI
i Mass. Mrs. Leland is survived by
SEA HORSES
FOR DE PE N DaHILII V
' two sons, four daughters (including
Meet The Monsters Face To Face
| Mrs. Boggs), 14 grandchildren, 25
TWIN TERRIFYING TERRORS IN ONE BIG THRILL SHOW!
BITLER CAR & HOME SUPPLY ! great grandchildren and a great• great- grandson.
ROCKLAND
THE

Mrs. Gordon Peters and sons
leave Thursday by plane for Br 1liant. Ohio, where they wi” sn nd
a week with her father-in-law.
Ebenezer Peters.
On May 31st,
they will leave by boat for Sura
baja. Indonesia, to join Mr.
Peters who is employed there.

TAB
,

WIU JAM D. VOU NG
William D. Young, 93, of Lin
coln Beach, died May 20 in Cam
den.
He was born in Lincolnville,
April 25, 1864. the son of Steven
and Lovisa Richard Young.
He is survived besides his
widow, Mrs. Sadie D. Young; two
sons. Herbert Young of Camden
and Alton Young of Belfast; a
daughter, Mrs. Agnes Clements of
Winterport; two sisters. Mis.
Elia Harrington and Mrs. Stella
Hipson. both of Roxbury, Mass.;
seven grandchildren, 23 great
grandchildren and three great
great grandchildren.
Funeral services were held Wed
nesday from the Gilbert C. Laite
Funeral Home in Camden with
Rev. Melvin H. Dorr, Jr., officia
ting. Interment was in Youngs
town Cemetery in Lincolnville.
RICHARD DYER
Memorial services for Richard
Dyer, 24, World War H veteran,
who was drowned in Rockland
Harbor April 28 will be held Sun
day at the Universalist Church at
3 p. m. with Rev. William J. Rob
bins officiating. Members of the
American Legion will serve as
ushers.
Richard is the son of Walter
and Margaret Sprowl Dyer, who
survive him. Also his wife. Phyl
lis, son Michael, two brothers, Ar
thur of Fresno, Calif., and Walter
of Rockland, two nephews, his
maternal
great - grandmother,
Mary Milne of Rockland, his ma
ternal grandmother. Lizzie Sprowl
Colby of Spruce Head, several
aunts, uncles and cousins.

land May 21 after a long illness. I
She was bom in Portland Jan.
11. 1915, the daughter of Fred and
Florence Cavanor Batty.
Surviving are three daughters:
Mrs. Walter Bryant. Tenants Har
bor; Mrs. Richard Lawrance,
Thomaston, and Miss Eileen Sing
er of Tenants Harbor; one eon,
Robert Singer, Tenants Harbor;
three grandchildren; her parents,
of Spruce Head.
Also four
brothers. Fred Batty, Jr., of
South Thomaston, Thornton Batty
and Seth Batty, Spruce Head, and
Samuel Batty of New Canaan,
Conn., and one sister, Mrs. Irving
McLeod of Searsport.
Funeral services will be held
Friday at 1 p. m. from Tenants
Harbor Baptist Church with Rev.
Harold Haskell officiating. Inter
ment will be in Seaside Cemetery,
Tenants Harbor.
MRS. RINNA ANDREWS
Mrs. Rinna Andrews, 89. died
May 20. at the home of her daugh
ter, Mrs. Joseph T. Simmons. Ten
ants Harbor, after a long illness.
She was born in Rockville, April
19. 1868. the daughter of Mareuel
and Abasha Ewell Mossman. She
was a charter member of Naomi
Chapter. OES, and a member of
the
Tenants
Harbor
Baptist
Church.
Surviving is her daughter, Mrs.
Joseph T. Simmons.
Funeral services will be held to
day at 2 p. m. from the Davis Fu
neral Home in Thomaston, with
Rev. Harold Haskell of the Ten
ants Harbor Baptist Church offi
ciating. Interment will be in Sea
side Cemetery, Tenants Harbor, i

Leg of Lamb Made Fancy

Creamed vegetables in potato baskets act as the dainty aeeonipuninient ior the aristocrat of the Easter table—a roast leg of
lamb.
If there is a doubt concerning
the Easter dinner menu in your
home, worry no longer, A hand
some. done-to-perfection' roast
leg of lamb rates a special place
on your Easter holiday table.
Garnish for this lamb roast is
piquant fried potato baskets
filled with creamed peas and
carrots ... a tempting combina
tion, indeed.
Roasting
Reba Staggs, meat expert,
states that to serve this leg of
lamb at its juicy, done-to-perfectinn goodness, a slow oven
temperature (300” F.) must be
used. First, place the leg of

lamb skin side down on a rack
in an open roasting pan. Ask
your meat retailer to leave the
fell, tliin parchment-like cover
ing. on the leg. This helps the
leg hold its shape during cook
ing as well as helping it to re
tain its juices.
If a roast meat thermometer
is available, insert it into the
thickest muscle. For a correct
reading, the bulb should not be
resting on bone or in fat. Let
Ihe roast cook in a 300“ F. oven
allowing 30 to 35 minutes per
pound. The thermometer will
register 175” F. for medium
done lamb; 180” F. for welldone lamb.

MRS. AUDREY C. PORTER
Committal services will be held
at Achorn Cemeteiy at 11 o’clock
Saturday for Mrs. Audrey Condon
Porter of Arlington, Va.
Mrs. Porter, died May 20 at Arl
ington, Va., where she had lived
several years. She was a former
Rockland resident, the daughter of
the late Mrs. Mabel Dougherty of
Rockland.

MRS. MARY Z. SINGER
j Arc you an Extension AssociaMrs. Mary Z. Singer. 42, widow tion? You're welcome to become
of Floyd E. Singer, died in Rock- one.

TRADE IN
YOUR OLD WATCH...
IN TIME FOR GRADUATION
E UP TO

ON A BRAND NEW

WOOD

Camden Theatre

n

STRAND

dohnson

MAMMOTH

1400

MONSTER

POUNDS

THAT

TERRORIZED
THE

■ jf

OF

PHONE 409

w _

KNOX

FROZEN

FURY
that
mo*es

LONGINESWITTNAUER
WATCH
Here’s a real opportunity—to trade for a brand new

Longines-Wittnauer watch—for that birthday gift, for a
graduation or an anniversary. Look in the bureau drawers,
In your safe deposit box. You have an old watch somewhere.

Bring it in. Save up to $20 on any of these brand new
Longines-Wittnauer watches. Trade NOW and SAVE
in this Special Event. Choose a Longines, the
World's Most Honored Watch, truly the world's
finest—or choose a Wittnauer, companion watch
to the honored Longines, the best and most

beautiful watch in the medium price range.

Both are made by the world famous

Longines-Wittnauer watchmakers. These are
watches you will be proud to wear—proud to give.

THURS - FRI - SAT

Thursday-Friday — 6.30-7.40

Saturday — 1.30-6.30-7.40

CAR CRAZY! ..SPEED CRAZY!...MY CRAZY!

like

WITTNAUER. Self-winding. Maximum
protection against all common hazards.

LONGINES. Graceful lines of watch blend
with fine expansion bracelet.

REGULAR PRICE.........................$89.50

REGULAR PRICE ......... $89.50

A Golden Slate Production • An American-International Picture

Perfect For All Gift Giving

NO INTEREST

OR CARRYING
Some have to dance ... some have to kill! ..

JU

CHARGES
HALLMAN. HALF BEAST

but AU MOHSTIR!
I

theplatters

i the blockbuster^
IOHN CARRADINr
starring

SUNDAY:

'ABANDON SHiP"

I—

DICK MILLER * RUSSELL JOHNSON • ABBY DALTON
A Sunset Production • An American-International Picture

LONGINES. 14K gold watch-as fine as it
is beaut if uf. Matching expansion bracelet.
REGULAR PRICE...................... $115.00

LONGINES. Distinctively styled from the
14K gold case to tha expansion band.
REGULAR PRICE.................,.$13100

393 Main it.
Rockland, Ma.
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REAL ESTATE

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
FO* SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements tn this colam n not to exceed three lines Inserted
once for SO cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
for each Une, half price each additional time nsed. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! Al) '‘blind ads” so called, 1. e„ advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office
for handling, cost .25 cents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to secnre best results.
Those with phone or street numbers only are not- advised.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified -d» will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping wiU be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
na received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
Line.

—

ON Route 1: Compact 5 rm.
house with new bath for sale, 2
car garage. Ideal site for motel.
900 ft. on highway, 70 acres, woodI land ready-to-cut. Price $6 900.
SECURITY REAL ESTATE CO..
Dorothy Dietz, Office across from
Village Green, Camden. Phone
CEdar 6-2117 or 6-3977.
62-lt

—

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

BEAGLE Pups for sale.
1RVILLE KENNEDY, Union, Tel.
STate 5-3610.
61-63
LARGE Frigidaire Refrigerator
for sale, in good condition. Call
at 6 HOLMES STREET, Rockland.
61*63

12 FT. Plywood Boat Kit for
sale, was $79 95, reduced for
clearance to $59.88; also, Boat
^raJ^rs'
SEARS- ROEBECR
62-64
& CO.

WOOD Turning Lathe for sale,
9” swing, gauges. 1/3 h. p. motor,
1956 FORD Customline with $50. TEL 1456-W between 9 a —
62-64
overdrive for sale.
Price $1360 and 5 p. m.
cash. CALL 1526 after 5 p. m.
1954 PLYMOUTH Stationwagon
60-62 for sale, one owner, excellent
62-lt
1960 CHEV. Panel 4 ton truck condition. TEL. 853-W1.
for sale, new engine, A-l cond.
LOAM for sale, delivered. C. H.
ROY ESTES. Tel. 492.
60-tl WINCHENBAUGH, Tel. 179-P, or
62*64
SMALT, Pigs for sal". PE EF 545-R.
EDWARDS, 271 Limerock Street.
DRY Slabwood and Birch Edg
Tel. 806-J.
60-62 ings for sale, sawed stove lengths.
NINE Piece Dining Room Set VICTOR C. GRIND!.E, 56 New
62*64
for sale, also upright piano in good County Road, Tel. 1 18.
condition. TEL. 1051-M.
60*62
BOAT Plywood for sale, largest
WASHING Machine for sale. stocking dealer north of Brston.
HOLMBERG. Warren. Tel. CRest Plans available sizes up to 16 ft
SUTTON j
wood 4-2818.
60*62 always in stock.
SUPPLY. Camden. Tel. CEdar
Complete Stock of
6-3363, open until 9 p. m. SaturGAS AND ARC
days.
53&62&71&7:
WELDING SUPPLIES
Morris Gordon & Son
UPRIGHT Piano for sale, also,
55-tf oil burning kitchen range.
Tel.
DROP Leaf Tables for sale, THOMASTON 344-2 until 6 p. m.
61-63
Harvest 40"x90”, small cherry, or 121-13 evenings.
small gateleg, and one , maple
NEW 1951-1952 Chevrolet C:r
with
_ I, draw-. , As°l carved grape Radjo for gaje
pust,button Cusrocker newly upholstered; vary tom control.
CALL 863-M.
early two draw blanket chest
g2 gj
fastened with hand made nails;
small lot of glass and china, I WESTINGHOUSE Oven for sale,
HOBBY ANTIQUE SHOP. Route $25; also, play pen on wheels with
17, Union, Maine. Closed Sundays. pad, $15; al! steel bathin' tte. $15;
54-65 car seat, $3. 21 OAK STREET,
61*tf
'53 BUICK RIVIERA for sale, I Camdt’n-________________________
R&H. Dynaflcw, W. W. Tires, ex-1 NEW Lap-strake, 14 Fcot Dory
tra clean.
See at MONUMENT Skiff for sale; also, 74 H. P. outSQUARE, Camden. Tel. CEJar board motor.
TEL. TEm.p'.e 26-3179 or 6-2732.
57-tf 5282.
61*63
SPECIAL
BOY'S 20” Bicvcle for °a'e;
Aluminum Combination Windows also, Hot Point automatic ironer,
Extruded welded corners (Alcoa like new. Tel. TENANTS HAR
Aluminum), $19 95. KENNISTON BOR 57-4.
61*63
BROS., Call Rockland 1430-W or “ UNIVERSAL _Elec7~
Stove for
CRestwood 4-2686 .
56-tf sale, good cond., also full size
NEW Forced Air Oil Heating J spring and mattress. TEL. 1069.
Systems installed complete, also,
60*62
cast iron furnaces for other fuels.
USED CARS FOR SAIJS
Nothing down, 36 mos. terms. We
1956 Dodge 4 Ton
$1095
call. Write today. SUPERIOR
1"S< Nash 4 Dr.. R&H
$1050
HEATrNG CO., 351 Sherwood
1953 Packard 4 Dr., R'-H
$ 995
Street, Portland.
59*75
1952 Mercury Conv., R&H $ 895
MAN’S Sport Coat, size 38, grey 1951 Plymouth 2 Dr.
$ 495
for sale; also, boy's coat, size 1950 Dodge 4 Dr..Gyro, R&H $ 425
6X, with cap; girl’s coat and hat, 1950 Chev. 2. Dr.. R&H
$ 395
size 8, blue. All in first cl"ss 1950 Mercury 4 Dr., O. D. $ 450
shape. Also, child’s bicycle, small 1950 p-0I(i g (jyl
$ 350
size. CALL 66 .
59-tf 1949 Chev. 4 Dr., R&H
$ 325
SKIN~DIVING HOBBIESTS
I 1940 Ford 2 Dr R&H
$ 295
See Morris Gordon & Son
1949 Hudson, R&H
$ 295
For All Types of
1949 Studebaker
$ 275
EQUIP. & COMPRESSED AIR 1948 Ford 4 Dr., R&H
$ 175
53-tf 1948 Chev., R&H
$ 185
LOAM for sale. Delivered only. Liberty Boat and 74 H. P.
Mercury Motor
$ 350
NEIL RUSSELL, Tel. 1544-W.
WARREN MOTORS
_____
53*11
Used Car Annex
Complete Stock of
Corner Routes 1 and 90
ARC AND WELDING SUPPLIES
Across From
Morris Gordon & Son
Vaughn’s Filling Station
53-tf
Tel. CRestwood 3 2678
If No Answer Call 4-2881* or 4-2686
60-62
- LARGEST USED TELEVISION SETS
Linoleum Selection in Town
6 Ft - 9 Ft. - 12 Ft. Widthn
FOR SALE
Expert Mechanics For
(Ideal for a second set or for
Installation If Desired.
your cottage.)
Tel. 989 For Free Estimates
1 Sparton. 21”, Wood Case, Tabic
Model, 1955.
UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.
Where Willow and Rankin
1 Motorola, 21”, Table Model,
Streets Meet
1956.
S7S MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
1 Zenith, 21”, Table Model, 1955.
48-Th-tf
1 RCA, 21”, Floor Console, Nice
Condition, 1954.
1 Zenith, 24”, Large Floor Con
Strawberry Plants For Sale
sole 1954.
,
Howard 17, Catskill and Sparkle
HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC
from virus free stock; also Mon
442-44 Main Street. Rorkland
mouth, Maine 55 and Orland. State
Inspected. $2.50—100 or $18—1,000
"We Service
COD orders filled. LEROY LUCE,
Any Make of TV or Radio”
Washington, Tel. 9-14.
60-62
_____
49*67
LOOKING FOR GOOD PAINT~
SPECIAL OFFER!
AT REASONABLE PRICES*
$20 Trade-in on $89.95 Sperial De
Come In and See Ua At
luxe Fully Equipped Lightweight EDDIE ROBBINS’ PAINT AND
Bicycles. Large selection of bal
WALLPAPER STORE
loon and middleweights. Light
Main Street
Thomaston
weights start at $41.95. HASKELL
BURGESS-FOBES PAINT
AND CORTHELL. Camden Maine.
Discount To All Customers
50-tf _____________________________ 60-62
USED Oil Ranges for sale, white
SAWED Slabwood for sale, by
porcelain oil and elec comb., gas •ord or foot, delivered.
TEL
and oil comb. A. C. McLOON CO., 391-R.
60‘62
Iei 1310.
143-tf
9x12 LINOLEUMS for sale, reg
ular $10.95 for $6.95 NORTH MISCELLANEOUS
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST,
WELL! WELL! WEIX!
Thomaston.
1-tf
If It Is water you need, wrltt
PIPE FOR SALE
R W. DRINKWATER, Well Drill
Black and galvanized. AH sizes j ing Contractor, P. O. Box 135
low prices. BICKNELL MFG. CO., Camden. Tel. 2768. Installmen'
Lime Street.
1-tf
plan also available, no down pay
BABY Parakeets for sale, full ment necessary. Member of New
line of parakeet foods and mineral England and National Association
health grit. GRACE'S GARDENS,
1-tf
Mrs. Charles A. Swift, 9 Booker
SAW Filing and Tool Grinding
dtreet. Thomaston, Tel 374
1-tf
promptly done. All work guaran
GOOD USED CABS
teed. R. F. and D. R. EATON. Te!
We finance our own cars. No
361-W. Rockland.
106-tf
finance or interest charge. MUN
Fly Northeast Alrllnee, oonnec
SEY AUTO SALES, 131 North
for
all
lines
Main Street.
16-tf
GIFFORDS. Roekiand. Me. 89-tf

EXPERT APPRAISAL
Of Antiques ond
llniicaknlfl ftotulc
Valuation of large or small
estates given in a prompt con
fidential manner at a nominal
fee. Will properly advise or
handle disposition of goods It
so desired. Write or phone

W. 1 FRENCH
HIGH ST.

CAMDEN. ME.
54-tf

CESSPOOLS ANO SEPTIC TANKS
Cleaned, repaired and installed
Automatic cleaning equipment
Free inspection and estimates
SANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally
owned and operated Tel. Camden
CEdar 6-2687
72-tf

SUMMER SCHOOL at
Rockland
School of
noqffqewqnqn
■nqn tFueununqpu
q—e Commarco
^■qguBunuvqeu q,^n

June 17 te Ang. 15, 8 a.m. to Noon

Enroll Now to assnre classes being
Witte or phone for details.

Although the number of potato
growers in Maine has been cut in
half in the past 10 years, the aver
age acres per grower has doubled.
This has kept acreage roughly
constant.

REAL ESTATE
IJNCOLNVILLE — Well estab
lished general store catering to
year around and summer trade in
lake region for sale. Doing excep
tionally good business during the
summer months. Large frame
building with two apartments and
large freight storage house. Thia
business has been in the same
family since 1915.
Good reason
for selling.
Further information
may be supplied upon request
ALLEN
INSURANCE
$20,000at t vat tatct
pavct
AGENCY, David H .Montgo ery,
Pres., Tel. Camden CEdar 6--296.
62-lt

FOR SALE
No. 1. In Rockland, a 7 room
house with an estimated 6 acres
of land, has electric lights.
No
other modern improvements.
Price $2,500.
No. 2. Salt water front farm. 5
All buildings in elegant condition. ;
Good for farmer or retirement 1
home.
I
No. 3. Lakefront farm. good !
cultivation, nice buildings, priced
to sell.
■No. 4. An 8 room house in
Rockland. Every bit modern.
Ample garage space for 3 cars.
Large garden lot.
Worth your
consideration if you want a good
home.
No. 5. A lovely, nearly new
home, every modern convenience,
overlooking Islands and Bay.
Don’t miss this one.
Thanks for reading.
FREEMAN S. YOUNG
Telephone 730
163 Main Street
Rockland, Maine
62-lt

ATTRACTIVE Home on Broad
way for sale, in best residential
section. Modern kuchcn anu ba.h.
Four sleeping rooms. New din
ing area with picture windows.
All in first class condition for
$11,000.
See F. H. WOOD, Court House.
__________________________
62 63

NEW 2 Bedroom House in
country setting in Camden for
sale. Being sold due to owner’s
business
transfer
Reasonably
priced at $13,500. BETTY F. Me
1NTO"H. Church Stieet, Rockport,
Tel. CEdar 6-3988.
62-6!

WAI-DOBORO — Centrally loca
ted executive's home in A-l con
dition for sale.
Property offers
eight rooms, 24 baths, attached
barn-garage, large river view lot
and all modern conveniences,
Nothing to be dene before moving in. Asking $17,000. Contact
PARKER
L.
SPOFFORD at
TEmpie 2-5270 or 2-S985.
61-63

STROUT RiALTY
Have inquiry from out of
state for a retirement home
with 4 to 6 rooms on or near
State Highway. Must have elec
tricity. Price range from $3,000
to $3,500. If this description is
yours, let us have your listing
early.

:
i

(
I

C. MURRAY BIRD
6 BERKELEY’ ST.

TEL. 53-J
62-tr
J

THEODORE Jahn Farm on
Route 131 in Union for sale, house,
noultry bldgs. Contact S. COL
LINS. Rockland, Tel. 130.
60-62
ATTRACTIVE Home on hard
top road in South Hope for sale,
eight rooms, modern bath and
powder room, modern kitchen,
new oil fuinace.
Barn suitable
for two car garage. Three acres
of land. JOSEPH PUSHAW. RFD
2, Union.
61*64

'

Summer Cottages
Homes and Farms
House Lots and
Business Opportunities

HARTLEY S. SAVAGE
REAL ESTATE BROKER
49 4 Willow Street, Tel. 1046
57-Th-S-tfS

FOR SALE
No. 338
Owls Head: 5 room cottage
Asking $l,7C0.
No. 326
Comer Building lot at Pine and
Maverick Streets. Asking $1,200.
No. S15
Spruce Head: Good 5 room
house. $3,000.
No. 287
South Pond: 6 rooms, bath, sunporch, cement cellar, .3 acres cf
land, 2 car garage. House fully
furnished.
A. king $13,650.
No. 373
North End, South Pond: 4 room
cottage. 2 bedrooms. $3,500.
No. 371
Megunticook Ijike: 3 room cot
tage. 300 ft. road frontage. Asking
$1,150.
No. SCO
Spruce Head Island: 3 room cot
tage. Asking $2.1.0.
No. 370
Northport: Building Lots. 15J0
ft. shore frontage. 600 ft. on highway. Good view of Bay and
I.s'ands. Asking $5,500.
No. 364
Ilobbs Pond: Year 'round, four
room cottage, bath, full cellar, insuiated. Asking $5,500.
No. 357
Norton's Pond: 3 room cottage.
$3,850.
No. 311
Clark Island: 4 room cettage.
A- king $2,200.
5 room furnished
house, $2,530.
AUSTIN D. NELSON & CO.
Licensed Real Estate Brokers
P. O. Box 584
63 Park Street
Tel«-phone 928
Rockland, Maine
62-64

TO LET
THREE Rm. Modern Apt. to
let, elec, stove and refrig., heated.
Furn. or unfurn. ARTHUR JOR
DAN. 99 Camden Street, Tel. 1245.
62-tf

TWO Room Furn. Apt. to let. I
INGRAHAM’S HIIX, Tel. 1233-M. I
62*64 [
MODERN 3 Room Apt. to let on I
1st floor.
Central heat, elec, j
range, des. location. Tel. THOM
ASTON 104 .
62 64

STORE for rent or for sale.
Choice corner location, newly
renovated.
Reasonable financing
FOR SALE
can be arranged. TEL. 392-M.
$500 down, the balance FHA
61 63
mortgage will will buy a 2 year
FURN. and Unfurn Apts to let.
old CaPe Cod
h<,me in Rock*
Adults. Inquire in person at 11
land'
108-tl
$15,000 will buy a modern home JAMES STREET.
with a splendid view of Rockland
HEATED 4 Room and Bath Apt.
Harbor.
to let, elec, range and refrig.. no
$26,500 will buy a beautiful home other furniture. Plenty H&C wa
in Rockland, overlook both ocean ter free.
586 MAIN STREET
and lake.
over Carr’s store.
61-tf
If you- have a large family, or
PLEASANT Three Room Street
want a tea room or guest house,
an ideal house is available. Own Floor Apartment with bath to
er will make reasonable teams to let. for immediate occupancy,
within five minutes walk of Cam
help buyer.
stores.
Garage. PHONE
I have clients waiting.
Need den
61-62
two bedroom homes in or near CEdar 6-3780 evenings.
FOUR Room Apt. to let, partly
Rockland. Would be pleased to
list yolir property.
Phone any furn. or unfurn. Upstairs. Bath
time. SCOTT KITTREDGE, Rock 29 Franklin Street. City, Tel. 285
land 1717-K.
60-62 W2 or 1753, MRS. PAUL SEA
VEY
60-tf
FURNISHED Apt. to let. three
rooms and bath. All modern.
FOR SALE
Call at 100 UNION STREET
60*62
9 Room House
THREE Room Unfurn. A t. to
i let with elec, stove and refrig.
I’i BATHS, FIREPLACE AND
TEL. 1568.
60-tf
HARDM’OOD FLOORS
I FOR Rent at 57 Gleason Street.
30 Purchnse St.
Thomaston. 4 room apartment, .
NEWLY SHINGLED
newly painted and papered, flush
NEW FURNACE
and water. Can be heated easy
NEWLY PAINTED
with one stove. Rent $?2 monthly !
Contact
payable in advance.
References
requ’red. Apply to HAROLD B.
Carl O. Borgerson KALER, Washington, Maine. Tel.
5-25. __________6°^
KM) PARK STREET
UNFURN. 4 Room Apt. to let.
TEL. 707 DAYS or
upstairs, hot water heat, gas
TEL. 924 AFTER 6 P. M.
stove, bath and shower.
TEL
62-63
__________________________________
290 R.
60-tf
—c—r----- g iro:-------- 577“ • FIVE Rooms and Bath Apt. to
FINE Suburban Building S(tc■ ' ,et, heated
winter. CALL IDSL
for sale, about four acres of
cleared land on Dodges Ridge in ' —------------------------------------------------TWO 3 Rm. Unfurn. Apts, to let,
Rockville.
Call RALPH W.
BROWN after 4.30 p. m., Tel. 2nd floor. Adults only. Ref. re
Rockland 1136-W1.
52'54-tf quired. 45 TALBOT AVENUE.
56’97-tf
A’lTRAtJIT VE Lots at Bellevue
HEATED 4 Room and Shower
Shores for sale. Unexcelled ocean
view. $700 up. Special low price Apartment to let, electric kitchen
tn blocks to builders or investors, range and refrigerator; no other
Plenty hot and cold
'hown by appointment only. Write furniture.
to BOX C. R., c/o The Courier- water free. $10 sveek. 4 RANKTN
Gazette .
56-tf STREET, over Carr’s Wallpaper
and Paint Center.
55-tf
UPSTAIRS 4 Rm. Unfurn. Apt.
and bath to let, partly heated
Cousens' Realty
with hot water. TEL. 541. 56-tf
FIVE Room Apt. to let. all mod
Business Opportunities
ern improvements. Inquire 6 TALCottagea. Lota and Dwellings]
BOT AVEjgUK, Tel.- 1285.
47-tf
170 MAVERICK STREET
FURNISHED Heated and Urnheated Apts, to let. V. F. Studley.
Tel. 1538 or 1625
Broadway. Tel. 1234. or 77 Park
Street. Tel. 8060.____________ 29-tf
Across From Golf Course
FIVE Room Unfurnished Upatalra Apt. to rent. TEL. 041. 1-U

Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle
UNION

CAMDEN

MRS FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Correspondent
Telephone 10-24

MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone CEdar 6-2197

Nearly 40 attended the Chamber
of Commerce meeting Monday
evening held at the Thompson
Memorial dining room. A lobster
stew supper was served at 6.30
p. m. William Spearle of Wash
ington spoke on "Industrial Facts
of Maine.” A committee was ap
pointed to purchase a plaque to
be placed on the fireplace, in dedi
cation of Ayer Park, given in
memory of Walter Ayer.

The Cub Scout Post No. 200 will
have a cookout at the Camden
Hills State Park. Thursday. May
23. at 6 o’clock. New members
will be received at this time.
At the public whist party held
at Megunticook Grange Hail on
Saturday evening, the first prize
• vas a tie between Mrs. Lue'la |
Tuttle and Earle Choate of Lin
colnville. The second prise was
awarded to Mrs. George Brown
Mrs. Barbara Morine entered of Rockland and the consolation
Thayer Hospital. Waterville Tues
day for surgical treatment.

WANTED

Union schools were closed Tues
day due to the heating plant not
functioning.
Mrs. Aubyne Hawes will enter
tain the Friendly B Club tonight.

APPLIANCE Salesman wanted.
An unlimited op ortunity for an
aggressive man with ability and
personality. Excellent earnings,
paid vacations, ins-u ance. hospi-!
talizaticn, etc. Apply SEARS,
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Morton ROEBUCK & CO.
62-€4
will hold Open House Sunday, from
SALESWOMAN wanted, 25 or
2 p. m. to 4 p. m. and from 7.30
over preferred. Good pay, bene- _
p. m. to 10 p. m. in observance of fits and steady job. Apply SEARS,
their 40th wedding anniversary.
ROEBUCK & CO.
62-64

BOATS & MOTORS
NEW 32-FOOT
LOBSTER BOAT FOK SALE
New Chris-Craft Motor with
2-1 Reduction Gear. All other
Rear is new and of the best ma
terial. Boat is newly painted
and ready to use. Would also
make a fine sports type boat.
< ALL ROt KLAND 12
The Price Is Right
62-Th-68

COTTAGES
FURN. 5 Rm Cottage at Spruce
Head to let. S’eeps 7.
Private
beach. TEL. 954-W1.
62*64

LAKEFRONT Cottage for sale.
3 i ms. and porch. New dock and
float. All furniture. Price $3,000.
SECURITY REAL ESTATE CO..
Dorothy Dic*z. Ca—-den. P'-on"
CEdar 6-2117 or 6-3977.
62*lt
COTTAGE to let, 6 bedrooms,
bath elcc. stove, completely furn.
Owls Head Harbor. Avai'ablc
August. Tel. 285-W2 or 1753, MRS
PAUL SEAVEY.
60-tf
THREE New Housekeeping Cot
tages to let with all modern con
veniences on Hobb's Pond, avail
able month of June and week of
July 13th. JIM WENTWORTH
Hope. Tel. ROger 3-4645.
59*68

3
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WAITRESS wanted for BOBS
RESTAI RANT in Rockland. CaL
Thomaston 152.
61-63

0
i lb

15

18

17

1

19

PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
DRUGS - SUNDRIES
TEL 1204

373 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
92-Th-tf !
MASON work wanted, chimneys
fireplaces,
cellar floors, block
foundations, also asphalt roofs
and general carpentering. AL
FRED NICKLES Mason, T'’
969-M. P O- Box 493
23-tf
INSIDE and Outfide Work want
ed.
Brush and spray paint ng.
EDDIE ROBBINS. Paint C n
tractor. Tel. 1570-R.
60-62
HELP wanted lor small boat
assembly. Will train. Apply in
person. PENOBSCOT POAT
WORKS, INC.. Sea Street, Rock
port. Maine.
60-62
YOUNG Man for desk (ink
wanted
at
the THORNDIKE
HOTEL Apply at desk.
60-62
HOUSEKEEPER wanted. Live
In. Weekends off. Family of 4
TEL. 1741 weekends.
60 62
SEWING
Machines
wanted.
TEL. 1091-W.
59-tf

Picture Framing

CROSS
Tel.
1139

Up 1 Flight Left
406 .MAIN ST.

21

r
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1 24
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25

J 25

27
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0 33

32
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V
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37

40
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43

15- Conju notion

16- Suburfcan tra'n
17- Fond.e
18- Fastcns securely
20-Remarked
22- Strects (abbr.)
23-Length measure
24- An insect
26-Boy's name
28-Rofc
30-New set of men
32-CP «»<.-•

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont)
33-Liftng device
11-Personal bravery
;34-Knock
13- Mar;time signal
36-Spread by rumor
14- To be able to
26-Wish
19- Make amends for
pO-Kinds
21-Pertaining to tone
41-Dispatches
24-To dress
'42-To thc protected side 20- Stories
'43-Examine
26- Cauterizes
27- Nautical
VERTICAL
28- Small wooden
1- Melted rock
cylinder
2- Fetters
29- Gu.ded
3- Exults
30- Ultra radioal
4- Pouch
31- Length measure(pl.)
5- Of age (Lat. abbr.) 32- Apparent ends of
6- P-rco!a‘.ed
Saturn's rings
7- Made a mistake
35-A torment
8- Assistant (abbr.)
137-Salnte (abbr.)

Mrs. Helen Montgomery and
son Philip are spending a few
weeks’ vacation in Bermuda.
The Intermediate Department
■ of the Chestnut Street Baptist
Sunday School will enjoy a picnic
on Friday, from 4 to 7 o’clock.
Mr. and Mrs. WaDter Wadsworth
left Wednesday for a few days
vacation in Boston.
' The Junior Choir of the Congre
gational Church will hold their re
, hearsal tonight at 6.30 p. m. and
the senior chior will rehearse at
7.15 p. m.

ONE ALMOST NEW 2 wheel)
trailer, new tires. If you |
ha\e something to haul, this )
is a fine job. H?.rold B.
Kaler. Tel. 5-25. Washing- j
ton Maine.

PHARMACY

C. E. Fenderson Sanitary Service
Call Old Orchard Beach Collect
6-2051 or Write Saco, Maine
60*65
CHIMNEYS Topped and Butted
Out, Repaired. Cement d. Water
proofed.
Receivers cleaned out
doors, chimney caps, flashing in
stalled and cellar walls cemented
and
waterproofed. ALFRED
NICKLES. Mason Tel. 969-M.
61tl j
LAWN Mowers Sharpened, also J
scissors,
knives.
chisels
and
planer blades; and welding and
brazing. BERTS MACHINE
SHOP, 11 Bayview Square, Tel. '
1383-W.
40-tf ]
WII.L GO ANYWHERE!
For inside or outside painting,
also paper hanging. Call FRANK [
BRIDGES. JR. The best of work
fully guaranteed. Tel. Rockland
1624-R.
39-tf)
FREE INSPECTION
SEPTIC Tank and Cesspool
cleaned and repaired, reasonable.
Free estimate. 24 hour service.
Tel. ROCKLAND 8680.
33-tf
PAINTING and Paperhanging,
inside and outside work. All work
guaranteed. Will furnish material.
Work accepted any place.
AL
BERT BROWN Tel. 451-R.
Have your chimneys cleaned.
17-tf
LITTLE A HOFFSES
Building Contractors
Tel. 178-11
50 High Street, Thomaston. Maine
Kitchen-Bathroom Tile & Linoleum
Foundations - Chimneys
Remodeling & House-Builders
Free Estimates
110-tf
Twenty-four Hour Photo Serv
ice. Ask for It at your local store
or al GIFFORD S, Rockland, Me.
M

l„-

FOR SALE

CROSS
SERVICES

8

II

AVON calling women with sales
ability. Steady income, pleasant
work, chance for advancement.
Contact MRS. E. LEBRUN. Mgr..
Hampden Highlands, Telephone
Eangor 3238 or Hampden 102, col
lect after 6 p. m.
61 6 prize went to Nathan Hopkins.
There will be another party Sat
WASHINGS and Ironin' s sv n
ed.
MRS. MILLAY, 668 Main urday evening.
The Lincoln Council of Ameri
Street. Third Floor.
61*63
can Baptist Men will meet at the
CAPABLE Woman wanted to
live and work in home of an old Chestnut Street Baptist Church
couple. Pay weekly. MRS. WIN Saturday evening at 6.20 p. m.
NIE HORTON. 219 Cedar Street. upon the invitation of the Lay
Tel. 1014-W.
61-B3 men's Fellowship. A business
GOOD Homes wanted for oui meeting will follow the supper
extraordinary. personality
plus and Frank Hart of Waterville
kittens.
Beautiful selection. Cal’
THOMASTON 201-2.
61-63 will be the guest speaker.
Mrs. Hollo Gardner is spending
TYPIST and Bookkeeper want
ed. Write D. K.. co THE COUR- this week in Whiting as guest of
IER-GAZETTE
61-tf Mrs. Hollis Gardner.
MEAT Cutter Trainee wanted.
Apply SAMPSON'S.
61-63

CEMETERY Lots Graded and
Mowed. Foundation work. S’one
straightening. C. H. WINCHEN
BAUGH. Tel. 179-R or 545-R.
62*64
$3,500 AVAILABLE for Home
Imniovements, with no down
payment required. SUTTON
SUPPLY. being an
approved
dealer
for government
FHA
Loans, offers thus •.vith 5 years to
repay at the low FHA monthly
rates. This means that you can
remodel your kitchen, paper, or
paint your house, install storm
windows, driveways, land cape,
insulate, build a garage, etc., and
do it now without havin<r to pay
any more than the lew monthly
payments.
One stop service at
SUTTON SUPPLY, Camden. Tel.
CEdar 6-3363. Open Saturdays un
til 9 p. m.
62&68&T7
GUARANTEED Roofing and Sid
ing Installation by SEARS, ROE
BUCK COMPANY. Call Rockland
1770 for free estimates. 50-Th-116
1AWN Mowing and Light Truck
ing of all kinds. DONALD C'R
TER. Tel. 961-M.
61*63
BUILDING Construction and Re
modeling; also inside finish and
cabinet work wanted. WILLIAM
LEHTINEN,
Long
Cove,
St.
George. Tel. Tenants Harbor 11-3.
54*67
ttliSSI’OOLS AND "si t I’TIf TANKS
(LEANED
S20 00 per Truck Load. Seepage
Red Built. 24 Hour - 7 Day Service
to Koekland.

7

*■»

a

HORIZONTAL
1-Part of the mouth
5-On the ocean
9-To adorn
CHAMBERMAID and
Parlor 11- Chanoes to another
Maid wanted for sur, mer work, i
course (Naut.)
Good salary. An ply Housekeeper, I 12- P.ocIaims
SAMOSET HOTEL*
62-64 14- Furnishes food
HOUSEMEN! Report at SAM
OSET HOTEL for summer work.
Apply to hous< keeper.
62-64

b

Tel.
1335

25-Th-tf

WANTED
Used Cars For Cash
MIDTOWN MOTORS, INC.
290 Main Street, Koekland, Maine
_____ _______________________ 58-tf
PASTRY Cook wanted, must be
good. Apply THORNDIKE
HOTEL Rookland.
56-tf
KITCHEN
Woman
wanted.
Apply
in
person.
HUMPTYDUMPTY^ _______________
55-tf
DON’T Discard Your Old or
Antique Furniture. Call H. JOHN
NEWMAN for restoring and refinishing. 48 Masonic Street, Tel
1106-M.________________________ Vtf
WE BUY Scrap Iron, Metals.
Rags and Batteries.
MORRIS GORDON and SON
Leland Street
Roekiand
ISOtf

Clayt Bitler
Wants To See You About

Goodyear Tires
135-tf

PAINTING and Paperhanging
inside and out. all work positively
guaranteed. Will furnish material
Work accepted Warren to Camden
Estimates free.
VAN E RUS
SELL. Phone 878-M Post Offlct
Bob 701, Rocklaad.

15 acres of land, artesian
well, two good rents in h-use.
good lawn, and a very fine
location, electric lights, and
newly shingled, a fine home
for a retired couple, live in
one rent, and rent thc other,
the price is r ght, and will
take a mortgage for part.
Route 17 and 220. Harold B.
Kaler. Washington. Maine.
Tel. 5 25.

5<i CUBIC FT. C< nun re tl R
frigerator. new motor, an l ini
perfect condition, will hold 50 j
cases of beer, cr many hun
dred pounds of meat. This
will be sold very chean and i
we de’iver. Harold B Kaler, j I HAVE THE IARGEST and
Washington. Maine. Tel. 5-25. , best lines of plastic breakfast
sets in Maine, p’astlc rock
HAtE A LARGE bunch of
ers. a few overstuffed chairs.
Fairbanks Morse lawnmcwI have a few Crosley Electric
ers. both Reel type and
push button 30 inch stoves,
Motor-Mow
Rctarys. Also
originally sold for $229.96.
ers. both 18” and 21”. These
while they last $195.00.
A
are brand new and sold at
large line of standard models
greatly reduced prices, wi'l
in electric stoves, mostly de
trade for older ones. Harold
B. Kaler. Washington. Maine, i luxe, very cheap. Plenty of
Tel. 5-25. Open Weekdays j home or deep freezers, both
16 and 20 cubic ft. sizes. If
and Sundays.
you want a really good trade,
HAVE 5 FAIRBANKS Morse 52
drive to Washington. Routes
gal. electric hot water tanks,
17 and 220. Harold B. Kaler,
galv. tank Menision Rod, a
Washington, Maine. Tel. 5-25.
real bargain. $99.95. I also i Open weekdays and Sundsy.
have g ass nnd stone lined In | P. S. Better buy now as the
all sizes
Harold G Kaler. I 3 or 4 cents sales tax ls just
Washington, Maine. Tel. 5-25. - around the corner. Free de
the place you get more for ■ livery. anvtlme. any place.
less, open weekdays and
Sundays.
j ONE BLOND BEDROOM SET:
7 pieces. A-l condition, din
HAVE 25 la.-t year’s models in
ing room set, 6 chairs, table
Electric Refrigeratrrs. Both
and buffet, some good used
Manual and Self Defrosters.1 electric
refrigerators
and
Crosley Bendix. Dryers and
washers, white enamel, both
Automatic Washers, and 10
wood and oil burning stoves,
Home
Freezers.
That
I
Glenwood gas and oil comb.,
dual oven, like new, and oil
will give pom one a bargain
burning heater, oil burning
on same. These are all new.
parlor heaters, and wood
and guaranteed for 5 yrs.. a
full line of Youngstown and I burning parlor beaters, the
above are all used and will
Crosley cabinet sinks. Harold
be sold cheap. I have a large
B. Kaler. Washington. Maine
line of breakfast sets, marked
Tel. 5-25.
Open weekdays
down, as well as my entire
and Sundays.
appliance line, freezers, re
HAVE t BENDIX DuonuttiUs
frigerators. etc. Have a large
1956 models. These are brand
number of rlectric ranges,
new and fully guaranteed,
both 30 inch and standard
this is thc washer-dryer with
sizes at bargain prices, this
a human brain, wash and
dry all in one unit, they re-1 is new merchandise. Shaw
mut Bank of Boston Finance.
tail for as you know $519.95
Open Sundays and evenings.
while they last $399.96. a real
Harold B. Kaler, Washington.
bargain, financed by thc Na
Maine. Tel. 5-25. Routes 17
tional Shawmut Bank cf Bos
and 220.
ton. Harold B. Kaler. Wash
ington. Maine. Tel. 5-25. Open FOR SALE: 15 cords of white
weekdays, evenings. Sundays.
birch, maple, beech, round
HAVE A FEW hand and pmri
wood, cut in December last,
lawn mowers second hand, as
cheap if you buy it all. Har
well as new ones new Lynn
old B. Kaler. Washington.
and ABC Range burners, in
Maine. Tel. 5-25.
side and outside house paint, 200 THEATRE SEATS, uphol
a general line of appliances i stered backs and seats. Just
at prices you can afford to
the thing for small churches,
pay. Shawmut Bank Finance.
lodges.
clubs and public
Harold B. Kaler. Washington,
places. Harold B. Kaler,
Maine. Tel. 5-25. Open every
Washington. Maine. Tel. 5-23.
day and Sundays. Free de
CASH
REGISTER, perfect con
livery, anywhere, anytime,
dition. set of electric counter
any place.
scales, white enamel comp,
WE SEIJ. RCA. Philco and
dial. Used radios and radio,
Crosley Television Sets, have
comb., and a lot more. At
a few used models. We install
real bargains. Harold B.
aerials, trade, or sell anything
Kaler. Washington, Maine.
on time. Financed thru Na
Tel. 5-25. Open evenings and
tional Shawmut Bank of Bos
Sundays. Routes 17 and 220.
ton. Sec me if you need any
thing in thc appliance linn at FOK SALE: Good used Glen
wood Gas and Oil Comb.,
prices you can afford to pay.
dual oven, perfect and almost
Harold B. Kaler. Washing
like new except the pric«.
ton. Maine. Tel. 5-25 Open
One used 74 Scott-Atwater
weekdays and Sundays,
Outboard Motor. A-l condi
Routes 17 and 220.
tion. Harold R. Kaler. Wash
THE LHJ4AN VOSE HOUSE,
ington. Maine. Tai. 0-30.
here in Washington, across
Open weekdays, evening!.
from the Poat Office, about
59-02
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Mrs. Elsie Ames, Miss Irene
Ames and Albert Amrs of East
Hartford. Conn.. Albeit Lennox,
Miss
Grace
Lennox.
Eugene
Greenleaf of Dorchester. Mass.,
Mrs. James Greenlealr Mrs. Sid
ney Schwartz. Mrs. Roger Wright,
Mrs. Edward Silva. South Port
land. and Mr. and Mis. William
Susan Hanscom. daughter of Mr. Crossman. Auburn, attended the
and Mrs. Robert Hanscom is a funeral services of Capt. Edward
medical patient at th.- Maine Gen T. Greenleaf. Sunday.
eral Hospital in Portland.
•
Barbara Childs, daughter of Mr.
Mrs. Theodocia Foster has re and Mrs. Edward Childs, observed
turned to her home on South Main her 13th birthday on Sunday with
street after spending the past week a party at her home on Fulton
street. Decorations were in keep
in Lynn. Mass., with two sisters.
ing w.th the season with a Maypole
centering the attractive refresh
The W.S.C.S. of the Methodist
ment table. Games and dancing
Church met Tuesday night at the
were enjoyed by the guests attend
home of Mrs. Leroy Black for
ing who were Gene Witham,
their annual installation of offi
Charles Dorgan. Jane Ames, Ruth
cers. Rev. Merle S. Conant in
Brewer. Peter Wyatt. Gail Car
stalled Mrs. Louise Gregory as
ver. Carol Escorsio, Karen Seavey,
president; Mrs. Jean Johnson, vice
Anni Guldin, and Danny Malburg.
president; Mrs. Corinne Hughes,
Mrs. Childs was assisted by Miss
secretary; Mrs. Marguerite Has
Judy Childs and Miss Dorothy
kell, treasurer; Mrs. Alice Conant,
Childs.
secretary of promotions; Mrs.
Annie Eaton and Mrs. Margaret
A birthday party was held Sat
Philbrook. secretary of missions;
Mrs. Marjorie McFarland, ’secre urday afternoon when Carly John
tary of social relations; Mrs. Es son celebrated his fifth birthday
ther Graves, secretary of student with his playmates and cousins.
work; Mrs. Virginia Chatto, secre He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
tary of youth work; Mrs. Thelma Alton Johnson of 122 Thomaston
Stanley, secretary of child work; street. Invited guests were: Mrs.
Mrs. Minerva Small, secretary of Helen Nickles, Ronald, Rodney
spiritual life; Mrs. Lena Stoddard, and Ruth Ann; Mis. Thelma Wil
secretary of literature and pub liams, Kenny, Lee and Carlie, Mrs.
lications; Mrs. Marion Fiekett, Pat Elliott and Terry, Mrs. Marion
Secretary of supply work; Mrs. Johnson and Kathy, Mrs. Frances
Laura Busweil. secretary of status Kirk and Margaret; Mrs. Arlene
of women; Mrs. Esther Dolliver Winslow and Judy, Mrs. Bernice
Donald, Sharon
and Mrs. Fern Horeyseck, mem Williams and
bership committee; Mrs. Shirley Johnson, Vickie Varney, Mrs. Ruth
Rollins, mite boxes; Mrs. Inez Webber and Mrs. Hazel Brackett,
Ames, fellowship; Capt. Mary and Carly's sister, Donna and
Emery, Altar committee. Devo brother Alton.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester J. Bogus
and daughter Catherine Lee. who
have been in town for the past
three weeks, called here by the
illness and death of Mrs. Bogus'
father, Capt. Edward T. Green
leaf, have returned to their home
in East Hartford. Conn.

tional services weie conducted by
Mrs. Louise Gregory and Mrs.
✓
Leona Whitehill presented thc
program entitled, "Youth Of Our
Church" with Charlena Whitehill,
Franklin Merrill, Jlancy Johnsan,
Sally Fowler and Carolyn Chatto
taking part. Mrs. Margaret Cal
derwood, outgoing president was
presented a gift of appreciation
from the group and refreshments
were served by Mrs. Black assist
ed by Mrs. Minerva Small and
Mrs. Esther Graves.

Social items, parties, weddings,
guests, all personal news for the
Courier-Gazette may
be
tele
phoned to Mrs. Margaret Winchen
baugh, Tel. 76, Rockland, or
left at her home, 161 Limerock
•treet.
tf

Miriam Rebekah Lodge held its
regular meeting Tuesday evening
with Mrs. Mildred Achorn, noble
grand officiating.
It was an
nounced past noble grands’ night
would be observed June 18 with
Mrs. Delia Lowell and Mrs. Mil
dred Achorn in charge of refresh
ments. Tentative plans were dis
cussed for guest officers’ night
which will be held at the first
meeting in September, and a
donation was given to the cancer
fund. Committees appointed for
the annual fair on Nov. 1 were:
Aprons. Mrs. Lina Carroll; grabs,
Mrs. Madlene Jackson; miscel
laneous, Mrs. Dawn Bergren;
candy. Mrs. Grace Jameson and
Mrs. Addie Brown; supper, Mrs.
Gertrude Black; card party, Mrs.
Nina McKinney. The next regular
meeting will be held at the hall
on June 4.

The Tyler School teachers en
joyed a chicken and lobster supper
at the Chick-A-Biddy in Northport
Monday evening with Mrs. Winoia
Cooper, Mrs. Ralph Norton, Mrs.
Harry Chase and Miss Eliza Steele
as special guests.
Mrs. Addie
Rogers was presented a gift of
money and a book from the group
in recognition of her retirement in
June.
Teachers present were:
Miss Anna Webster, Mrs. Sally
Haskell, Mrs. Mina Boardman.
Mrs. Evelyn Wotton and Mrs.
Rachel Hill. Others contributing
were: Miss Barbara Riley, Miss
Leone Knowles. Bruce Kinney,
Casper Ciaravino and Jesse Linscott.
The Catholic graduates of Rock
land High School were honored
Sunday morning at the Thorndike
Hotel following 8 o’clock Mass at
a Communion Breakfast by the
Daughters of St. Bernard’s. Mrs.;
Domenic Cuccinello served as
chairman and Mrs. Anthony Cervasco. club president, greeted the
graduates and presented each with
flowers. Rev. George Goudreau
spoke briefly and introduced Rev.
Maurice Fillion, O.M.I.. English
Retreat Master at the Oblate Re
treat House in Augusta, who was
guest speaker. Dorinda Coughlin,
a class member, expressed thanks
on behalf of the graduates. Others
present were William and Rose
Flanagan, Carol and Neal Fair-1
f
weather, Jeanne and Donald Les
sard, Charles Cross, Donald Robi
shaw,
Nancy
Hughes, Diane
Valenta, Joseph Anastasio, Al’-'
maud Plourd. Mary Sullivan and
Alfred St. Clair. Mothers of the
students were also invited guests. I
I
Brownie Scout Troop 7 held their j
Flying-up ceremony Tuesday night
at the Congregational Church with
Mrs. Lendon Jackson, Girl Scout
council president, Rev. and Mrs.
Charles Monteith and parents as
guests. Girl Scout troop 14 had
the honor of f!ying-up the follow
ing brownies: Karen Allen, Elaine
Ames, Elizabeth Bitler. Judith
Cooper, Deborah French. Claudia
Hastings, Gail Jackson, Susan
Johnson, Patricia Lawrence, Janet j
Lowe, Karen Mazzeo, Ann Reichel,
Ann Ripley, Mary Ware. Dianne
Widdecomb, Cynthia Simmons, i
Carol Thompson,
Rose Mary
Lorenzo, and Vera Daniels. Girl
Scout promise and laws preceded
the investiture which was brought
to a close with the presentation of
three year membership pins and
gifts of the Girl Scout Scarves in
colorful ceremonies. Gifts were
also presented to members of
Troop 14 and to troop committee
mothers, Mrs. Imogene Johnson,
Mrs. Shirley Jackson and Mrs.
Estelle Bitler.
Leaders, Mrs.
Carolyn Reichel and Mi s. Nelouise
Hastings and assistant leader,
Miss Rose Ann Small were present
ed gifts of appreciation on behalf
of the troop. Refreshments were j
served at the close of the cere
mony by the troop committee
mothers.

UZZELL PHOTO STUDIO
FOR BETTER PICTURES OF YOl’B (HILDREN
June Special Now Available.
Also, Member “Aunt Mary Birthdav dub"
VZZEI.L — 572 MAIN STREET — TELEPHONE 1456-W

DINING ROOM a/uX
COCKTAIL LOUNGE

5HOR.E

DINNERS

ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED

Rockport Grade

MISS PATRICIA SWEENEY ENGAGED

School Principal

Resigns Post
Paul

Parks,

principal of the

Rockport Elementary School the
past year, has tendered his
resignation
to
Superintendent
Bruce Kinney. Mr. Parks has
been with the Rockport schools two
years, the first being as a high
school instructor and athletic
coach. He is to return to college
to obtain his master’s degree in
education.
Recently appointed to the teach
ing staff was Mrs. Louise Kelley
of Camden who will teach a com
bination fourth and fifth grade.
She is the wife of Principal Har
vey Kelley of Rock and's South
School andl has several years of
experience.
Gary Beckwith of Cane Eliza
beth has been appointed an art
teacher in conjunction with the
school systems at Camden and
Thomaston.

Legislator To
Be Married

Miss Judith Ann Maloney
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Maloney of
Rackland announce the engage
ment of their daughter, Judith
Ann, to Ronald James Belyea,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Bel
yea of Roekland.

Miss Maloney is a s nior nt
Rockland High School. Mr. Bel
yea is also a senior at Rockland
High School.
No date has been set for the
wedding.

Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Cross of
82 IJmerock Street observed their
25th wedding anniversary Wed
nesday.

Clean Eggs Help

Mrs. Claron Shaw has returned
from a visit with her daughter in
Framingham Mass.
Mrs. John
Van Vliet. Mr. and Mrs. Van Vliet
and children accompanied her
home for the weekend.

Maine poultrymen hold their mar

Hold Market
Producing

clean

eggs

kets, says Harry C. Whelden, Jr.,
Extension Service poultry specialiist, University of Maine.

Egg buyers usually prefer local
eggs, points out Whelden.

Dr. and Mrs. John W. Griffin
(Bernadette Snow) and their
daughter Connie, of Bemidji,
Minn., are spending a few days
with Mrs. Griffin’s parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Israel Snow, 38 Purchase
street.

Richard H. Perry of Detroit,
Mich., has been the guest for a
week of his mother, Mrs. Frances
H. Perry. They spent the weekend
at Old Orchard Beach, guests of
Mrs. Perry’s daughter, Mrs.
Maxine Amnotte.

Ruth Mayhew Tent, DUV, met
Monday night at the GAR hall for
a box lunch supper followed by a
business meeting conducted by the
president, Mrs. Berniece Jackson.
Plans were made for Memorial
Day and to attend church services
on Sunday at the Universalist
Church with other allied orders.
Miss Alice Smalley was appointed
a delegate to attend the Statu
G.A.R. Convention on June 5-6 in
Portland with Mrs. Lena Richard
son and Mrs. Maude Winchenbach
62-Th-68
as aides. A social evening
was
enjoyed at the close of the meet
ing.
Read The Cnurier-uazette

helps

How

ever, unless they’re clean the buy
ers can easily become dissatisfied

Mrs. Carl Lawrence Fales of
Friendship announces the engage
ment of her daughter, Helen
Louise, to Sherman F. Baird, son
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Harry
P. Baird of North Haven. The
wedding will take place June 1.
Miss Fales is a graduate of
Thomaston High School, and is
employed as a clerk at the Friend
ship Post Office.
Mr. Baird is a graduate of
North Haven High School and is
presently Representative to Leg
islature from North Haven. Vinal
haven, Isle au Haut, Matinicus
and St. George.

Miss Patricia Sweeney

Capt. and Mrs. T. J. Sweeney Mr. Darrow attended the Univer
of Bellevue, Mass., formerly of sity of Washington and is present
Rockland, announce the engage ly employed by Frederick and
ment of their daughter, Patricia, Nelson. A wedding date has been
to Willis T. Parrc.v, Jr., son of tentatively set for August.
Mrs. Barbara Z. Darrow ol Mer
Miss Sweeney is the grand
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Louis
terial is also important. Prevent cer Island, Wash.
Miss Sweeney graduates from A. Walker of Summer Street and
ing hens from laying eggs on the
floor will also cut down on dirty Bellevue High School this June. attended Rockland Public Schools.
eggs. It helps to provide plenty
of nesting space early enough, to
distribute nests well and to keep
lOih ANNIVERSARY SALE
out excessive light in them. Wir
ing off floor areas where eggs are
This Year Our Annual Sale Will Be Held
laid may be necessary.
Stirring, scratch feeding, or a
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, MAY 24 and 25
light feeding of wheat in an allBelow Are A Few of the
mash system helps to prevent
caked litter. Good insulation and
EXTRA SPECIAL BARGAINS
ventillation are essential for good
1 LOT OF DRESS’S (mostly sub-teen sizes) .. .. .. .. .. . $2.00
litter conditions.
Frequent col
I LOT CF BOUFFANT NYLON SLIPS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $1.00
lection of eggs helps prevent dir
ties. Keeping the dirty eggs in a
1 LOT CF DUNGAREES .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $1.00
separate or a side basket heips
1 LOT OF BLOUSES .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $1.00
prevent spreading dirt to other

and start buying eggs out of the
state.
To keep and expand current
Maine egg markets, Whelden sug
gests being sure the eggs that
leave your farm are clean. This
involves good ventilation. Other
Important factors include nest
type, space and care, litter man
agement, floor laying, and number
Clean eggs mean better markets
of egg collections.
for
Maine poultrymen,
says
Whelden says that wet litter is Whelden.
probably the greatest cause of
dirty eggs. Poor ventilation often
GIANT RUMMAGE SALE
results in wet litter. Other fac
tors causing wet litter are all tied
Friday, May 24
up with ventilation, such as not
4 to 8 P. M.
enough floor area, late staiting of
UNIVERSALIST CHURCH VESTRY
litter, poor equipment distribution,
Sponsored by the Emblem Club
and no litter management. Maine
6162
Extension Service Bulletin 455.
"Poultry House Ventilation." dis
F si»o*£L
cusses some fundementals.
Crowding in nests al.so can cause
dirty eggs. Each 100 birds needs
25 individual nests or 25 square
feet of community nesting space.
Nests arc best when well distri
buted throughout the pens but lo
cated away from the immediate
watering area, says Whelden.
Plenty of clean, dry nesting ma-

1 LOT CF CORDUROY CRAWLERS .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $1.00
SPRING COATS, TOPPERS AND SUITS WILL BE
REDUCED TO HALF PRICE

Again This Year We Are Giving
10% CFF ON ALL NEW SUMMER MERCHANDISE
Friday and Saturday Oniy — May 24 and 25

CHILDRENS SPECIALTY SHOP
405 MAIN ST.

TEL. 1288

ROCKLAND, ME.

PREVENT
I
(OREST FIRES! 1

Seitf&i-Ouute'D
31st Anniversary Sale

"It's his dinner date re
minder!''
When you’ve been playing;
with all your might.

Continues all this week with super values

Bring us your

ravenous appetite!

in every department, on every floor.
You will be pleased with the large selections
and the better-than-ever values!
tulip embroidery planted

behind your pretty back
Shv'n Shore sprouts a new fashion i(k_. Lovely tulips

Our Fur Storage gives you
guaranteed protection agains
moths, heat, humidity, fire and
theft. Insured, full value.

growing in a row down the back... making a corsage in front.
Cool cardigan neckline, rounded collar. Completely

sudsahlc! Combed cotton broadcloth in pastels on white.

Sizes 28 to 38.

STANDARD LOW BATES

Rockland, Me.

See our nctc u idc-uorld Ship'n Shore blouse collection, 21)3

Call 1995 for Information

SENTER-CRANE'S

SeKia-C’uute'ft

STORE HOCBS:

• to 5 — FRIDAYS ’TIL 9
52*56

SeKi&t-OtaKe'ft

STORE HOURS: 9 to 3, FRIDAYS ’TIL 9

■ L

Stbre Hours: 9 to 5

Fridays 'til 9

Tuesday-Thursdoy-Saturdoy
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KNOX-UNCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS
Awards Made To

Camden Y Game

Girls Glee Club To Sing At Warren Commencement

Vinalhaven and North Haven
School Bands Join In Concert
At Islesboro Community Hall

Tourney Champs
The champions of the Seventh
Annual Camden Lions-Y Game
Tourney were awarded their
trophlea in their respective home
room of their school recently.
The awards were made by
YMCA secretary. Pierce Harley,
on behalf of the Camden Lions
Club of which he is a member.
Those receiving trophies were
as follows:
' |
Cadet girls: Pocket billards,
ping-pong and foul
shooting,
Nancy Burkett; bowling. Pam
Dwinal; checkers, Bonnie Quinn.
Cadet boys: Pocket Ttillards,
Robert Lincoln; ping-pong, Cobbie
Blake; fouling shooting and bowl
ing, Billy Wieners of Rockport;
checkers, Paul ImhofT.
Junior girls: Foul Shooting, Lin
da Sylvester; bowling, Trudy

Island folk proved title to their
heirship of versatility when the
high school bands of two islands
joined to make music for the peo
ple of a third island Friday night.
High school boys and girls, who

Weare.

Junior boys': Pocket billards,
Harlan Pierson; ping-pong, Teddy
Sullivan; foul shooting, Keith May,
of Rockport; bowling, Roscoe Mc
Farland; checkers, Paul McFar
land.
The Camden Lions Club has
sponsored the trophies for this
event for the past seven years.
By the end of this iprogram year,
over 200 trophies will have been
awarded over the seven year
period.

The Warren High School Girls Glee dub member*, attired in
the school colors with smart white blouses and green skirts, will
wind up the current season’s activities with several numbers at
the school’s commencement exercises. The group is directed by
Mrs. Iva Cooper of Thomaston and accompanist is Mrs. Avis Nor
wood. This week, the songsters appeared over television from Port
land on the Youth Cavalcade program. Front row, left to right.

SbaSi^A,
Three and Three
The Rockland High Girls’ softball

Maine farmers and farm work- squad evened up their win-loss
ers are eligible for social security record at three and three Saturday
providing they meet the require- after poking out 27 hits for a|

Ellery T. Nelson Inc.
DODGE - PLYMOUTH
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE

Pint Choice Uwd Cara
TEL. nt
ROCKIAND
BT. 1, NEW COUNTY BD.
104-tf

22 to 7 victory over a visiting
Kent's Hill girls' team at South
Field.
_
.... ., „„„„
Madonna Fogg pitched all seven
innings for Rockland, taking the
win while also knocking out four |
hits. Louise West of the Rockland
team also collected four hits.
Kents Hill batters punched out
If hits.
Rockland also has two wins over

Frosting for your
Summer fashions!

Young, cool,

comfortable, and new!

(march) by Pat Lee; •‘Ambition”
Snare dums, Teddy Adams,
(overture) by Bennett; and Ed Raymond Beverage and Russell
McDonald’s
“Hamilton
Field" Crockett;
bass drum. Arnold
(march).
Adams; cymbals. Brian Ames;
A composite band with both 1)388 horn. Reginald Grant.
Vinalhaven and North Haven
Sousaphone, Joel Tolman Wooeta week before had been fighting musicians brought the program to er; saxophone, David Cooper;
forest fires at North Haven, ex a close with John Philip Sousa’s majorettes, Dianne Brown and
changed water tanks, shovels and stirring “Stars and Stripes For- Sharon Beverage.
axes for musical instruments as
ever ’•
The Vinalhaven Band included:
the school bands of Vinalhaven
The band personnel, in charge Clarinets, Janice Barton, Robert
and North Haven Islands present
of Director Curtis who was as- Bennett. Dianne Bruce, John Bued a spring festival of music at
sisted by Mrs. Olga Carleton and teau. Roxanne Calderwood, Rothe Islesboro auditorium. Under
Mrs. Ernest Conway as chap- berta Conway, Elaine Hildinga,
the baton of Director Ira C. Cur
erons, left North Haven and Vinal- Bruce Thompson, Dennis Tapper,
tis, the Vinalhaven Band opened
haven islands at 4 o’clock aboard and Janice Wadleigh.
the night of music with the Na
the Mary A, arriving at the ferry
Trumpets. Nancy Adams, Brentional
Anthem,
followed
by
landing in Islesboro two hours da Berkman, James Calderwood,
“Starter March" and “Blue Moon
later. The Islesboro school bus Harry Conway, Lawrence DavidWaltz”, by M. H. Ribble; Chentransported the visitors to the con- son, Joseph Nealson and Arthur
are: Geraldine Grirfin, Nancy Norwood, Celia Wiley, and Louise
ette’s
“Promotion
March”;
Lord. (Second row: Linda Stimpson, Janet Kinney, Sonja Waisanen,
solidated school where the Isles- Philip.
Sousa’s “The Thunderer”; over boro school teachers and students I Snare drums, Doris Doughty,
Janis Kinney, Joan Tureier, Marilyn Payson and Faye Chicoinc.
Third row: Gail C’hlcolne, June Stimpson, Dorcas Jones, Cynthia
ture, “Pacific Grandeur”, by J.
had prepared a baked bean sup Frank Knowlton, Blanchard Oakes,
Spear, Brenda Robertson, Judy Dillaway, Nancy Starrett, and San
Olivadoti; concluding with “Our
per with hot biscuits, brown Frederick Oakes, and Lauretta
dra Leino. All four classes are represented in the club member
Director March” by F. E. Bige
ship.
Photo by McKeon
bread, butter, cole slaw, milk Shields; bass drum, Joseph
low.
and apple pie. After supper the White.
North Haven Continues Program bus was again used to carry the
Cymbals. Charles Dyer; bells,
The North Haven High School visitors to the auditorium.
Minnie White; bass horns, Mich
Band continued the concert with
North Haven band members ael Bunker and Kenneth Conway;
lour selections by Harold Bennett: making the trip were: Clarinets, sousaphone, Byley Martin; horns,
“Headway” (march), “Chalma” Carole Beverage, Nancy Bunker, Van Conway, Perry Parmenter,
(waltz) ‘Service” (march), and Martha Morrison, and Marjorie and Walter White.
“Little Rastus” characteristic.
Slone; trumpets, Nancy Crockett,
Trombones, Bob Candage and
This group of selections was fol Leslie Howard, and Merton How Larry Coombs; majorettes, Marita
lowed by “Junior Warden” ard. •
Hansen and Lida York.

K~L Track Championships To Be
Run Off At Colby Friday; Tigers
In Kennebec Valley Meet Today
Ix)cal tracU fans wiI, have
treat in store tbia week

,wo

meet between those two schools
from Tuesday.

of the major schoolboy track fea- | Rockland's hopes in the KVC
lures of the season will take place “">petition today rest largely in
1
! a small nucleus of fleld talent.
this afternoon and tomorrow.
Billy Atwood, a veteran, of the
A squad of 16 Rockland track- Hooper - Haskell - Atwood triple
men ^vill journey to Co’by College track threat of last year, will be j
in Waterville with Coach Larry expected to carry the brunt of
Plummer w«ere thc annual Ken the load in the hurdles, dashes
nebec Valley Conference Track and broad jump. Dick Ridigewell
Meet will be held. The meet wi„ should do well in the mile, havpull in all KVC schools in addi- . ing demonstrated some competent !
tion to other high schools.
* running this spring and last fall !

Tomorrow afternoon, also in 1
Waterville at the Colby College
field, the Knox-Lincoln M School i
Track Meet will stack the six
member schools of both counties
against one another in a battle
for the coastal medium school
crown.
Next Monday, at Rockland, thc
local Tigers will play host to the
Camden and Thomaston tracksquads in a Knox County threecornered meet. Part of this meet,
the Rockland-Camden participa
tion, is due to a postponement of a
—= 1
Thomaston High School bui has
dropped contests twice to Camden
and once to Waldoboro.

in cross country meets.
Two of the KVC meet entrants,
Morse and Waterville, Rockland
has already met this season. The
Tigers copped a close one from
Morse with Billy Atwood scoring
a whopping 35 points.
Waterville swamped Rockland
in a dual meet early this month,
but Atwood again fared well tak
ing individual meet honors with
18 points.
Rockland also beat out Crosby
High with Atwood taking tep
honors gathering in 26 points.
The K-L meet Friday afterncon
will see Camden, Thomaston,
Waldoboro, Wiscasset, Boothbay
Haibor and Lincoln Academy

DON’T JUST FILL ’EM UP ...

tiff

competing for the tep honors.
Wiscasset is favored to take the Baxter One Of
TEACHERS GUESTS OF FUTURE
meet by virtue of a galaxy of
veterans and some impressive Photo Editors Of
TEACHERS AT McLAIN TEA
work this season.
The Future Teachers of Ameri Saunders, Mrs. Betty Philbrook,
Waldoboro has beaten Knox Bowdoin Bugle
ca entertained at a tea party Miss Beverly Livingston, Robert
County competition. Waldoboro’s
Edward L. Baxter, son of Mr.
Hob Howe, Dave Osier and Dan
Tuesday afternoon in the home Morrill and Mrs. Dorinda Cough
and Mrs. Edward J. Baxter of
Calderwood will furnish a scorI economics rooms
of
McLain lin, sponsor oj the high school.
ing threat while Billy Gay. John West Meadow road. Rockland ls School all the teachers In Rock
Cook. Allien Ames and Earl Mel- one of the staff engaged in the land for whom they had done
WHEN IN CAMDEN
gard, all of Thomaston, will be publication of the Bugle. Bowdoin ( pvacticc teaching.
CAU AND SEE OUR
Co,lege annual.
j
centerpiece of tulips and
bard to beat out.
T. V. LINE
Baxter, who has been active in 1 daffodila waa USfd to decorate the
Camden lost out to both WaldoIncluding
Four of the
boro and Thomaston in a three photographic work since his days tea table
Leading Make*.
cornered meet earlier this month. at Rockland High School, is assist
Miss Alice Walker, club presi
We give exceptionally good
John Pitman in the hurdles, Cary ant photography editor of the dent, welcomed the guests and I Allowance For Your Old Set.
We AIho Handle
Cooper in the dashes and Bill Bugle this year.
Miss Anna Coughlin, program j
RADIOS and APPLIANCES
Also serving on the staff of chairman introduced the speaker.
Smullen in the h'.gh jump and
and HI-FI SYSTEMS.
broad jumping will have to carry sports writers is David J. Belknap
A reading was given by Janice i
We Give
of Damariscotta.
EXPERT REPAIR SERVICE
the school hopes.
Black and Principal Donald Park
On All Maket* of T. V.
The Bugle is dedicated this year er of McLain School spoke on be
and Radio.
to Dr. Charles H. Livingston, half of the guests.
Mrs. Doris
We Have Big Bargains On
Explosion By
Longfellow professor of romance
USED T. V. SETS
MacDougal, principal of North
languages, emeritus who retired SchooI spoke on ..Thc A[t q(
All Guaranteed.
Wiscasset In the
from the college faculty last June, j •peaching”
CROCKETT'S
Thc guests included Principal
Seventh Trips CHS
RADIO-ELECTRIC SERVICE
Harvey Kelley and Mrs. Geneva
Teachers
Engaged
IS Mechanic St. Tel. CE 6-2101
A 2 to 1 tight ball game went up
Laaka, South School.
Mrs. MacCamden, Maine
in smoke at Camden Tuesday aft Fcr Camden High
! Dougal, Mrs. Nancy Lamb, Mrs. |
56-Th-tf
ernoon when Wiscasset runners
Nelson Glidden, Mrs. Annette
School
Positions
crossed home plate 12 times in the
Brooks. Mrs. Lucy Lowe and Mrs.
final three innings to beat out the
Superintendent Orville J. Gup- Clinton Gifford. North School.
Camden Mustangs 13 to 2.
Mrs. Lawrence Leach, Mrs.
till, Jr., of the Camden school
RUBBER STAMPS
The game was close until the
husband ^us*e Ausplaud. Miss Betty Pierce,
system has employed
seventh when the winners pushed
ANY SIZE
and wife who will take up their Mrs. Mary Foss, Mrs. Ellen Nel
five runs across, launching their
teaching duties in September at son, Mrs. Mildred Merrill, Mrs.
big scoring in the Knox-Lincoln
On
Order nt
Lucille
Bangs
and
Principal
Camden High School.
M School League baseball clash.
Parker
of
McLain
School.
Mrs. Ruth Stoehr Smith will
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Hutchins relieved Jordan in the
Principal Boothiby, Mrs. Marie
teach freshman and junior Eng
seventh for Wiscasset and went on
lish classes while Verne Smith Blair, Alton Cole, Mrs. Patricia
to take the win. Losing pitcher
has been engaged to teach social
was Dodd of Camden.
Buy this Bottled Gas with Confidence
studies and to serve as guidance
Wiscasset’s Dean Shea knocked
director.
,
out a triple and two singles for the
Mrs. Smith is a graduate oi Ox
winners in their 14 hit attack while
ford H gh School and Bates Col
Frank Morang collected a pair of
lege and has taken advanced
singles for Camden.
studies at Rhode Island and the
Wiscasset,
000 100 543 13 1 4 2
University of Maine. She has had
Camden.
000 200 000 2 9 5
teaching positions in Maine. New
Jordan. Hutchins(7) and MayHampshire. Iowa, Massachusetts
bury; Dodd, Drinkwater (8) and
and Rhode Island.
Carr.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith have
Slow Down And Live! The two children. Karl, 9. and Karen,
The family will make their
life you save may be your own. 8.
home in Appleton.
He is a graduate of Bates Col
Backed by
lege and has had graduate study
COMPTON'S PICTURED
at Andover Newton Theological
85 year, of petroleum experience.
School. Teaching positions have
ENCYCLOPEDIA
taken him to Massachusetts. Iowa
More than a Gas ... a Service
and New Hampshire as well as
For Demonstration contact
Maine communities.

Look what’s

back of this

Bottled
Gas...

Mobil-flame

sunshine
Vitamin “O’

GEORGE H. GLEDHILL
TEL. 33-2, TENANTS HARBOR
56*Th*65

Experienced

OLD HOME BREAD

Machinists

Sixteen per cent of the total
United States production of pota
toes in 1955 came from Maine.

COMPTON'S
first and

229 PARK STREET

Heavy Machines
Hospital, surgical and medical life insurance. Week
ly accident nnd sickness benefits. Pnid vacation. Good
working conditions. Excellent starting wages and over
time. Send resume to:

mesh-lace, cutout siren straps, open-toe pumps with out

rageously flattering skyscraper heels or the new delicate
mid-high heels. Summertime charmers for a little-money

price. Just 4.99. All in sizes 4'/z to 9.

PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

PORTLAND MACHINE TOOL

ENDKOVT JOHNSON ®
346 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

More added Vitamins and Minerals than
WJltherJundof food „ut no extra cost J

ROCKLAND, MAINE

second class

Name the newest color... white. Name the nicest go-with foe

Dazzling Whites ... fresh, cool, pretty as o daisy. Ventilated

TEL. 1135

63&62

Wanted For Small, Medium and

cottons, for sheers, for prints... white. Our wonderful new

-SPECIALS. & H. GREEN STAMPS ON ALL
MOBIL-FLAME GAS PURCHASES

WORKS, INC.

HOME STUDY
HIGH SCHOOL
Education at
time. TAKE
LEFT off or
year course
(You must be

home in your spare
UF WHERE YOU
complete entire 4
in 2 years or less.
over 17).

LEARN FASTER. EASIER with
new MODERN STUDY AIDS: Pro
jector and filmstrips,
3 speed
phonograph, do-it-yourself Lab
Kits. Simplified study guides.
BEKER JOBS. BETTER INCOME
end RICHER LIVES for your
family can be yours with a High
School education.

EARN MORE AND ENJOY A
BETTER LIVING WITH A HIGH
SCHOOL EDUCATION" plui •
free sample lesson.

|

>

NATIONAL NOME STUDY SCHOOL

142 High St., Portland, Me.

■ Without <

Chartered By New York State
Beard tf Resents

FOOT OF BROADWAY, SOUTH PORTLAND. MAINE
63-62

MUUUWUWWUMk.......
SO-Th-OS
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

TyL"^.hoolR^rts Diamond Squads Of Coastal Schools Close To Season Windup
Sob-Primary—Mrs. Haskell
April 10, E'wyn Chadbourne
and Vinson Staples celebrated
their sixth birthday with a party
at school. Rev. and Mrs. Staples
brought ice cream and Mrs. Chaibourne brought cup cakes and
candy.
Rosalie and Rosanne Leino
twins, have new twins at home,
a brother and a sister.
Susan Purport and rebra Rack
line brought us our first May
flowers.
Elwvn brought us a recess sur
prise recently.
Donald Teel brough us a jackin-the- pulpit.
Carolyn Gravis' mother visited
us recently and brought with her
a pan of delicious warm cookies.
Our May birthday chi’dren are
Gail Harrington. Gary Hussey.
William Kennedy and Carol Nash.

MONHEGAN
Dwight Stanley and Ferdinand
Day have returned from a recent
trip to Washington,* D. C.
Emily Tompkins of New York
arrived Thursday from a recent
trip to Washington. D. C.
Em»ly Tompkins of New’ York
arrived Thursday and has opened
her cottage for the summer.
Mrs. Virginia Fay of Tenants
Harbor has been the guest this
week of Mrs. Clarence Davis.
Bill and Isabel Farrell made a
trip inshore Tuesday.
The Parkers have arrived at
♦heir cottage on Lobster Cove
Road for the summer.
A new studio is being added to
the Fred Shumaker cottage re
cently purchased from the Knowltons.

Mrs. Ruth Nuium Honored
A very enjoyable evening was
spent Thursday at the parsonage,
in honor of Mrs. Ruth Nunan, who
will leave the Island shortly for
the family’s new residence in Cape
Porpoise. The evening was spent
with music and games and the
ladies brought along delicious
sandwiches and cakes while the
hostess, Rev. Gertrude Anderson,
served coffee and tea.
Mrs.
Nunan was presented a beautiful
blanket by the Women’s Club.
Both Dick and Ruth will be greatly
missed by their friends and neigh
bors on the island. Those present
were, Myra Orne, Marion Cundy.
Freda Stanley, Irene Field, Claire
Field, Pearl Davis, Julia Davis.
Barbara Stanley. Christine Orne.
Barbara Marsh. June Day. Mary
Stanley, Isabel Farrell. Virginia
Fay, Miss Anderson and Ruth
Nunan and Rita Davis.

Grade 1—Miss Webster
Those celebrating May birth
days are Janet Johnston, Bruce
Dennison, and Gary Eaton.
Our Savings Stamp Books are
filling up fast. We have had the
banner four times.
Janet Johnston brought us a
The Waldoboro High baseball team, with a two and one win-loss record is pushing Boothbay Harbor
With one win against three losses and a postponement, the St. George High School baseball squad,
for top dog spot in the Knox-Lincoln M School League. A contest between the two squads, scheduled for
pretty bunch of May flowers.
faces six games before completion of thc season in tile Medomak Valley League. After a poor record last
Monday,
was
postponed.
The
Waldoboro
club
has
wins
over
Camden
and
Thomaston
High
Schools
and
one
Linda DiRenzo brought us our
loss to Lincoln Academy. Players, left t<» right, front: Bill Howe, Bruce Atkinson, Bob Ifowe, Kino Lein- season, thc club, once a powerhouse in small school play, is fielding a young club of freshmen, sopho
first lilacs. She also brought a onen, Don Turner, Lalton Genthner and Dave Osier. Back, from the left: Coach Bob Green, Pete Spear, mores and juniors. Front row, left to right, are: Ed Melquist, Harold Kinney, Floyd Conant, Bill Hill,
surprise treat one day.
Wendell Blanchard, Gary Robbins, Dick Laine, Dana Verge, Bruce Soule and managers Waite Weston and Barry Cook and Steve Jarrett. Back, left to right, are: Jim Murray, Bill Anderson, Bernard Davis, Larry
Photos by McKeon Anderson, Neal Hupper, Don Holmstrom, Gary Harper and Coach Clayton Hunnewell.
We are happy to have Elizabeth Sam (ohen.
McCauslin and Catherine B gus
with us but sorry to have William
Falkenmeyer leave. He now at
tends South School.
Grade 2—Mrs. Rogers
Gail Nicholas, Walter Myrick.
Diane Penney and Pauine Mc
Leod have brightened the room
with lovely bouquets of spring
flowers.
days recently fishing in the Duck
We are very happy to welcome
Lake area. Springfield.
David Easier who came from Bel
fast but sorry to lose Winifred
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
Falkenmeyer who moved and is
now attending South School.
ARANTEED for LIFE!
Brenda Robinson. Walter My
rick and Betty Burnett brought re
cess treats for the class.
’HE ONIV MOVING FAHT
Those of our number to visit
OF
the wau flame buknei
out of town during the Easter va
cation
were
Robert
Minott.
Dwight Watts. James Learned.
David Easier and Vera Wooster.
Friday afternoon programs have
been arranged and conducted hy
Winifred Falkenmeyer, John Graf.
Julianne Boothby. Rebecca Dorr
and Anne Stratton.
The largest number of arithme
tic papers displayed on the bulle
ANO IT'S ONLY in
tin board for the past month were
those belonging to Julianne BaothThp I'nion High School Medomak Valley I.eaffU ■ third place rhih has a record of three wills and two
The Thomaston High School diamond squad is still looking for its first win, having suffered two losses
by. Veta Wooster came in sec losses in league play. They were runners up in circu I competition last season. This year, the squad is ut the hands of Roekland and one each to Waldoboro a.id Wiscasset. The team is a member of the Knoxond and Rebecca Dorr and James under the eye of a new roach, Edwin Black. Players, front, left to right, are: Larry Griltin, finger Austin. Lincoln M School I.eagne. Front row, from the left, are: ...irk Be!!, Nell Stetson, Kay Upham, Tom Turner,
Terrance Kirkpatrick. Ernest Tolman and Ford Powell Back, from the lett: Batch Morine, < raig Walker, Nick Mills and John Minott. Back, left to r'rht, are: Coach Frank Leary, Allan Young, Dana Heath,
Learned claimed third place.
Wallace Moody, John Hanley, Ken Calderwood, Frank Jones and Coach Black.
Arthur Ifemey, Dave Melvin, Bud Ludwig, John Coo: and Bill Johnston.
May birthdays which are being
celebrated are those of Alvin Den and Gloria Lord brought her re Boardman a pot of honey which Johnston. Larry Hedaa. Gerald Richard Mansfield and Roger SOUTH WARREN
have been recent callers at Mrs.
nison, Howell Smith. Margaret cord player for the Friday after she brought to her from Florida. Newhall and Frederick Hodgkins. Dow.
Grace Lermond’s.
Mrs. Earl Bruce of Millinocket
Lindsey, Harold Proctor and Vera noon program.
This same group repeated the
Spring
flowers
have
been
Mother’s Day gifts were creat
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Austin
Wooster.
1 ed by the fifth grade from scraps was a weekend guest of Mrs. Ma
Ann Stevens brought handmade brought by Claudia Ra.pose, E'.iz- play for the class last week.
of Phillips were recent callers at
Others who will celebrate sum napkins from Mexico and a fan abeth O’Dell, Anne Stevens. DebWe won the PTA attendance j jf felt and sequins.
rion Wood.
Merritt Hyler’s.
mer birthdays
are: Julianne from Cuba to show the class.
■ orah Kaler,
Marilyn Colp itt, banner for the May meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Libby and
Clean-up day was held at Tyler
Russell Fales. Lloyd and HowBoothby, Donald Mansfield. Betty
In our spelling contest Caroline
Gloria Lord entertained the Barbara McLeod and Lisbeth
with David Johnston and Ray daughter Barbara of Gloucester, ard Maxey. Everett Draper, Le- A. C. McLoon & Co.
Burnett, Helen Colson. Kathleen class with a birthday party. Mrs. Dow.
Radcliffe is leading with Ann
515 MAIN ST.
TEL. 1510
mond Sikorsky as cajtains.
Mass., and Mrs. Pearl Pearson land Overloek and Reino SaastaKing and James Learned.
Lord and Mis. Gray served.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
The children having May birth Reichel in second place and RuthTyler PTA bought basketball and Vernard Hadley of Beverly, moinen of Cushing spent several
53-tf
Ronald
Winchenbach
from
Deborah Kaler brought mints days are Gloria Lord, Stephanie Ann Johnston in third place,
nets for the back-boards, which
Grade four showed his varigated for a recess treat.
| Harrington and Lawrence Denni
tirade 5—Mrs. Hill
were erected earlier by some of
chickens to us. The rose and
Bruce Harrington brought his son.
the dads. Mr. Martin put the nets
On
Monday.
May
13,
Tyler
PTA
white one received the most at pet mouse to show the class and
Grade
4
—
Mrs.
Wotton
gave a party to the fifth grade up.
tention.
William Kirk brough a garter
The following people brought
The children celebrating May which leaves Tyler in June. At
May I at the end of these final snake.
articles, which were used for
the
party
letters
were
given
to
news notes thank all parents with
Richard Gray brought a very birthdays in our room are Colby
science
experiments:
William
whom I have had association dur interesting map of the United Flaherty. Dale Hussey, Robert members of the band and basket
Willey, Marie Thibodeau, David
ball
team.
ing my 28 weeks years in the States.
Kwapiszewski and Ann Reichel.
Johnston. Jane Lord. R ymond
Rockland School System, for their
Members of the elementary
Howard Edwards brought a
The fourth grade entertained
00
Sikorsky and Scott Bickford.
GIVES
co-operation and pood will?
speed boat a fire engine, a truck the fifth grade at the May PTA band who received letters were:
III Truth
Cheryl Seavey’s team is ahead
YOU
All kindnesses have been greatly and Tonto on his horse for the meeting. Piano solos were played Elinor Nye, Raymond Sikorsky
in the tournament.
appreciated, and I carry only the game table.
and
Jane
Lord.
i by Susan Johnson and Ann
FOR YOUR OLD WATCH
happiest of memories as I retire.
Kevin Young found an animal Reichel. A play, “The Little Red
Members of the
baslketball
Social security benefits are avail
Again, thank you, one and all! | skull showing teeth fermation Schoolhouse Mystery”, was given. Warn who received letters were: able to most self-employed farm
Grade 3—Mrs. Boardman
i which was very helpful in our Those taking part in the play Vivtor DiRenzo,
captain. Ray ers and farm workers in Maine
Cheryl Ellis, Lisbeth Dow and science unit.
were Pamela Kennedy, Caroline mond Sikorsky, James Lombardo, now. This includes old-age and
Richard Gray brought records
Deborah Kaler presented Mrs. Radcliffe, Gail Jackson. Ruth-Ann Scott Bickford. David Johnston, survivors insurance protection.

TIIHKEM

Rew Benrus 17 Jewel
FOR
YOUR
OLD
WATCH

WATER RESISTAH
•
•
•
•

Shoik-Resislanf
Anti-Magnetic
Unbreakable Mainspring
Stunning Stretch Band

TOWED AROUND THE WORLD
...UNDER WATER I
"Tewed 37,000 miles underwater by the
S. 5. President Adame, the Benrus Waterpreef watch ...

♦49s3

Stayed Waterproof . ..
Kept Perfect Time!"
Captain R. W. Sweetser
S. S. President Ada mt

Crestlane—Massive modern design featuring a

secret drawer in the base. Available in Pearl
Gray or Seafoam Mahogany.

<7152

Tok

CHOICE

Windsor—Colonial elegance in rich traditional
Mehogany, Exquisitely detailed
from top, has self-rising tray.
<6201
Skandia— Transitional modern design,
louvered side panels. Available in Pearl
Gray or Blond Mahogany, or Softone
V/ alnut.
»

=47J1

trim.

Opens

NO MONEY DOWN!
WEAR IT

Hew Benrus Exquisite

FREE

2 DIAMOND

FOR 14 DAYS
Lane chests start as low as

«69M

GkC; sr-° DOWN DELIVERS!

MEREDITH FURNITURE CO.
313 MAIN ST.

TEL. 1425

ROCKLAND

11 JEWEL WATCH

At our ritkl Select a beoutiful new Benru* wear it for 14 doyt — it you're not convinced
it't the greatest watch buy you ever madet
Wvm it for full refund.

MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
PAY WEEKLY - MONTHLY
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Powell's Hitting

TIGERS TO GIVE PROCEEDS OF

Kept Union In

GARDINER TILT THIS AFTERNOON

Bristol Melee

\Ten Named To National Honor At Rockland
-

TO THE DAVE DESHON FUND

Bristol, second place outit in
the Medomak Valley League,
teamed up against a h »*. Un'on
squad Tuesday afternoon burying
them 10 to 3 in a game postponed
from Monday by rain.
Bristol batters rapped out seven
hits and scored in the firs* ftVo
innings of the seven inning con
test. Bill Chase of ^ristol
e.l
out a round tripper with none
aboard in the third inning while
teammate Pendleton followed suit
in the next inning with none on.
Union’s hitting was led by
freshman Ford Pcwvell who banged
out a trio of singles.
Chase was wining pitcher, going
all the way for Bristol, while
Larry Griffin took the loss fcr
Union. Ken Calderwood relieved
Griffin in the sixth while Roger
Austin took Calderwood’s place
behind the plate.
Bristol
1
311 230 0—10 7 2
Union
120 003 0— 3 8 3
Chase and Pendleton; Griffin,
Calderwood (6) and Calderwood.
Austin (6).

Poge Eleven

FRESKMEN-TO-BE AT ROCKLAND
HIGH SPEND DAY AT SCHOCL THEY

WILL ENTER IN SEPTEMBER

Rockland High School,

sched playing recently. Deshon’s team
uled for a 3.15 p. m. tilt with mates and fellow students at the
Gardiner High today, will turn University have started a fund to
help Dave, his young wife, and
over all its proceeds from the
child, to continue their educ ition
game to the “Dave Deshon Bene-1 al p’ans, despite the setback.
fit’’, it was announced Tuesday.
The afternoon game is a regular
Principal A. Hamilton Boothby Kennebec Valley Conference tilt
reported that several team mem and the Tigers will be looking for
bers had requested that such be the first conference win.
They
done to assist the former Rjck- are undefeated in local competi
land High athlete.
tion.
Deshon. a member of the Uni
The game is the last of the sea
versity of Maine baseball squad, eon regularly scheduled by the
sustained a bad leg fracture while Tigers.

Roek’and High School played
host to more than 210 R.ck'and,
Owls Head and South Thomaston
e:ghth graders Monday morning
at the Annuil Freshmen Day in
he high s hool auditorium.

The program included talks by
the faculty and students acquaintng the next year’s freshmen with
academic and extra curricular acivities at the school.

SRISTOL AND ROCKPORT TIE FOR
MVL TRACK AND FIELD HONORS

A five school Medomak Valley with six and Appleton settled for
League track meet, held at the fifth spot with three points.
In the girls division, Appleton
Union Fair Grounds all day Fri
was second with 22 Vj points, Rock
day. ended in a tie score between
port third with eight, Warren
defending champions Bristol High fourth with 4*4. Union did not par
and a plucky Rockport High team. ticipate.
The 10 seniors selected for membership in the National Honor > J.Jv ?.•» annou ecu by Forkland
Each squad collected 43 points
I High School Tuesday are pictured above.
Front, left to right an
Sandro S.riekland, Janis Sprague, Judy
with individual scoring honors
Childs and Joan Scarlott. Second row, Jean Adolphsen and Beatrice 'ahi.
third row, lames Smith, Argoing to Bristol’s Bob Tibbetts. He Rockport To
j mand I’lourde, ( aroll Fairweather and Bax id Bean.
With the five seniors who were elected last year,
copped
14
points,
taking
the
100
the 10 named this week compose 15 per cent of the senior class in a
ord with t>
school's MIS charter,
Advertise In The Courier-Gazetb
i Selected last year were: Dorinda Coughlin, ('bar’s Cross, Madonna T • g, William Small and Sylvia Suand 200 yard dashes, tying for first Register Five
i tides. Five new juniors will be elected next week t > NHS. The choice is based on character, scholarship,
in the high jump and taking the
leadership and service.
Photo by McKeon
Year Olds Friday
100 and 200 yard dashes, tying for
first in the high jump and taking
Pupils entering the Rockport i
It is suggested at the time of
Printed as Maine Extension Serv
third spot in the 440.
Sub (primary class in September registration that parent bring in Dean Deering
ice
Circular 320, it’s in a handy,
The Bristol girls, also defending
will register at the Rockport High formation concerning childhood Authors Article
vest-pocket size of three and one
champions,
took
the
girls
division
dealing eil Morale tank
School on Friday, May 24. from diseases, inoculations and vacci
with 31
points.
quarter by five and one half inches.
corrosion & ruM inhibitor
On Extension
12 noon until 3.30 p. m
Mary
Ann
Berry
of
Bristol
took
nations of the child registering.
The cover features a light green
MB TO OUR CUSTOMERS WITH
top individual scoring honors with
In order to enter the fall sub
SHELL FURNACE Ml
Arthur L. Deering, director of I background imprinted with brown
a point total of 20. She took first primary class a pupil must be
County Extension Associations
ink.
A. C. McLoon & Co. place in the 50 and 100 yard dashes five years of age on or before cover each county in Maine. , the Maine Extension Service, has Copies of Circular 320, “Philoso
and the high and broad jumps.
| October 15. At the time of regis They’re open to everyone interest outlined his “Philosophy of Exten phy of Extension Work’’ are avail
MoLOON’S WHARF
TEL. 61
Union boys gathered in 10 points tration. • the child’s birth certifi- ed in supporting Extension work in sion Work’’ in a newly printed cir- able from the Knox-Lincoln Coun
70472-Th-tf
for third spot. Warren was fourth I cate must be presented.
I cular w ith that title.
Maine.
ties Extension office in the Rock-

SHELL
SONITOR

OUR BIGGEST SAVINGS EVENT OF THE YEAR!

The program began at 8 a. m
with a South Thomaston and Cw’.s
Head tour of the building and *.vas
'ollowed by an address of welcome
by Principal A. Hamilton Booth
by who explained the program and
conducted the opening exercises.
Lincoln Johnson of the faculty
described the events to come to
ttye eighth graders and Assistant
Principal Kenneth
MacDougal
pointed out important administra

tive procedures w’hich ea h stu
dent should know.

Several teachers ta'k
erent courses and • hns
school.
These include
Martha Viik, co’’.eg
Mis. Ella Gatcombe. u
library; Robert Bailey,
arts; Robert Morr’ll.
Mrs. Dorinda Our h h
Miss Beverly Livings*
economics; Charles Fc
general science; and
Hillgrove. general mat <

o

diff
of the
Mrs.
En list;
of the
n’u trial
n gebra;
atin;
h me
e. Jr.,
I”< rbert
. ics.
Students outlining th
opera
tions of the several s- 1 lubs
and extra curricular act r ? in
cluded: Dorinda Cou Jilin W Jam
Atwood. Carroll Fairw
Dot
Naum. Madonna Fogg, William
Flanagan and Vincent <a r.
Lunch was served the fi limen
in the school cafeteria.

THOMASTON ONE ACT PLAYS ARE
EXCELLENT; AUDIENCE VERY SMALL
Three productions were present
ed in a Thomaston High School
one act play contest Tuesday eve
ning in the school auditorium be
fore a disappointing attendance of
about 60 persons.
The plays, one each by the
freshman, sophomore and junior
classes, were presented after sev
eral weeks of rehearsals, design
ing and direction, Principal Carroll Wallace said.
He reported that not more than
60 people attended although par
ents. students, friends and the gen
eral public were invited.
*
Principal Wallace described the
plays as excellent but the evening
was a financial loss, he reported.
land post office or by writing the
Bulletin Office, Extension Service,
University of Maine, Orono. They
are free.
The 20-page circular covers Di
rector Deering’s knowledge of Ex
tension Service work gained from
nearly 45 years of experience in
the field. It was first presented as
an address at the annual w’inter
conference of the Maine Extension |
Service at the University of Maine
in January of this year.
Director Deering concludes that.
“My philosophy of Extension work
is, in part, that we have a great
opportunity to serve others, to
grow ourselves as we give unstinted
effort to our job, and that w’e are
not so greatly hampered as indi
viduals by lack of funds, or by
rules and regulations as we are by
our own habits and attitudes.

The freshman play, “The Bath
room Door,’’ was directed by
Leonard Osier and included in its
cast Peter Stone, Jean Anderson,
Jeanette Spear. Lorraine Beaudry,
Joan Smith and Eric Harjula.
The sophomore play. “The Dear
Departed.” was coached by Mrs.
William Tower and included a cast
of Betsy Gay. Joan Monroe. Me
linda Mills. Paul Barnes. Peter
Melgard and Thomas Turner.
Roger Bickford directed the
juniors in the play “The Bird On
The Wing" and the cast was made
up of Peter Gay, John Minott,
Marianne Kiskila. Marian Smith,
Eleanor Brooks and Verleigh Mil
ler.

Katahdin is the leading commer
cial variety of Maine potato and
accounts for about three-fourths of
the Maine crop. Kennebec and
Russet Burbank are other popular
varieties in Maine.
Keep Maine Green. Prevent un
necessary grass and brush fires.

“Our objectives are clear, the

SAFETY FIRST?
YOUR PRESCRIPTIONS
ARE FILLED CAREFULLY
BY EXPERT
PHARMACISTS AT

LLOYD'S

PHARMACISTS

PREVENT FIRES!
.. . use only non-flam
mable cleaning fluids!
i»un uu>

Regular No Trade-In Price $21.75

DON'T GIVE

FIRE

<

A PLACE TO START

6.70x15
Tube-Type
Blackwall

Each, Plus Tax

AND YOUR OLD TIRE

Classes start Monday, June 17
• Full 18-Month Nationwide Service Guarantee

Rewarding; positions in business and government offices await
yon when you are business-trained. Time Magazine, April 8, says,
“Some 250.000 secretarial jobs go begging every day.**

• Tread design gives less chance of dangerous skids
• Quality and performance proven by our test fleet

You can speed your way to a position with a promising future
by attending Summer School, Ulen continuing your course in the Fall.

• Heat-resistant Rayon Cord cushions impacts

YOUR CHOICE OF SUBJECTS

• Whitewalls are scuff-resistant, easy to dean

You Get An 18-Month Nationwide

1.

Speedwriting Shorthand

3.

Bookkeeping

2.

Business English

4.

Typewriting

Class Sessions 8 A. M. to 12 Noon

Afternoons Free for Part-Time Jobs or Recreation

Service Card Guarantee Against

Classrooms are cool in Summer School.

All These Road Hazards:

Sire

6.70x15
7.10x15
7/0x15
1.00x15 1

Tegular No
Trade-In
Trade-in
?riee, Each Price, Eaet
Plus Tax
Plus Tax

521.75
523.95
526.45
$29.55 |

$15.75
$16.90
$11.45
$20.95

l»m™
Size

Payment
In Pairs

1

$3.25
$3.50
$4.00
M.25

Ruts

Jogged Concrete

Displaced

Modern equipment, friendly students, understanding teaching,
free placement service.

TUBELESS BLACKWALLS

TUBE-TYPE BLACKWALLS

Nails

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.

Regular No
Trade-in
Price, Each
rias Tax

Trade-in
Price, Each
Plus Tax

Down
Payment
In Pairs

6.70x15

$24.75

$18.75

S4.C0

7.10x15

$26.95-

519.95

$425

7.60x15

529.95

$21.95

$4.53

8X0x15

$34.95

$25.95

55.25

Tuition: $15. to $35. a Month — Low Book Cost
Complete Detail. On Request.

t LASSES DEFEND ON ENROLLMENT — ENROLL NOW

No Obligation

ROCKLAND

OF COMMERCE
TELEPHONE 1770

ROCKLAND, MAINE
STORE HOURS:

Monday thru Thursday, 9 to 5.30; Friday. 9 to 9; Saturday 9 to 5JB

245 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND. ME.
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PflQBTwetyt
Grade Two—Miss Kinney

Rockport

School News
Sub-Primarj—Mn.. Farmer
Easter decorations in the sub
primary room were centered
around an Easter egg tree. The
ehildrcn brought the blown-out
eggs and then dyed them to hang
on the tree. After Easter dimen
sional birds were made and placed
on the tree, along with a real
bird’s nest.
Our science Uble has been a fo
cal point of interest with the polliwog eggs and polliwogs in an
aquarium loaned by the high
school science department. Billy
Umberger brought some of the
polliwogs. Sandra Thurston also
brought some maple tree seed
lings,

Ricky Dietz, Chris Dodge and
Gene Dinsmore have recently cele
brated their sixth birthdays.
During the spring vacation John
Crockett traveled to Boston with
his family. Diana Rochester with
her mother flew to Burlington.
Vt., to visit her grandmother and
Lois Watson visited in Rhode
Island. Each of these children
had interesting experiences to lelate in class,
Joseph Savage has returned to
school after a long absence fol
lowing a tonsillectomy.
Visitors to the classroom have
Included Mrs. London and Linda,
Mrs. Hamalainen and Rennet and
Suxar.ne Beaulieu, Mrs. Staples
and Terry and Robin. Mrs. Keller.
Mrs. Barrows and Paul and Mr.
Dietz.
Grade One—Mrs. Andrew^

We have plented some seeds.
Donna Eaton brought zinnia seeds;
Stephen Allen, marigolds; Carolee Hyssong. petunias; Susan Salminen, nasturtiums. They enjoy
watering the boxes. The zinnias
nre coming up.
We are having spring bouquets.
Susan Saiminen brought a lovely
bunch of Mayflowers. James and
John Hyssong brought a bouquet
of daffodils. Many of the children
have picked large bunches of dan
delion blossoms. The yellow is
very cheerful.
Darlene Fogg, Robert Ladd,
Linda K .Simonton are celebrating
May birthdays.
Stephen Allen, Donna Eaton
Fred Erickson. Camellia Gray.
Ruth Gamage, Darlene Fogg
Donald Frye, John and James
Hyssong, Carolee Hyssong have
had opening exercises the past
month.

During the week of May 6 to 10
we made health booklets.
We are planning to have our
class picnic June 11 at Walker’s
Park. We are wishing that our
mothers can attend.

Our classroom is decorated with
flowers in abundance and artistic
May baskets made by the children.
A large dead bumblebee, con
tributed by Randy Watkinson. can
be seen hanging on the bulletin
board. This insect is used as an
object lesson to let thc bumblebee
be.

Polliwogs in various stages of
development can be found in quart
jars on some of the pupils’ desks.
These fine specimens were con
tributed by Harry Watson. Jenni
fer Van Fleet, and Thelma Grey.
Thelma Grey also came in with
a large blue goose egg (not the
result ol an injury, but the kind
that geese lay). As time goes this
prize becomes increasingly haz
ardous. but we may be able to
find some good use for it before
it explodes.

Susan Compton and Harry Wat
son have been studying piano and
treated the class to various selec
tions.

The class was very much im
pressed by the sight of a real gold
dollar, brought in by Arlene Petting'ill.
Eileen Woodward. Lee Andrews.
Randy Watkinson. Kenny Lawton,
Billy Morang, Linda Anderson.
Susan Compton, Kathy Thurston.
Thelma Grey and Jennifer Van
Fleet,
have written excellent
poems. Some are illustrated, and
they all show great promise.

June 12.
Susan Umberger brought in a
tadpole and tadpole eggs. The
class has been very interested in
watching closely to see when they
would hatch. The day finally ar
rived and many a curious face was
to be seen around the tadpoles.
Eileen Simonton brought a cot
ton plant to school which was of
interest to the class.
The children all took their Bi
cycle Safety Test which came out
very well. The test consisted of
24 true and false questions. I am
happy to report that if all my stu
dents do as well riding their bi
cycles as they did on their test we
should be proud of them.
On May 1 many lovely May bas
kets were to be seen in the room
That was another exciting day in
the lives of the fourth graders.
Grade Five—Mrs. Peabody

ROCKPORT SPORT SQUADS CAPTAINS Green Pastures
Leaders To Get

Free Farm Tours

Grade Six—P. E. Parks

Girls softball teams have been
chosen and all girls in the fifth and
sixth grades have opportunity to
play. We hope to have a game or
two with other grades of the ele
mentary level outside of Rockport.

The boys’ baseball team is in
full swing with all students on a
team. The first team is composed
chiefly of the Little League Play
ers.
The patrol leaders and assistants
will have a picnic at Belfast
Park providing the weather is fa
vorable.
The class voted to go to Sunset
Cove on June 13 for the annual
class outing. Parents are cordial
ly invited to go along with the
class.
Synopsis W the Annual Statement of CR SFTSMA\ IN -RAXCE <Of:?"'Y
n
„ ,K.
^tatp cf
cn th? ?!«♦ r*xo c!
D''"-'bir 1956 n'"'’' tc (*»•
rt'rort.
m»*nt cf the State of Malre
A<e»tg*
*133 603 25: Stocks
8?*»"
00C«.tH
B'”'1' :
•• ^231 8?2.24- *"—»<•
— —
Vnccl'-’cted Premiums
791.78’
*•bets.
Tctal A’“’•’tv
•-»’f ’17 «5.
T,‘.h« ‘*.^3 Surplus and OtKer
’’—•••••e
*nr Losses. 8707 375.0C’ Rp«*rve for
Ad-

The children have been notiring
We are all looking forward to many evidences of spring.
the picnic which will be held at
Margaret Stanley brought some
the Rockport Beach on June 10.
pressed blossoms last week. She <.,r»ovs»r< Vr- e„, «*M) OO? « • D—vfl
for UOPrem'uiw. 1379 558 8Cp-'-=
<or
also brought us a tiny lemon
Grade Three—Mrs. Achorn
Taxes tll0.76C.0C“ All O” - r t *•..•••«»,
_
634.78- Tefal Jpb'.if'rv
•»04- ~ory(tq'
grown
in
her
own
home.
The class learned a poem and
Paid Uo or
’v-n <» •<no non no* Fno-e‘»r^ Funds <S'i*nlu*1. 1560 094 01* o*«~»f»is
A
spring
bouquet
has
been
kept
made a card for Mother's Day.
*« Rpo”-n Policyholders. $960 094 61: Total
24
on the piano by the following V> 312.717 69.
A new beach ball and a bat and
baseball have been purchased for
our room.
Suzanne Arthur brought candy to
treat the class on May Day.
Vicki Boetsch has returned to
school after an absence due to ton
sillitis.
Cheryl Hutchins has left our
class and moved to Wyoming.
Chummy Berry and Charles
Dow are celebrating May birth
days.
Mrs. Harvey Simonton wag a re
cent visitor.
Bruce McIntosh gave an inter
esting talk on his trip to Boston
where he visited many places of
interest including the Museum of
Fine Arts, Museum of Science,
Bunker Hill Monument, and Ply
mouth Rock
Joyce Crockett brought a book
to be read during the story hour.
The room housekeepers for the
remainder of the month are Kath
leen Saiminen, Jean Sprague, Pa
tricia Wellman, Sandra Morrill,
Suzanne Arthur, and Sharon Free
man.

Photo by McKeon
Rocknort High School juniors and seniors who were elected capains of the several sports teams are pictured above. The elections
vere held the past two weeks bv team members. Kneeling left to
•ight, are: Dave Pound, captain of thc 1957-58 basketball team; and
3utch Farley, captain of the 1957 baseball team. Standing, from the
’eft, are: Jean Frye captain of tile 1957-58 girls’ basketball squad; Walt
Pendleton, 1957 cross country team captain; and Sarah Simonton, cap
tain of the 1957 girls’ softball squad.

Top dairymen in the Green Pas
tures Program in each of the
Maine counties will receive a
three or four day tour, with all ex
penses paid About 25 dairymen
will be chosen.
Ralph A. Corbett, Extension
dairymen of the University of
Maine, says that this tour will be
one of the highlights of the 1957
Maine Green Pastures Program.
One or two dairymen will be se
lected from each county that has
at least 10 farmers enrolled in the
Green Pastures Program.
One of the men selected in each
county will be the dairyman hav
ing the highest scoring, all-year
forage program. The second man
will be cne who has done an out
standing job over a period of
years, explains Corbett.
The tour is sponsored by the
Maine State Green Pastures Com
mittee.
The Maine Extension
Service will provide leadership.
Last year’s tour to New Hamp
shire and Vermont waa pro
nounced an outstanding success,
Corbett reports.
t
Something new has been added
to the Maine Green Pastures Pro
gram for 1957. It's an Improve
ment Recognition Program. Dairy
men will enroll for a two-year
period.
Their forage program
will be judged in 1957 and again
in 1958. Those making the great
est improvement in forage produc
tion and management will receive
special recognition.
Otherwise, the 1957 Green Pas
tures Program and Contest in

Maine will remain murk the same
as last year. County committees
will judge the Green Pasture
farms enrolled in the counties. The
three state Green Pastures win
ners of 1956—Hugh C. Briggs, Jr.,
of Turner; James Smith, of Pal
myra; and Philip G. Andrews, of
Fryeburg—will judge the top
county Green Pastures programe
and pick the three state winners.
These three state winners will be
scored by the New England judges
in August. These state winners
will receive all-expense-paid trips
to the Eastern States Exposition
at West Springfield, Mass., in Sep
tember.
Enrollments in the Green Pas
tures Program are being accepted
at county Extension Service offices
throughout Maine. Every farmer
who raises forage is eligible.

As Busy as
Cupid in Springtime
are the wheels ef our new
Automatic Printing Press
But we will And time to do
work—bring In yonr order.

tout

It will receive careful, prompt
sttenttom

THE COURIER- GAZETTE
JOB PRINTING DEPT.
RICHARD P. LUFKIN, Sept.

Buying your automobile
is your
second largest purchase!

YOU WILL FIND . . .
7

Grade Foot—Mm. Gulmon.l
girls: Gertrude Dinsmore, Dianne
What a lot left to do and only Hamilton, Margaret Stanley. Amy
Crockett, Leona Kennedy, and
four more weeks of school.
The weather had been very- Martha Churchill.
For the boys. Wayne Berry leads
favorable so our fourth grade boys
play Mrs. Hamilton's boys every the bird list with 21.
For the girls, Fiances Bradford
week outside for a game of base
ball. The girls also have their has 23.
Dianne Hamilton has brought in
chance to play softball with the
other fourth and third grade girls. several folders from different
Everyone has been asking about states and countries.
Gertrude Dinsmore contributed
our class picnic. We voted and
it was decided by the majority of her book on Carlsbad Caverns
the class to go to Belfast Park by National Park for our pleasure.
bus. Mothers are also invited. Her brother brought it home from
We set the date for Wednesday. New Mexico.

Tuesday-Thwrsdoy-Soiwdof

(ONLY YOUR HOME IS FIRST)

THE UNUSUAL

V

FINE QUALITY
WELL SELECTED

GIRS FOR ALL OCCASIONS-COUNTRY CLOTHES TOO-AT

Af.aine’s

Its complete ownership and enjoyment depends on

Massachusetts House Workshop

your financial position, or your CURRENT EARNING

POWER.

o UNCOLNVILLE, MAINE •
ON

U.S.

ROUTE

1

BETWEEN CAMDEN

AND

IN THE FIRST 24 MONTHS
BELFAST

It is sound business to buy what you need,

Spring Hours: 9 a. m. to 5 p. m. Doily except Sunday

OF THIS PLAN:

within your ability to pay, from Current
Earnings.

204 accounts were paid in

NEW

LOAN

SERVICE

EXTRA PROTECTION

Cash in 1 Day

IT IS GOOD JUDGMENT TO BE SURE!

If you are unable to work because of sick

were paid for 807 pur

plan will make your payments for you as

chasers by Sickness and

long as you are disabled. (Nothing to

Accident Insurance ....

Purchases.)

ASK YOUR DEALER-ASK US.

Now for the FIRST time you con borrow for family
or personal needs with the protection that only both
ACCIDENT and LIFE INSURANCE can give to you.
Choose your own terms and take up to 25 months
to return the money.

Accident plus Life Insurance Both at

NO ADDITIONAL COST to YOUI
UFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Borrow where you get the MOST for your money

Liberty Loan
CORPORATION
412 MAIN STREET

“OVEK ASTON’S

Depositors

Trust Company

18 Offices Serving the Heart of Maine
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

PHONE: 1001

ROOM 201, SECOND FLOOR

ROCKLAND, MAINE

106,361.38

repay later.) Life Insurance also included.

ON JUST YOUR NAME

issued by NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL

11,480 monthly payments

ness or accident, our insured purchase

(This protection is optional on all Consumer

$20 up to $1450 or more

full by Life Insurance... $102,221.54

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Total benefits paid in 24
months ... ....................

$208,582.92

M-ew-tf
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DUTCH NECK
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Stahl and
John Stahl were in Portland on
Sunday, guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Richardson.
Mrs. Mary Gross and Mrs. Della
Black visited Mrs. Gross’ hus
band. who is a patient at a nurs
ing home in Jefferson, on Sunday.
Mr. Gross is much improved in
health.
A/lc John Stahl has just returned
from Wheelus Air Force Base in

Tripoli, North Africa, and is spend- 1
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Benner,1
ing a month’s vacation with his accompanied by Edward Trowant
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert and Mrs. Gaynelle Lewis of Dam
Stahl.
| ariscotta visited friends and rela
Mrs. Chester A. Hayes. Mrs. tives in Augusta and Whitefield
Melville W. Davis. Misses Carmen on Sunday.
and Betty Davis attended the Lin
The 88th annual convention of
coln County Orchestra annual the Lincoln County W.C.T.U. met
spring concert under the direction at the St. Paul’s Church and Com
of Professor Lippmann at the Con munity house last Friday with
gregational Church at Newcastle Mrs. Merton A. Benner, president,
on Sunday evening. James Keene conducting. Mrs. H. F. Powell of
was the guest violinist.
Evanston, Ill.. National treasurer

was the guest speaker and her talk
was most inspiring. Miss Carmen
Davis and Muss Betty Davis gave
violin and accordion solos during
the afternoon. Dinner was served
at noon at the Community House.

Mrs. Marion Olson is much im
proved in health since her recent
accident and is able to be out a
little each day.
Mrs. Claude Miller is spending a
few days in Rockland, guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Smith.

PogeTMrMT

23,1957

Miss Ikavis Wins Contest
Miss Carmen F. Davis was the
winner of the Old Bristol Garden
Club contest of Damariscotta last
week. Girls from all over Lincoln
County participated. A letter on
"Why I would like to go .to camp
this summer” had to be written by
the girls. Carmen will go to the
Girl Scout Camp on Lake Cobbosseecontee. Litchfield. for two
weeks in August. Carmen is 13
years of age, is a pupil in Grade

I
|
j
I

DON’T SETTLE FOR ONE! GET BOTH

You Can Pat Yonr Trust in Super-Right Quality Meats.. .One Price ... As

Come see...
nov’H save!

ROASTS AND CENTER CHOPS INCLUDED

appeared on Youth Cavalcade,1
channel 6 on Monday evening.
Larry Jackson and Gerald Stover
MRS. ALBERT ELWELL
members of thc choir arc, from (
Correspondent
Telephone Temple 3-MM
this community.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Ludwig ar
Many viewed with interest the rived Wednesday at thelr summer
Miller School Boys' Choir as it home for thc season.
Mr. and Mrs. Ludwig recently
Eight in the High School Building, observed their 66th wedding anni
and is the daughter of Mr. and versary. Congratulations!
Mrs. Nellie Meyer has returned
Mrs Melville W. Davis of Dutch
from a visit of several weeks with
Neck.
her son, Vernon Meyer and family
in Beverly, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Achorn re
turned to their home in Belmont,
Mans., on Tuesday, after a few
days with Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Ludwig and at their cottage in
Jefferson.
Dorcas Circle of Woman's So
ciety of Christian Service met with
Mrs. Frances Curtis at the par
sonage on Tuesday for the Secret
Pal party. Those present includ
ed: Mrs. Leona Elwell, Mrs. Doris
Prock. Mrs. Jean Hutchins, Mrs.
Frances Jackson, Mrs. Edith
Bragg. Mrs. Rowene Orff, Mrs.
Josephine Kennedy. Mrs. Frances
Curtis. Miss Elizabeth Elwell,
Advertised!
Miss Frances Merry. Hostesses
for the party were Miss Elizabeth
Elwell and Frances Merry.

Orffs Comer

LB

10 TO 12 LBS

PURE GOLD BRAND

READY-10-COOK-TENDER, YOUNG,
BROAD-BREASTED
YOU

LEMONADE

Beltsville Broiler

Turkeys

Sensational Low Price!

6 OUNCE CANS

LB

6 TO 8 LBS

Sliced Super-Right Bacon

Banquet Pies 'bXTtXT 5

Sliced All Good Bacon

Fresh Pollock Fillets

REGULAR OR PINK

Beef Liver

LB

UNIFORM SLICES

LB

JUST HEAT

Fried Scallops

39c

LB

AND SERVE

FANCY, WAXED, FIRM AND CRUNCHY

LESS THAN
9c A CAN!

REGULAR ONLY

12 OZ

2

33c

CANS

JANE PARKER REG. 53c
SPECIAL

Rhubarb Pie

JANE PARKER REG. 69c

Strawberry Pie
EA '
SPECIAL
JANE PARKER REG. 59c
RQC
Orange Chiffon Cake
SPECIAL
EA *»T
«QC
Jelly Whirl Coffee Cake JANE PARKER
REG. 35c SPECIAL EA * •

Eight O'clock Coffee

3 LB BAG 2.43

1 LB BAG

3 LB BAG 2.73

LB ® J

PROCESSED
PASTEURIZED CHEESE

Ched-O-Bit

TQ

2 LB
LOAF

JUST

Ann Page Mayonnaise

AQ

14OZ
BOTS

2

ANN PAGE GRAND
FLAVOR ACCENT

Olives

I2 0Z AQC
bot *"

BONDWARE WHITE
REG. SURFACE 9"0

Paper Plates

Aye
AZ

6% OZ A AC
JAR
<*T

SULTANA STUFFED MANZANILLA

2

PKGS AAC
OF 10

At

Are

Paper Cups

DIXIE COLD DRINK TRAY
PACKED

9 OZ PKG
OF 25

Paper Cups

DIXIE HOT DRINK
TRAY PACKED

9 oz pkg Aye
OF 15
AZ

Paper Straws
Cheeri-Shake

PKG OF AC
100
»

SUNSHINE or DONALD DUCK

ANN PAGE CHOCOLATE
STRAWBERRY or VANILLA

1 AC

Z

OXFORD PARK CERTIFIED

1 LB AAC
CAN **

Check these sensational buns!

50 LB
BAG

REGULAR

1

Household, Built-in Handy Man Reg. $1.99
Special
EA
Special This
This Week
Week Only!
Only!
EA ■ •<> '

2-Tier Decorative Black and Gold
A AA
Reg. S3.59, Special This Week Only! EA A. 7 7

4 vicinity.

tOMMOST »000 tITAlim . . . SINCI IM9

MEDIUM SIZE

TM CHAT ATLANTIC I PACIFIC TtA COMPANY

1 LB BOX

49c

RECIPE MARSHMALLOWS
WHITE or COLORED
AND FLAVORED

SUNSHINE FUDGE

Sandwich «*'« '«"«49c

10 02

Many a man who thinks he is
on Easy Street loses the illusion
before he finishes making his
easy payments.

Heat your kitchen with oil!

good

use—see how much they'U

buy at A&P during this out*

you're sure to save at A&PI
A&P Cream Style or Whole O 1 LB 1 OZ CANS ’
wOlll Kernel Our Finest Quality ® NOW FOR ONLY
1 LB CANS
Tomatoes ,ONQAUXFT 8 NOW
FOR ONLY

89
“
“c

DOZ

SILVERBROOK CREAMERY FRESH

BUTTER

LB PRINT

BUFFALO BRAND N. Y. STYLE FROZEN

a
•8

STRAWBERRIES

67c

A&P Apple Sauce 7

ogc

Wax Beans
RELIABLE
6 NOW FOR ONLY
QT 14OZ CANS
luiro SWEET
A1P GRAPEFRUIT
A 1NOW
FOR ONLY
JUIIC
or UNSWEET

19

Dog Faodn^er13

1 LB CANS
NOW FOR ONLY

Kleenex Tissues 400,4

PKGS
NOW FOR ONLY

A&P FROZEN CONCENTRATE

ORANGE JUICE

can

10c,ca°n

A&P QUICK FROZEN
10 oz

SWEET PEAS

BROCCOLI SPEARS 2

49c

Walnuts

PKGS

CANS

A&P OUR FINEST QUALITY

TOMATO JUICE

1 QT 14 OZ

2

65c

53c

nru
l*ry

a AC

2

CANS

CANS

67c

JUICE

2

CANS

pkg 23C

PRUNE JUICE

STARKIST TUNA
CHUNK STYLE, WHITE MEAT

J 02 CAN 35C

*1.85

4

A WEEK
after small
down payment

Q 15% OZCANS
O NOW FOR ONLY

ANN PAGE
PREPARED

AAlllr
Milk
ITIIIK

INSTANT
M 9.6OZCANS
WHITEHOUSE “ NOW FOR ONLY

Pea Soup
Spaghetti

DOLE'S

1 QT 14 OZ

JUST

BIF.
aj
12 OZCANS
Chopped BeefI VIWILSONS
’* NOW FOR ONLY
ANN PACE
1 A 8 OZ CANS
Beans
I A NOW FOR ONLY
WITH PORK

DEL MONE SLICED OR HALVES

PEACHES

JZL.

1 LB CELLO BAGS
NOW FOR ONLY

1 LB 4 OZ PKGS
ANN PAGE
ANN
PAGE
■» NOW FOR ONLY
WHITE, YELLOW HONEY SPICE or DEVIL'S FOOD

Spaghetti.
1 LB 1 OZ

Your
Choice

3V« OZ CANS
12 NOW
FOR ONLY

SSft

Cake Mix

THRIFT QUALITY

IONA PEAS

2

IN THE SHELL

Sardines

39
10 oz

1 LB CANS
NOW FOR ONLY
15% OZ CANS

1LB
PKGS » T

57c

and Meal Ballo

8M

Franco American

15OZ CANS
NOW FOR ONLY

15% OZCANS
NOW FOR ONLY

4| 2 LB PKGS
"9 NOW FOR ONLY
A&P Sauerkraut 6
Pancake Mix

GOID SEAL

EDUCATOR

South Thomaston, commander.
Women's Auxiliary chairman ia
Mrs. Ruth Thompson of Rockland.
President of the Auxiliary is Mra,
Helen Johnson of Rockland.

LARGE SIZE

2mz79c 2

PINEAPPLE

Holiday Assortment

Chairman of the drive for VFW
Post members is Henry Mills of

2<49

Egg Prices Reduced!

FISH STICKS

Barbecue Grill • ’ XT,2.89
DvAiIaV Aluminum,
Easy to Clean Reg. 89c
TQC
JTcUK Drulier
special This Week Only!
EA*<

Prien shown is this id guarantors thru Sat., Mar ?5 & effect,re in this community

Post and Auxiliary members.

*>OC

A&P's Big o Dollar Sale!

balU.89

GRASS SEED

CAP'N JOHN'S-JUST HEAT and SERVE

Plant Stand

Saturday under the direction of

Lady HARDWICK
Gas-and-Oil Range

A&P QUICK FROZEN

Jiapier

6 OZ CELLO
BAG

I

" PKGS ■ '

Libby's Corned Beef Hash

will hold its Buddy Poppy Day

standing sale . . • Come se*’

Chili Sauce

2 LB
JAR

Veterans ot

5 BAG™*
18 49c

A&P

SUNNYBROOK NATIVE GRADE A

Garden Relish

ANN PAGE SLICK
FOfrPICNICS

Huntley-Hill

FULL OF JUICE •*

Put your dollars to

CANS

*

The

Foreign Wars Post of Rockland

Cook like a chef with Gas!

VIGORO

10OZ All
ANN PAGE NICE and SPICY JAR &■

Salad Mustard

Pecan Meats

EXTRA FANCY HOT HOUSE

JAR

qllB4OZJQ<

ANN PAGE

Florida Oranges

LB

RED RIPE, SUGAR SWEET

COMPLETE PLANT FOOD

' '

QUART

REDUCED!

Tomato Soup TOMATO RICH FLAVOR
Ann Page Ketchup

Tomatoes

EARS

93c

7 C<

LONG AGED SHARP WHITE
(CUT FROM MAMMOTHS lb 6»c)

Cheddar

Watermelons

BAG

3 LB BAG 2.61

FOR

FANCY SOUTHERN, TENDER, COLDEN KERNELED

90
one

1 LB

Red Circle Coffee
Bokar Coffee

1 LB «OC
BAG

Cucumbers
Fresh Corn

Day Saturday

LEGAL NOTICE
NOTICE OF FORECLOSCBE
WHEREAS, Maurice H. Chad
wick and Goldie E. Chadwick of
Thomaston in the County of Knox
and State of Maine, by their mort
gage deed dated thc 18th day of
May, 1955, and recorded in the
Knox County Registry of Deeds,
Book 341, Page 160, conveyed to
The Thomaston National Bank, a
banking corporation duly chartered
and existing under the laws of the
United States of America and hav
ing its office and place of business
at Thomaston in said County of
SOUTH WALDOBORO
Knox, the following described real
estate, being a certain lot or par
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Girolix and cel of land with the buildings
family of Waterville spent the thereon, situate in said Thomaston,
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. and bounded and described as fol
lows. to wit:
Olemer Burns. They also called
Beginning at the Southerly side
on Mrs. Edna Dyer.
of Highway leading from Walker's
Mrs. Andrew Currie and grand Corner to South Warren, at the
son Robert James Currie, called Easterly line of land, now of late
of William L. Jordan; thence South
on Mr. and Mrs. Will Wallace Sun erly by said land, now or late of
day.
said Jordan, to the railroad; thence
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mathews Southeasterly by the railroad to
have moved from Oxford to the land now or late of Joseph Maxey;
thence Northerly by said land now
home of Mrs. Edna Dyer.
or late of said Maxey and land now
Mrs. Edna Dyer, Mrs. Waldron of late of Almira Peterson to said
Osler and iMrs. Nellie Wallace Highway; thence Westerly by said
was in Friendship Sunday night to Highway to the place of beginning.
Subject, however, to the right-ofhear the all-men choir from the way across the above described lot
Congregational Church in Bath.
from the Highway across the rail
road tracks to the land of Jordan,
as described in the deed of Wm.
LOUOVILLE
L. Jordan and Job Spear to Mel
Mr. and Mrs. James Hassell and vin A. Walter. Book 99. Page 393,
said Knox Registry.
son Billy of Portland were Sunday
Being the same premises con
visitors of the Kenneth Giffords on veyed to this grantor bv deed of
May 11 and John Prior came from Edith M. Carroll and Ralph A.
Portland with them and was a Hoffses dated March 3, 1950, and
guest of his parents here on that recorded in Knox Registry of
Deeds, Book 307, Page 522.
day.
AND WHEREAS, the condition
Tuesday afternoon four of our of said mortgage has been broken;
young ladies met and cleaned the
NOW THEREFORE, by reason
church.
1 of the breach of the condition
Mis. Nettie Carter has been ill. thereof, the said The Thomaston
Mr. and Mrs. Derrell Hysom and National Bank, by H. F. Dana,
Its Cashier, thereunto duly au
two grandsons of Portland were at
thorized, claims a foreclosure of
their summer home here this said mortgage.
weekend and John Prior was home
Dated this 20th day of May,
A. D. 1957.
from Windham with his parents.
The Thomaston National Bank,
James Cunningham of North
By H. F. DANA,
Newcastle was an overnight guest
Its Cashier.
of the Cecil Priors on Saturday.
62-Th-68

WHOLE

Pork Loins

VFW Buddy Poppy

2 ’BOTS
QT >**
57c
A

EXCELSIOR FROZ. STEAKS

Sandwi'h Beef

'««r43c

Buttered Beef

l“« 39c

SUNNY.
FIELD

MARASCHINO CHERRIES
LIBERTY
.OC 102 MAC

1 to

bot

bot

bot

4”

Stock
up and
Save!

See•••
how we built: a one

4 07

IT

For yon »’h<> w*nt ‘’“a'“this’'BnrtilA 5»

mmC

33

•<

level house for $5000
— a two level

house

Eve top burnero ’“h,,! »« set.
Thermot-Eye r p
temperature yo
ss ras&s®** cm"*

WF

.England'sNo. I tf-G*

for $6000: Actual
photos, cost details —
house study plans

PURE FRUIT FLAVORED

BUG-A-BOO

Moth Crystals
Closet Hangars »<«^49l

BABY FOODS
GERBER'S STRAINED

^AUOZJARS^p

PERSOHAL IVORY
SOFTER SMOOTHER COMPLEXION

4 CAKES 25C

available. R e a d the

ZA-REX SYRUPS
1 WNT MAKES PINT ajmC
A GALLON

BOT

W1

4|

4 OZ
CANS

aw » C

WW

A. C. McLOON & Co.

June issue of—

Woman’s
Day—7c

TIL 151*

ROCKLAND, ME.

Page Fourtem

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Coffin Comments

ences were those in the Vienna
refugee camps which we visited.
In one camp, which used to be a
military school (where the Rus Wi
sians had even torn out the elec FI
tric wiring), some 1000 refuget‘S
were being housed. The camp had
held up to 3000. Although it was
clean, and it was being well run
by the League of Red Cross So
cieties. there was little for the
people to do. About 50 had jobs
in Vienna. A few cents each day
for spending money was the al
lowance. And each room had to
be shared by several families. In
a clothing warehouse we were
shown a large stockpile of Ameri
can Navy surplus shoes which had
been sent over for relief purposes.
They were fine looking shoes, but
the Red Cross official who showed
them to us smiled ruefully as he
pointed out that they were too
small to have fitted any American
sailor, not to speak of the Hungari
an refugees who had walked many
miles to freedom.
But the greatest tragedy of these
camps was the pall of despair

On European
Committee Tour
Since my last newsletter I have
completed a study mission with
my Europe Subcommittee of the
House Foreign Affairs Committee.
Our Subcommittee of five made a
12-day trip during the Easter re
cess pf Congress. Our purposes
were to make an one-the-spot
check of the state of the western
alliance, the effectiveness of post
war reconstruction, the after ef
fects of the Hungarian Revolution,
and the possibility for gearing our
European policy so that a trend
of satellite nations away from the
Soviet orbit could be strengthened.
It was this Ia« objective that
caused the Russian news agency
Tass to label us as "notorious,”
even in advance of our arrival.
To make the trip as meaningful
as possible, our committee started
hearings in February, bringing
before us all U. S. officials whose
knowledge of European affairs
was thought helpful together with
officials and private citizens who
were competent to testiy about
the Hungarian refugee program.
From this experience we were
able to devise a battery of ques
tions which we used overseas. We
took with us a legislative stenog
rapher so that our record of hear
ings and conferences overseas
would not depend merely upon our
memory. We set up a tight sched
ule of over 15 major conferences,
or hearings, in France, Austria.
Germany and England. W’e talked
with over 200 officials, one fourth
of them being representatives of
European countries. These were
the subjects on which we gained
insights which could never be
found in official documents: Thp
present strength and weaknesses
of NATO; the effectiveness of our
intelligence system; the political
implications of German unifica
tion; the infinite byproducts of
the Hungarian Revolution; the
pros and cons of trade with Po
land; conditions within East Ger
many. Yugoslavia. Poland, Hun
gary. Czechoslovakia; the current
effectiveness of our diplomatic
service.

Etta Teel and sister, Edith Gil
more have arrived home, having
passed the winter in Florida.
Dandelion greens and smoked
fish are the first course. If the
sun shines the lunch will blossom
out at the head of Fields wharf.
Mi. and Sam Zwecker have ar
rived from New York at the Port
Clyde Packing Co. "Doug" is pa

PORT CLYDE

Camden Junior Prom Friday Evening

Capt. Earl Field, Sr. has had
his passenger boat at Boothbay
receiving facial treatments on the
Laura B. She is ready to make
her regular trips to Monhegan and
enjoy the beautiful scenery of the
islands. Take your heavy tweed
along, we are having frosts.

tiently waiting for the first sar
dine to show his twinkling eye.
Capt. Perry at the market has his
watchful eye on the fishing boats.
Mr. and Mrs. Sisson are living
at their new home at Hupper’s
Point.
Keep Maine Green. Prevent for
est fires from getting a start.

Gst a jsfe far
this giant killer ?
■Here's proof of the reserve strength in GMC’s 370
that pays off in any operation.

that hangs over them because of

the news that the United States
has closed the gate to further im

migration. There, in the bare quar
ters of the camp, this band of peo
ple who seek only the chance to
live in the air of a free country
exist day by day, while their
dreams slip away.

Sam Jones, right, general chairman of the Camden High School Junior Prom committees, issues a
-eminder to the several committee chairmen that th • big date is near. The aemi-formal dance will he
held in the school gym Friday evening with dancing to the music of Gordon Howe's Orchestra from 8.30
to 12 o'eloek. A huge crowd is expected to attend thc big student social event. < hairrnen shown with
Jones are, front row. left to right: Ellen Cooper, furi'tnre, and Ruth Young, publicity. Back, left to right:
Jean Garland, decorations; Robert Libby, tickets; and Dick Nash, refreshments.

Here and in the second camp
we visited, containing 450 young
people, there is not only despair
but wonderment at our policy.
They appreciate the fact that we
have taken over 30 000 refugees,
but know that, in terms oi our
population, we are 16th from the
top in the number of refugees re
settled.
They ask the question:
Why did you take these who were
the first to flee the fighting and
won’t take those of us who stayed
and fought?
The danger to us lies in what
would be a tremendous psycho
logical victory for the Soviets if
these refugees at long last de
spaired and returned to Hungary.
The Soviets could then say that
the free world had turned its back.
All that is asked by anyone is
that the United States open its
doors to a few thousand more refu
gees. If this could be done, Aus
Hungarian Refugees
Perhaps the most vivid experi- tria, Canada, and other countries
could absorb all the rest of the
remaining 36.000 refugees.
In
short, we have done a tremendous
RUBBER STAMPS
job. It can be easily completed
All Types and Sizes
to our eternal credit; or it can be
ON ORDER AT
left undone, leaving a shadow
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
that would wipe out the memory of
the good that we have done.

Searsmont
HRS. ELINOR MacKENZIE
Corresponden’
Tel. Liberty 6-3132

Mr. and Mra. Alexander Keene.
Jr., of Medfield, Mass., recently
spent a few days’ vacation with
Mr. Keene's parents.
Victor Grange Sewing Circle will
meet with Mrs. Hilda Hill on Fri
day evening to plan for a sale. It
is hoped for a good attendance.
The regular meeting of Victor
Grange, No. 246. was held on
Thursday evening, May 16. with a
good attendance.
An invitation
was read at this meeting to attend
open house at Georges Valley
Grange in Appleton on May 21.
Plans were discussed for a public
dairy supper and sale to be held
on June 27. The nickle march was
won by Sister Avis Sprowl.
Virginia Sprowl of the Ghent 4-H
Club won first place In the Waldo
County Dress Review at Belfast
on Friday evening. May 17, and is
to represent Waldo County in the
State Contest. A blue ribbon was
presented to Roberta Robbins and
red ribbons to Lois Cross. Phyllis
Marriner and Rachel Mitchell all
of this club. Participation ribbons
were presented to Mary Cushman
and Gwen Callahan for making
drawstring bags, also Lenora
Hammond for making an apron.
Penelope Bartlett of Over-thetop 4-H Club was given a red rib
bon in the Waldo County Dress
Rev ew.
Weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Robbins were Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Shepardson and daugh

"It costs so little — to own a quality diamond'1
from DAY'S

ter. Judy, of Foxboro. Mass.
Mrs. Florence Sprowl and Mrs.
Jennie Pearse took the fifth grade
class of Mrs. Harleth Davis of the
Village School to Augusta on Sat
urday, May 18. They visited the
State House, new office building,
the airport and the Blaine Man
sion and then went on a shopping
trip. A nice time was enjoyed by
all who went on the trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell B. Knight
left Thursday, May 16. to attend
the graduation of thPir son I.C.3
Daniel Knight at Naval Academy
Preparatory School in Bainbridge,
Md. They returned home on Sat
urday, May 18. Daniel Knight,
I.C.3 is to enter Naval Academy
at Annapolis on June 30.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McGray
and children and Mrs. Alfred
Shute, all of Belfast were Sunday
callers of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Plaisted.
Donald Plaisted of Augusta visit
ed his mother, Mrs. Abbie Plaisted
on Sunday, May 19.
Saturday callers of Mr. and
Mrs. Sidney Harriman were Mrs.
Angie Kimball and Priscilla Col
lins of Ow’ls Head and Sunday call-1
ers of Mrs. Harriman were Dwight
Collins and son Russell of Union.

DUTCH NECK
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Winchenhaoh. Sr., returned recently from
Holyoke. Mass., where they visit
ed their daughters, Mrs. Stanley
Tarka and Mrs. John Hyjek and
their families.

Mrs. Vernon Day returned home
from Knox Hospital in Rockland
on Tuesday after being a patient
there for the past two days.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Winchen
bach and children Janet and Gary
of Friendship were recent Sunday
callers at the home of his parents
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Winchenbach.
Mrs. Eiroy Gross of Waldoboro
was also a recent caller at the
Winchenbach home.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Chase and
daughter Leita were Portland
visitors on Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Thompson
and Miss Eva Cogan of Rockland
were Sunday s-upper guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Everett Winchenbach.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Winchen
bach. Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Myron
Chase and Mr. and Mrs. W. K.
Winchenbach were in Friendship
recently where they attended fu
neral services for Mrs. Mattle
Simmons.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Gross of
I Auburn spent Sunday with Mr.
| Gross' mother, Mrs. Mary Gross.

Maine is the largest shipper of
j potatoes to Boston, followed by
New York State, California, Flor
ida. Idaho, and Massachusetts in
that order. This is pretty much
the same picture for other New
England markets.

eep

D

in the pine woods, this 2%-toi.

GMC, with locally added trailing

axle, wades into a pile of forest giants,

using its power take-off to flip 1,000pound logs onto its back. In ten minutes
it has a staggering load-and practically

no road to haul it over.
You may never need to subject your

trucks to such grueling service, but
experience like this is your assurance of

stamina and reserve strength far beyond

HUB-DEEP RUTS, soft ground, down and up
ravines, it totes a Herculean payload
day in and day out in the timberlands
of North Carolina. Five trips a day, six
days a week the year around—and it
stays a stranger to the repair shop!

normal requirements.
And the GMC 370 can be yours for /n/n-

dreds of dollars less than comparable
competitive trucks. Just check with your
GMC dealer.
Illustrated:
GMC 370 rated 19,500 GVW-22,000 with

fiMP money-

ulvlb MAKERS
From 1/2-ton to 45 tons. Gasoline and Diesel

optional
H.D. front axle. 206-hp V8 or 140-hp Six.

TAXES, and more TAXES Will Come
Out Of Augusta, By July 1st
looks like they would be in session that long, doing nothing as usual, but figuring

how to get more taxes.
tell us how.

The State Department can find some way to spend it, or at least

Those big boys in Augusta are smart on taxation, but they really have noth

ing else to do.
Read The

Courier-Gazette
My business as you know is Appliances and about everything I sell is loaded with

more taxes, mostly concealed, but my prices do not bear that label.

Do You Need A New Stove Of Any Kind
A New Refrigerator, New Washing Mach.
I have BOTH WRINGER TYPE ond AUTCM AT! TS, A New YOUNGSTOWN SINK, a New BREAK
FAST SET, BATHROOM SET, Pipe and Fittings.' I Have Some REAL BARGAINS in the

Crosley 30” Electric Ranges™"»™"H$189.’5
on a quart of DuPont

z

r

You Can't Beat This Cne In Maine

\Ocfo^M

HAVE ABOUT 20
1956 FI LLY Al TOMATIC DEFROST

MOTOR DRIVEN POWER

ENAMEL

REFRIGERATORS

LAWN MOWERS

Will Sell At About Cost

HAVE BOTH TYPES, REEL AND ROTORS

ALL SIZES

Fairbanks-Morse, Motor Mower, Duo Therm

i *

»*
i

I

-

Extra-tough finish resists hard knocks, smudging, grease,

5

stains ... perfect for bathrooms, kitchens, walls, woodwork—furniture, indoors
or out... easy to use ... covers most surfaces in one quick coat... dries fast

FREEZERS

.. . washes like a china dish . . . dozens of beauty-planned colors .. . spar
kling Gloss and satiny Semi-Gloss.
VAIUACLE CERTIFICATB

'

kv

62&71

o»»«» uriBCt

SOLO VERY REASONABLE

We Sell
R.C.A. - PHILCO - CROSLEY

A NEW

WE INSTALL AND SERVICE SAME

GLENWOOD STOVE

You can see we handle Standard Lines. I
have the entire Sunbeam Lines, as wed as
Hamilton Beach, and every other one that
is any good. A visit to Washington will
convince you.

ENTITLES YOU TO

1 SHE flmnro swe |

When you ask for a

ON A QUART OF OU FONT OUCO CNAMKL

“Beneficial”

Take this certificate to your Du Pont Pa-nt
Dea' r. and get a quart c
the regular price. Only one t

LIKES tO
say “YES!”

I

Gan and Oil or Electric and Oil Would Dress V'p
Yonr Kitchen Thin Spring.

I HAVE WOOD COMBINATIONS ALSO.

Beneficial makes get

UP TO *2500

ting a Ioan a friendly
matter. For prompt
cash, phone for 1-visit
service ... or come in.

H. H. CRIE & COMPANY
PLUMBING - HEATING - ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

Loans $25 to $2500 — plus life insurance at no extra cost
356 MAIN STREET, 2nd Fl., ROCKLAND

TEL.
2 0 5

FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLt'G. . Phone: 1133
OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIL NOON
loom mode ro residents ef all surrounding towns • leans else mode by mail

328 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND

MAINE

TEL.
2 0 a
56-Th-65

...
FINANCE CO.
I

sittir

AGWy pxAKpOAe.

things foi better living

TELEVISION

HAVE A LARGE ,STO< K OF THESE

-ZJSZ3Z

,■

. .. t«*ou&rt cHfMisrsr

My Prices Are Low Compared to the cities, My Finance is The National Shawmut Bank af
Boston. We have always mainted our Slogan: LOW PRICES, SERVICE, FREE DELIVERY and
ENTIRE SATISFACTION on all purchases.

HAROLD B. KALER
TEL 25

OPEN DAYS, NIGHTS AND SUNDAYS

WASHINGTON, ML

Tuesday-Thursdoy-Saturdoy
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WHIR T6YaVE

WHEN YOU SHOP FOR FOOD

YOU SHOP FOR FOOD

IS CA$T. 7

Fage Fifteen

Senator Smith's

Emperial LeEaron Hardtop Introduced

Monthly Report

You Don’t Have to
Show Me, Betty. .We Always
Get More for our Money at
First Hationall

4

r

,

1

s

>"

Mane fan Ijaun-Maney Meat Valu&Ll
FRESH—NATIVE GROWN

DUCKS
SHOULDERS

LB

More Delicate Meat

Fresh Halibut

SMOKED
LB

LEAN, MEATY, FLAVORFUL

LB

One ot Nature's Most Tasty Sea Foods

Textile Bill
Since last reporting to you I
went before the Senate Agricul
ture Committee and made a per
sonal plea for action by that com
mittee on my bill S. 314 to aid the
textile industry and workers. One
textile industry leader has made
a vigorous appeal for the enact
ment of my bill and has said that
it is the only hope for preventing
the closing of some mills in Maine
and preventing Maine textile work
ers from losing their jobs.

Mane fan fyeu/i.-Matvey-Specials!

POTATO CHIPS
GRAHAMS

5>/sOZ

PKC
1 LB

1

NABISCO — Plain or Honey

PKCS

Bartlett Halves in

FINAST PEARS
RICHMOND PEARS
SWANEE
APPLES
EDUCATOR
TOMATOES
finast-f..,, ww.
PEACHES

1 LB 13 OZ

Heavy Syrup

CAN

Bartlett Halves in

1LB

CANS

&

Pv

BATHROOM TISSUE —2c Off Sale

REC

R0LLS
1 LB 4 OZ

COMSTOCK — Sliced for Pies

CANS

fa

COOKIES — Holiday Assortment
1 LB 3 OZ
CANS

1 LB 13 OZ

FINAST Cling — Halves or Sliced in Syrup

PEACHES

CANS

1 LB ,3 OZ

RICHMOND Cling — Halves or Sliced in Syrup

CANS

Mane fan fyaun-Matvey-StvyS.!

/J ^emplitvy ^u/aSame!

Finast —

DATE & NUT

Mayonnaise
Fancy Japanese

LOAF

Our Jean Carol Moist Leaf I- Extra Deliciou*
Served With KRAFT PHILADELPHIA

CRBAM CHEESE

8pk°gz

Lemon Pie

JOAN CAROL

Gdd Ccke

JOAN CAROL

EACH

1

1 f\C
1>

BOT

•^ortl

1 LB
CANS

Dog Food

43

Richmond—Whole Unpeeled

33
L3 2 OZ Y ZC
LOAF
|O

1 LB. 13 OZ.
CAN

Apricots

f/y fZe Z7ff£ on Memorial Day!

'Ifo^-PvaJlMCA PmfA.!

Mom

I PT 8 OZ

Welch's

EACH

BETTY ALHEN
Regular or Thin Sliced

White Bread

OZ

CAN

Grape Juice

39c

1 LB 2 OZ
loaf

Cracked Wheat Bread

6'/2

Geisha Crab

EA

3'x5‘ Size, Sewn Stripes

ORANGES
ornio Juicy — Fresh Flavor. Rich
itamin C. Can be used in Cokes,
Is and Fruit Cups.

Weatherproof
6' Staff

I

W3H

tjf-d

Wall Bracket

BAC ^3? JF

9' White Lanyard
COMPLETE SET

TOMATOES
Red Ripe Beauties.
Also Full of Vitamin C.

EVERY HOME SHOULD HAVE ONE!

Wa/un 'li/eailteA Qcw&uie.!

C

CELLO

PKG

ZA-REX

CUCUMBERS
2- 23‘

Fruit Flavored

Syrups

Crisp and Crunchy
For Salads, Slicing,
or Pickles.

8 DELICIOUS
FLAVORS

Jc/e finfe this Saturday, May 25th

FULL
1 PINT
JUC

4< OZ

CANS

•>..TILL
i is-u TIME
■ imt TO
■ -.TART lOuR SET

ORANGE JUICE

MELMAC

BREAK RESISTANT

DINNERWARE

This Is Another Typical First National Stores
Money Saving Value.

"YOR" GARDEN

These Completer Pieces on Sale this Week!

FRESH FROZEN

Here's the biggest
value on Orange Juice
we have ever offered.
Stock your frozen food
compartment now.

_

2 LB

I

_

6 OZ
CAN
12 OZ CAN 19c

m »C !

Send in Brill Label, Get 25c Refund

Borax Powder «» 35 Bri|,/S *£*** 2 &£ 39'
8 OZ
CANS

Boraxo
Codfish Cokes

Beardsley

10’/,
/, OZ
CANS

2

25 I Ik I
DOle
nwC •

37

Tuna

FRUIT
COCKTAIL

ILBMOZ
UBUOZnaC
CAN

PLATTER or STEAK
PLATE

THREE-COMPART
MENT PLATE

39

STAR KIST ft 6’/, OZ »ftC
Chunk Styl.
CANS

2

C7

Sunshine

Spanish Rice

Menner's

15 OZ
CAN

19c Cheez-lt

29c

Prices Effective at First National Super Markets io This Vicinity

FIRST

We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities.

NATIONAL

Now that the Easter recess is
past, the drive on enactment of the
major bills before the Senate is on
in earnest. Most of this drive, at
least for May, will be concentrated
on the appropriated bills. That, in
short, means the battle over the,
budget. It means many days and
hours of very bitter debate over
whether or not to cut the budget.
Recess Work
I stayed in Washington at my
desk on official Senate business
during the recess and did not leave
Washington as most of my col
leagues did. The work was still
heavy and the days crowded even
without the Senate being in ses
sion.
On April 26 on the morning news
program of CB3-TV the short
film story of one of my typical
work days was carried nationally
on most CBS stations Apparent
ly Maine CBS stations did not
1 carry that program although I
have received letters from all
over the country from people who
did see it.

Dad's confidence in First National is understandable.
First National has earned such trust over years of con
stantly providing the finest foods at lowest possib'e
prices.

Young Plump Ducklings—Which Produces

To Mcine People

STORES

Aid To Depressed Area*
It is hoped that the Douglas Bill
to help depressed areas will be
passed so as to help those textile
areas which are in economic diffi
culty. Despite the fact that I was
asked not to co-sponsor it because
it is a Democratic Bill that is
more liberal than the Republican
Administration sponsored bill, I
still co-sponsored it as I did last
year because I don’t want to play
politics on something so serious
as depressed areas. Recently I in
troduced and presented a Chamber
i of Commerce delegation from San! ford to the Douglas Subcommiti tee at its hearings on this bill. Last
year I was the very first witness
before the committee on this leg
islation.

-•T.-B-.-'a « •»

"WVn.’

This

four-iloor

Southampton iraiths. The Imperial Le”aron hardtop features

broadc’aJi

so-i’-color

is now LiJig shipped to dealers all over the
country. The 1857 Imperial is America's fastestgaining automobile in terms of sales, having broken

eicinc, horizontal dual headlights and the longest
Ii i of s ail a; -equipment features of any Chrysler
Co-pora!iou car. It is atailable in a choice of

all sales records in its history for four consecutive

21 solid colors.

BARREN
MISS DORIS HYLER
Correspondent
elephone CRestwood 4-2421 office
“lophone CRestwood 4-2038 home
The Boy Scout Troop will have
a cook out Saturday night, leaving

the club room at 4.33 p m. There
will be a fishing contest, with a

prize for the biggest fish caught.

The Scouts are selling name pads
fo earn money for tenting equip

As a community project

ment.

this spring, under supervision of
Scoutmaster Mi’.ton Wooster and
Assistant

Scoutmaster

Norman

Peabody, the Scouts are cleaning
up the cemetery at what used to
be the colored settlement. Th’s
cemetery has been neglected for
•-••'veral years and is a worthwhile
task for the Scouts.
Last year
the Scouts did a line job at the
Riverview Cemetery. Scoutmas
ter Woos.er is on flag duty this
wee k.
Mrs. Mildred Berry, Commu
nity Concert chairman, is work
ing this svek. on the ticket sub
scription list.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Theriau t
of Waterville are visitors of her
sister and hu band, Mr. and Mrs.

Visiting High Schools
The most pleasant thing that
has happened to me in this past
month since I last reported to you
has been the visits to my office of
so many Maine high school senior
class groups. It Seems to me that
I have had more schools and stu
dents visit me than any year be
fore. So far this year I have been
viaited by about 40 schools and
1000 students from all sections of
Maine.
They give me a mental lift be
cause of their fine appearance,
their keen minds, their positive
thinking and their sense of re
sponsibility. I have never seen
finer greups of which I was more
proud. Their visits remind me of
the visit I made to Washington
years ago when my Skowhegan
High School Senior group made
the trip to Wa’^^on. W’hat a
thrill that waa to me.
Today the students are getting
even more out of their visits than
I did when I was a student. When
I look at them and hear their ques
tions and observations they give
me deep confidence that the fu-'
ture of our country is in good
hands, hearts and heads.

Piscataquis County.

I.pBaron

interior,

325

horsepower

Lewis Wine a paw.

Quxidy
The action of the House of Rep
resentatives in making a one-third
cut in funds for the Quoddy Sur
vey in the coming year was quite
a shock. While historically fav
orable action on the Quoddy Sur
vey has always come initially in
the Senate, this time it is going
to be extremely difficult, if at
all possible after the House ac
tion, to get the Senate to restore
the full funds. For example, the
other day when I was urging in
committee that the full funds be
restored, one of the members said
to me, “Margaret, how can you
expect us to restore the full funds
when no one in the House during
the debate and voting on the
Quoddy item this year made any
effort to -get the full amount or to
increase the amount set by the
House
Appropriations Commit
tee?”
I
Small Boat Owners
{ In the desire of helping the small
' boat owners of Maine against too
' restrictive regulations, last month
I introduced a bill calling for a de
lay in the final promulgation of
regulations so as to give some pro
tection to these fine people of
Maine. Hearings on my bill will
be held this month and they will
have a good opportunity to pre
sent their case at that time.

Heading the Women's Division
of the Maine Extension is Mrs.
Gladys Grant of BUvw’i UiUs,

Imperial

hardtop, introduced as a result of pullic demand,

’31
IF

Marshall, chaplain, and
Mrs.
Miss Earlene Sayward of Ro k- Marie, assistant guide of E. A.
Auxiliary, who
were
land was Saturday guest of Mr. Starrett
guest officers, and Mrs. Lu el la
and Mrs. Lewis Winca; aw.
Mrs. Hattie Burrell and chi!- . Crockett and Mrs. Nany Benner.
dren. Fred and Madeleine, of! The Field and Garden Club
Reading. Mass., on a visit at her ; which was to have met Thursday
brother's, Maurice Borneman in J afternoon is postponed. There will
Waldoboro, were callers at Mr. I be no meeting until the June meet
and Mrs. George Martin’s Satur ing.
There will be a rehearsal of
day.
Eastern Star officers Friday night
The Georges Valley 4-H Boys
at 7.30.
will meet with their leader. Mrs.
George Martin. Tuesday evening
May 28.
The Student Council banquet
will be held Friday at the Mont
gomery Rooms.
Baccal mreate
Service will be held June 2 at th'
Second Congregational Church,
with Rev. Curtis C. Busby deliver
ing th? sermon. Graduation exer
cises will take place at the Bap
tist Church at 8 n. m.. Jne 7,
followed by the Graduation Bill
at Glover Hall, with the Hawalinaires, from 10 p. m. to 1 a. m.

Friendship

HELEN FALES
Correspondent
Tel. TEmple 2-9954
Mrs. Everett E. Pender is a pa
tient at Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Carrie Lawry has returned
home from Knox Hospital.

Mrs. Edith Wilder has moved to
her summer home, Davis Point for
the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Gowell of
Pau! Tirri. employed in C.eve- South Portland spent the weekend
land, Ohio. Is spending h;s vaca at their cottage. Timber Point.
tion with his parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Tirri.
Attending Gut-et Officers' Night
at Anderson Auxiliary in Rock
SEA HORSES
*r lor DEPENOa....i.v
iand Saturday night w re Mis.
Bernice Hatch. Mis Franc. = Gist
and Mrs. Ruth Foley, officers rf BITLER CAR & HOME SUPPLY
that Auxiliary, and Mrs. Minetva
ROtKLAND

YOU CAN

Johnson

AFFORD TO

REN!

PAY

ncni...

!

YOU CAN OWN THIS NOME

47 Other Beautiful
Homes To Choose

v~Y,

£

The TROY
INTRODUCING GROSSMAN'S
NEWEST 3 BEDROOM RANCH
YES, it’s unbelievable . . . but true . . . start owning your
wn home for less than what you now pay for rent. Only
Grossman's amazing Home Ownership Plan makes it pos
sible for you to choose the home of your dreams with NO
Money Down and Easy Rent-Like Payments. More than
TOCO homeowners throughout New England arr grateful for
this exclusive plan. Act today . . . learn how easily you can
become a proud homeowner.
' t

0

fa?

'

'•

• •>

MONEY

DOWN

START TODAY AKD BE IN YOUR OWN HOME THIS SUMMER ...
Don't delay happiness!

started right away.

Your local representative can get you

And sooner than you think, you'll be living

and loving your brand new home.

A< T 'ftp

s-nd For FK'T. Book Today

____ ____

____ ___

. ..I
130 GRANITE ST.. QUINCY, MASS.
|Gentlemen: Pleaw send me yoor IIInMrated book of homed. I enclave
25c to cover the coat of handling and mulling.

k

SAME

....

|ADDRESS

.CITY _.......
I OW N A LOT OF L AND

. STATE

YES (

)

NO (

GROSSMAN co”" HOMES
71 Elm Street

THE GROSSMAN HOME
IS COMPLETE IN
EVERY DETAIL

* All Plumbing
* Keating System
* Electrical System
* Western Lumber
* Roofing
* Doon and Windows
* Oak Flooring
* Hardware
* Insulation
* Walls and

Contact Your Local Representative:

MANY OTHER

CLIFFORD TAYLCR

QUALITY FEATURES

Tel. CEdar 6-2327

Camden, Maine

—i i

—
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COMMERCIAL FISHERIES OF

NATION RESULT IN BILLION
DOLLAR TRADE AT RETAIL LEVEL
According to thc Fi-h and Wild- j The per pound average price of
Kfe Service Fishery Leaflet 383 ,he catch dropped below the seven
.
. cent mark for the first t me since
just released bv the Department
1945. The 1626 avernge was 6.98
of the Interior.
|
pPr pOuncj compared with
In 1956 approximately 150.000 ,hp record of 817 CPnts in 1951.
commercial fishermen, working This declint Ls due largely to the
with approximately 60.CC9 boats j,ig industrial catch which ccmof various sizes, produced prise<J a grpafpr portion of the
5.200.000.030 pounds of fLh which, catch than ever before,
was valued
(before expenses
Thp leading fifh in p0Unds prowere deducted) at — $323.0.3,020 ducpd jn 1656 with 1635 figures
at the boatside; $512 CiOCCO at the in parentheses were: menhaden
processor level; $865,030,033 to the (industrial
fish) — 2.C87.236.C30
wholesaler; $1,123,030,020 to the 11.£67,783.030); salmon— 311,000,retailer.
000 1239.833,003); tuna— 327.179.C00
In addition, the commercial I269.499.CCC); sea herring-—£43.fishing industry was r> ponsible 472.030 (i33.032.C33); shrimp —
for the employment of an estima- 220.030,003 (211.335.003); haddock
ted 300,000 workers in allied in 121.982.C09 (l.'.5,C.25,C33), and At
dustry such as gear manufacture, lantic Ocean
perch—151.C38.009
malting
processing
machinery (136,939,003).
and boat construction.
San Pedro. California, retained
The
employment of
101.CC3 its leadership as a landing port
shore workers in 4.C21 shore with 332,924,030 pounds of princi
establishments
including
pro pally tuna. Pacific sardines -and
cessing plants and some whole mackerel landed. L wes, Dela
sale units, but not retailers.
ware, was second with 351.065.C90
The employment of 3.053 work pounds, all of which was menhaers using 1,350 boats to transport dpn
Gloucester, Mass.,
was
fish from area of capture to hand- third with 250.038,033 pounds of
ling and processing plants.
ocean perch, whiting and menhaThe consuming public’s response 1 deg. Then came Beaufort-More-

We have the dreamy type who
may become an inventor or a
scientist. Thomas A. Edison was
called a dunce in school and left
after six weeks. Did you ever pull,
on your light at night and say,
“Thank you, Dunce.”

ROCKPORT
MRS. HERBERT CROCKETT
Correspondent
Telephone CEdar 6-3592
The Trvtohe'.p Club met Monday
evening at thc home of Mrs. Abbie
Sylvester. It was reported that a
baby quilt had been sold, and
work was started on another one.
Also greetings were received from
Mrs. Florence Knight of thr Mae
Murray Nursing Home. Refresh
ments of pickles, sandwiches, cake
and tea was served by the hostess.
The club will meet next Monday
with Miss Edith Wall.

Jimmy Graffam spent the week
end with his aunt and uncle. Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Graffam and
family in Bath.
Sunday guests of Mrs. Etta
Thurston were Miss Mildred Rob
inson, Mrs. Ellery Fenderson of
Portland and Vernley Grey.
Weekend callers of Mrs. Emma
Torrey were Mrs. Helena Howe of
No. Deer Isle, Mrs. Betty Pitts of
Stonington, and Mr. and Mrs.
Cecil Hardy of North Deer Isle.
Mr. and Mrs. Thurlow Pitts of
Stonington were Sunday callers of
Mrs. Lillian Keller, Union street.
The Hook Rug Club will have an
all day session Wednesday at
Crawford Lake, with Mis. Vian
Lord as hostess. All members are
to this activity was to eat an aver- j head City, N. C„ with 2C2,335,000
age of 10.1 pounds (edible weight) j pounds of shrimp, spot and men- to take their own lunch.
Guests Saturday of Rev. and
of fish per person during the year; haden. San Pedro landings led
Mrs. C. W. Small were their
of this 5.7 pounds were fresh the field in value with $29,030,000.
nephew. Robert Hall and his fiance
frozen fish, 3 8 pounds were gan Diego was next with $18,788.from Gardiner.
the canned product and .6 cf a ) 0C0 and New Bedford. Mass.,
Sunday callers of Mr. and Mrs.
pound was cured.
In 1955 the third with $12.337.CC0. The value
Louis Cash were Mr. and Mrs.
consumption was 10.2 per capita of the catch landed at Lewes,
Fishery Leaflet 32-3 also points 1 Beaufort-Morehead City, Reed- Leslie Whitcomb of Searsport, Mr.
and Mrs. Woodie Kelley of Belfast
out that it would take $11,781,- viile, Viiginia, and Cameron anj
and Mr. and Mrs. Richard Kelley
350,000 invested at four per cent Empire, Louisiana, was not avai
and daughter Cathy Ann of Rock
interest to maintain
earnings lable.
land.
comparable with the net earnings
The canned pack for 1638 was
Charles Cavanaugh spent the
of the fishing industry in 1926.
12 per cent above thut of 1955, due
weekend at his home on West
While the total 1956 catch set primarily to increases in tuna,
street. When he returned Sunday
an all-time record, thc record- Alaska sa'mon, Maine sardines
to Augusta he was accompanied
shattering portion of it was in in- and Pacific Coast mackerel. The
by Mrs. Frederick Cavanaugh and
dustrial fish, with menhaden pro- tuna pack of 230.000,000 pounds daughter Marie and his wife. Mrs.
duction setting the pace. The in set a new record, beating the
Louise Cavanaugh, who returned
dustrial catch, which is largely market in 1955 by 33,000.000
later that day.
converted into oil and meal, pounds. There was an increase
Miss Joyce Dennison spent the
totaled 2,403,003,000 pounds, 300,- in the amount of crabmeat can weekend as guest of Mr. and Mrs.
000,900 pounds above the previous ned but a decline in the canning Arvo Salo of Owls Head.
record set in 1955.
[ of oysters.
Mrs. Emma Hawes was a SunThe catch of edible fish was
There were 533 establishments daj- guest of Mr. and Mrs. Carle
2,800,000,000 pounds which is con engaged in canning fish and by ton Wood of Camden.
siderably below the record 3,371,- products. The Pacific Coast led
The Fly Up Girls will meet Fri
000,000 harvested in 1650.
The with 147 plants; Alaska was sec- day evening at the home of their
total value of the catch, including ond with 1C4; the South Atlantic leader, Mrs. Mildred Roberts.
both industrial and food fish, was and Gulf were third with 100;
Mr. and Mrs. William Fogler of
$363,000,000 or $4,020,000 below the New Eng'and next with 74; then Saco spent the weekend at their
high mark set in 1K48.
the Middle Atlantic States with home on Russell avenue.
59, thc Chesapeake Bay area with
The Methodist Church Choir met
33, and the Lake States with 22. Monday evening at the home of the
Puerto Rico, Hawii and American choir director. Mrs. Amy Miller.
Samoa each had one.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Crockett
and daughter Joyce spent Sunday
as guest of Mr. and Mrs. Langdon
NORTH WALDOBORO
Don’t forget the supper at the Crockett of South Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Desy
little Red Schoolhouse, North Wal
and son spent Sunday as guests of
doboro. Saturday night. May 25.
Mr. and Mrs. John Cavanaugh and
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Winoheninfant daughter of Dow Air Force
bach of Thomaston and Mrs.
Base. Bangor.
Marga Bellebcn of Portland were
Master Stevie Miller, son of Mr.
STUDLEY
dinner guests on Sunday of Mr.
and Mrs. Maurice Miller of Rock
Mrs. Charlie Kroohs.
land and grandson of Mr. and
HARDWARE CO. andMrs.
Ann Nye and daughter
Mrs. James Miller will be a ton
THOMASTON
Harriet of Augusta were dinner
sillectomy patient this Sunday,
54-EOT-64
guests on Thursday of Maude
May 28, at the Thayer Hospital in
Mank.
Waterville.
Homer Carroll of Boston re
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Phillips
turned home Sunday where he has
and family visited recently with
had employment at Boston Uni
E. G.
his uncle. John Julies at Togus.
versity.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Richards.
Winchenbaugh
Church Notirn
1 and Richie Sims were guests Sun
Rev. LeRoy Curtis, pastor of the day of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Graf
179 SOUTH MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
Methodist Church will preach his fam and family of Bath.
farewell sermon at 10.30 Sunday
Miss Grace Wellman of Camden
NEW ANO USED CARS
morning, May 26. Rev. and Mrs. was a recent caller of Mrs. Bertha
TEL. 1334-R
Curtis and daughter Lois Anne will Bartlett. Beech street.
56-Th-tf
leave May 29 for Ohio,
Louis Cash returned to his work
Monday after being ill for the past
three weeks.
COMPLETE LINE OF
FLOORS and FLOOR COVERING ♦ Donald Compton of Portland was
weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Rugs — Wall-to-Wall Carpeting
Harry Compton, Jr.
Weekend guests of Miss Mildred
CHURCH WALL TILE
Robinson
were Mr. and Mrs. El
DRAPES - TAPESTRIES - CURTAINS
lery Fenderson of Portland.
WINDOW SHADES - VENETIAN BLINDS
Mr. and Mrs. Arvo Salo of Owls
Measured — Made — Installed To Fit
Head were recent dinner guests of
SAMPLES SHOWN IN YOUB HOME
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Dennison.
Mrs. Helen Gregory of Glen Cove
(Formerly Wotton’s)
was dinner guest Sunday of Miss
230 PARK STREET
TEL. 275
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Etta Cain. Also callers at the
38-EOth-tf
Cain home were Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Cain of Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Grover of
Rockland were guests Sunday of
*
Mrs. Bertha Bartlett. They were
A CURE FOR
accompanied by Mrs. Lillian Hol■*

EPPS’

SPRING

There is the mathematical mind
and it is so easy for them to do
number work and probit ms. They
glory in it but when it comes to
some other subject,
what a
struggle?
The artistic temperament is in
teresting. They love music, etc.,
but when the other lessons come
they act absolutely dumbfounded.
They would exhaust the patience
of any teacher.
“GRANDMA'S PANTRY" exhibit In California
shows typical amounts and Items of food which
might make up a meal for families ranging from
two to eight. Food In the “Pantry" would be
used—just as in bygone days—to provide a re
ton of Tucson. Ariz. Later they
motored to Appleton Ridge and
visited Bert Whitney and family, i
Mrs. Sadie Grey celebrated her
birthday Sunday at her home on
Pleasant street. She was relnembered with many cards and gifts
from her family and frictjds. Also
a telephone call from her grand
daughter. Catherine Dow of Maple
ton. In the evening callers were
Mrs. Katherine Roberson, and
Mrs. Anna Blanchard of Camden.
The Methodist Church will omit
their church services this Sunday,
May 26. because Rev. David Hickland is attending a conference in
Waterville.
The W.S.C.S. will meet tonight
at the Methodist Church. All mem
bers are to come and help clean
the building in preparation for
baccalaureate services which will
be held this year at the Methodist
Church.
Refreshments will be
served by Mrs. Barbara Wood
ward. Mrs. Blanche Wentworth
and Mrs. Muriel Welt.
Rev. Ives of Gardiner organized
the sub-district Youth Fellowship
at the Rockport Methodist Church
recently. At 6 o'clock lunch was
served and at 7 devotional services
were led by the Rockport group.
This was followed by the election
of officers. President, Maynard
Graffam, Jr., Rockport;
vice
president, Florence Chapin, Cam
den; secretary, Debbie Hanna,
Rockport; treasurer, Linda Mountfort, Rockland; publicity chair
man, Kenneth Curtis, Searsport;
Christian Faith, Shirley Pattershall, Belfast; Christian Witness,
Judy Payson, Union; Christian Out
Reach, Jean Castle, Searsport;
Christian Citizenship, Dawn Tripp,
North Searsport; Christian Fellow
ship, Verlesta Hills, Belfast. Thc
next meeting will be held in the
latter part of June in Rockland.
Mrs. Caroline Barrows Honored
A surprise stork shower was
tendered Mrs. Caroline Barrows
recently at the home of Mrs. Una
Ames with Mrs. Mildred Roberts
as co-hostess. The gifts were ar
ranged in a doll carriage. The re
freshments were served buffet
style with a centerpiece of spring
cut flowers. Mrs. Phyllis Baker
poured.
Invited guests were Mrs. Jennie
Hoche, Mrs. Cora Turner, Mrs.
Ruth Barrows, Mrs. Winnie Barrows, Mrs. Leoline Hyssong, Mrs.
Carolee Hyssong, Mrs. Virginia
Hawes, Mrs, Phyllis Baker, Mrs.
Orris Burns, Mrs. William Frye,
Miss Linda Ames, Miss Sharon
Roberts. Miss Rosemary Barrows,
Mrs. Beatrice Hewes, Mrs. Eliza
beth Simonton, Mrs. Semla Sim
mons and Mrs. Margaret Sawansome.

A sure-cure for expenses from Auto Repairs •
Tires • Paint • House Repairs • Clothing • or
any other seasonal expense, plus unpaid bills. You’ll
find a sensible plan for any desire or emergency.

IN QUALITY
PERFORMANCE

UFE INSURANCE AT NO ADDITIONAL COST THROUGH
JOHN HANCOCK MUTUAL UFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Save lime — phone before coming in.

InKOaaAND;

359 Main Street
Second Floor

—

Abo.. toroMoo'l

J^nlry SHr.

Phone: 1720
haafing ail

PUBLIC FINANCE

THE WORLD'S FINEST

CORPORATION

Maritime Oil Co.

OP ROCKLAND

FOfiMBHT PUBLIC LOAN COkPOkATIOM OF 9OCKLAH0

234 PARK ST.
TEX. 1311
ROCKLAND, MAINE
63-EOT

•

The Rate Of 88
Feet Per Second?
An automobile traveling at 69

miles per hour is moving at the
rate of one mile per minute.
There are five thousand, two hun

dred and eighty feet in a mile,
and there are 60 seconds in one
minute. If we divide 5,280 by 60,
we find that an autcmobilc- travel
ing at 60 miles per hour actually
covers 8S feet in one second!
This gives us some idea of why
Maine has joined all the other
states in the nation, the District
of Columbia, the Commonwealth
of Puerto Rico, and Canada In
urging motorists to SLOW DOWN
AND LIVE!
This life-saving effort is aimed
particularly at those violations
which are associated with driving
“in-a-hurry”. These include: im
proper passing, excessive sipeed,
speed too fast for conditions,
failure to yield right-of-way, and
following too closely.
This program is not a gigantic
speed trap. It's an effort to save
lives by slowing us down—either
voluntarily or by using the pro
cesses of the law. For those who
persist in committing these viola
tions. enforcement officials are
ready to hand out stiff punishment.
Let’s slow dewn voluntarily.
The

Governor's

Committee

DOWN AND LIVE!”

Thc mammoth, corporation-type
doesn’t seem to be coming to
Maine. The family-type farm still
dominates the Maine farm pic
ture, but it’s bigger, uses more
machines, and produces much
more per farm and per man than
it did formerly.
farm

UGLY FAT

IN 10 DAYS OR MONEY BACK
Now you can stop wishing and actual*
ly lose pounds of excess weight, see
inches of ugly fat melt away from hips,
waist, arms and legs without danger*
ous drugs, diet or exercise. Be as slim
and trim as you like. For these are the
reports of sensational success in loss of
excess weight following the use of this
wonderful new product, called BENATROL. And best of all with BENATROL.
you eat all you want yet lose weight
naturally, fast. For BENATROL inhibits
your appetite, curbs your craving for fat
tening foods . . . supplies essential vita*
mins and minerals to sustain your energy.
That’s the secret of its amazing success
. . . that’s why so many users are simply
amazed with results. No matter what
you have tried before, let BENATROL
prove how many pounds of ugly fat it
can help you get rid of. You have nothing
to lose but excess weight for the $3 pack*
age of BENATROL is sold with strict
money-back guarantee by

GOODNOW’S PHARMACY
Main and Park Streets, Rockland
Mail Orders Filled

Drive with care . . . everywhere!

WANTED
The Camden Superintending
School Committee is receiving
applicants, nntll farther notice,
for janitorial positions In the
Camden Schools.
Application
blanks may be obtained from
the office of the Superintendent
of Schools or by calling CEdar
6-2600.
59-66

RELIABLE PARTY

TO SERVICE ROUTE
of
CIGARETTE MACHINES
No Selling or Soliciting

ROUTE ESTABLISHED FOR
OPERATOR
FULL OR PART TIME
SUBSTANTIAL INCOME
Per Month to Start
From $995.00 to $1995.00 Cash
Required
Please don’t waste our time
unless you have the necessary
capital and are sincerely inter
ested in expanding—We finance
expansion—If fully qualified and
able to take over at once write
briefly about yourself and in
clude phone number for person
al interview.
ALLIED MERCHANDISING, Inc.
7307 OLIVE STREET ROAD
UNIVERSITY CITY 5, MO.
61*63

New Chevrolet station wagons hove Body by Fisher, of course. Above, Hie Bel Air 4-door Townsman.

They're eager-beaver beauties...
these Chevrolet wagons !
Talk about hard-working wagons! Chev
rolet offers you the handsomest line-up
of all. Whether you hanker for a wagon
for do-it-yourself projects, to tote out
door gear, or as an all-round family
car—here are eager beavers to see.
There are two-door and four-door
models, with six- or nine-passenger
capacities. They convert in a flash
to take up to half a ton of cargo.
The tailgate opens first, so there are

lots of loads you can slip in without
having to open the topgate.
Being Chevrolets, they have the per
formance, too; up to 245* V8 horsepower
that’s frisky, smooth and quiet. The

one you choose will be a joy to handle
with its steady way of going, its easier

steering and alert response. See your
wagon at your Chevrolet dealer’s soon!

GET A WINNING DEAL ON
TIIE CHAMPION!

'Optional al extra cos'.. 270-h.p. high perjnrmance
VS engine also aeailable at extra cost.

Only franchised Chevrolet dealers display this famous trademark

See Your Local Authorized
Above,

2-door 6-passenger "Two-Ten" Handyman,

on

Highway Safety urges us to SLOW

HELP

male or female

1 DAY

This is why I believe in the first
three grades of school being kept
near home.
When our young
fathers and mothers in our com
munity petitioned thc school board
to retain our school I was away in
THE FOUR "R's" CONTINUED
the mid-west. They knew not my
They
were
ignored
By Rev. John Holman
more than you can pay an artist opinion.
though
they
had
a
petition
of 125
or
scientist
for
the
blessings
they
We pass on to the consideration
signatures representing
nearly
of the other “R’s.'' There are bring to humanity. Look at the
scientists who spend untold hours every home in Port Clyde.
certain elements involved in these
I believe that the first three
in the laboratories of our nation
R’s. The major consideration is to prevent disease and bring health years of school are the most im
the pupils and the relationship of to the world. Theirs is a dreary. ! portant In the life of a child. They
the teacher to them.
yet interesting life. They have con are getting the fundamentals. No
Let us consider the teacher. secrated themselves to the task of effective substitute has ever been
There are two groups, the teacher making the world a better place | offered for the small school build
and the hireling. Teaching is not because they lived. Could you, ing near home.
an occupation like commercial en pay Dr. Salk if he has made us im
How little people know of edu
deavors. It comes in the class mune to polio? The wealth of the cation! A man said, “I always
with artists, musicians, scientists, world wouldn’t compensate for thought a child was kept after
etc. Teaching is a calling. It is the blessings accomplished.
school for punishment." That is
a sacred trust. It involves a life
the least consideration.
I was talking to my good friend.
of devotion to the welfare of the
A teacher can do more for a
William Thon, an artist. I was
children entrusted to the teacher's
very happy to know that his paint class of five children in a 15care. The primary function of
ings graced various museums. minute period than with 30 schol
teaching will be to continue where
The Boston Art Museum purchased ars in a 30-minute period. I chal
the mother began on right and
two Rembrandt paintings for half lenged a previous head of the State
wrong. We may try to evade the
a million dollars. The beauty and Department of Education to an
moral aspect of education but one
esthetic value of those paintings swer this statement and he
cannot deny the fact that for the
couldn’t. No man can.
will bless the generations that will
formative years of life the words
If a teacher has a child that can
follow. Mr. Thon’s painting hangs
right and wrong will be the major
not grasp a subject a half hour
in the same museum. These men
part of their education. It inay
after school for a month may
devote untold hours of devotion
be a "C” for correct or a “X” for
mean the future welfare of the
and separation from other people
wrong and if we fail to impress
child.
Why do you find a scholar
to accomplish their great master
the moral standards our children's
pieces. Millions of people revel in the fifth grade in a consolidated
education will be retarded.
school reading from a first grade
in their beauty.
You can’t pay a teacher any j
reader? It is true over our na
It was my happy privilege to
tion. The school bus arrived and
Hawes recently at the home of know N. C. Wyeth, a man whom I the child had to go. to be retarded
Mrs. Virginia Kennedy on Lime esteem greatly. He came to me in for life, unless some kind person
rock street. The table was deco regard to paintings he was doing will take them under their wing
rated for the gaily wrapped gifts. in a large cathedral. He wanted and tutor them.
Refreshments were served of to make sure what he was doing
I know what I am talking about.
He was so en
olives, sandwiches, coffee, punch, was Biblical.
I was brought up in a crowded
and three decorated cakes were grossed in what he was doing that school in the city of Boston. I had
made by Mrs. Arvo Salo. Mrs. every fibre of his being was being a stuttering, stammering tongue.
Leona Wood, Mrs. Virginia Ken exercised to the point of exhaus The teachers didn't have time to
tion. Millions of people will revel
nedy.
help me. I owe to two professors
Invited guests were Mrs. Elsie in the glory of his masterpieces. in the city of Boston a debt I can
Lunden, Mrs. Eleanor Hall, Mrs. Could we pay him? No.
never repay. Professor Potter of
A school teacher’s joy is the fin the Leland Powers School of Ex
Lillian Clough. Mrs. Mildred Rob
erts, Mrs. Una Ames, Mrs. Vera ished product. Patience, devotion, pression said to me. “You are a
Pendleton. Mrs. Caroline Barrows. longsuffering to see that the pupil poor- boy, but you have good pos
Mrs. Muriel Wadsworth. Mrs. grasps the knowledge that will sibilities if you will work with
Hazel Marston, Mrs. Dorothy Up benefit him for life. I have heard me.”
He offered me the oppor
ham, Mrs. Doris Turner. Mrs. my wife at 3 o'clock in the morn tunity to come to his studio or he
Charlotte Farley. Mrs. Emma ing puzzling over what she could would stay after school with me.
Hawes, Mrs. Nellie Salo, Mrs. do to make the child grasp the Professor Taylor also was very
Mary Dennison, Mrs. Laura Nor thing that was so hard for the pu gracious to me. I practiced words
ton. Mrs. Leona Wood. Mrs. Arline pil to understand.
in the basement of that building
Let us come to the scholar. Each for hours so as not to disturb the
Springer, Mrs. Lillian Dodge. Mrs.
Cathy Cole and Mrs. Anna Sproui. child has his own temperament. school. I had to practice one word
roads. It rnuM be radioactive fallout which would
force a family to stay in shelter for days without
outside help
istnrktnn. Calif . Record Photoi

Do You Drive At

Surprise Stork Showier
A surprise stork shower was
given in honor of Mrs. Virginia

WA NT E0

get *25 to *1500 in

serve in case of emergency But now. it's a differ
ent kind of emergency—Instead of Impassable

thousands of times to get it. The
kindness
of those professors
changed my whole life and made
it fruitful in the world.
Rev. John Taylor Holman.

Chevrolet Dealer

